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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF SHIP COLLISIONS

Jianjun Xia

ABSTRACT

The serious consequence of ship collisions necessitates the development of regulations 

and requirements for the subdivision and structural design of ships so that damage and 

environmental pollution is reduced, and safety is improved. A simplified collision model 

(SIMCOL) is currently being developed at Virginia Tech to conduct probabilistic 

analysis of damage in ship collisions and ultimately optimize ship structural designs to 

improve crashworthiness. Collision data for validation of SIMCOL is very difficult to 

obtain, and model testing is very costly. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) provides an 

alternative to physical validation that can be used to increase confidence and insight in 

simplified model results.

This thesis develops a complete methodology for ship-to-ship collision simulations using 

the explicit non-linear FE code LS-DYNA3D. Various modeling alternatives are 

considered. The ability to model a complete ship-to-ship collision is developed 

incrementally starting with bow collisions with a rigid wall. A super-element 

(intersection model) approach is considered to increase the calculation speed of bow 

models. A conventional fine mesh finite element bow model is also developed. Results 

from both models are compared with each other, and with a closed-form calculation from 

Pedersen. A fine mesh model is developed for a struck tanker cargo section and 

integrated in a total ship framework modeling external dynamics and ship-to-ship contact. 

A series of collision scenarios is simulated using the conventional bow model and a rigid 

bow model striking a double hull tanker. Results are compared with SIMCOL, 

DAMAGE, DTU and ALPS/SCOL models. LS-DYNA provides detailed and reasonable 

results for ship collision analysis and comparison to increase confidence in simplified 

models.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION

The serious consequence of ship collisions necessitates the development of regulations 

and requirements for the subdivision and structural design of ships so that damage and 

environmental pollution is reduced, and safety is improved [1,2,3,4]

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) is responsible for regulating the design 

of oil tankers and other ships to provide for ship safety and environmental protection.  

Their ongoing transition to probabilistic performance-based standards requires the ability 

to predict the environmental performance and safety of specific ship designs.  This is a 

difficult problem requiring the application of fundamental engineering principles and risk 

analysis [2,3,4].  The development of a simplified collision model sufficient to predict 

collision damage, and fast enough to be used in probabilistic analysis is in progress.  This 

thesis is intended to provide FEA results for comparison to simplified results.

IMO’s first attempt at this transition for oil tankers was in response to the US Oil 

Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90).  In OPA 90 the US requires that all oil tankers entering 

US waters must have double hulls.  IMO responded to this unilateral action by requiring 

double hulls or their equivalent.  Equivalency is determined based on probabilistic oil 

outflow calculations specified in the "Interim Guidelines for the Approval of Alternative 

Methods of Design and Construction of Oil Tankers Under Regulation 13F(5) of Annex I 

of MARPOL 73/78” [4], hereunder referred to as the Interim Guidelines.

The Interim Guidelines are an excellent beginning, but they have a number of significant 

shortcomings:

• They use a single set of damage extent probability density functions (pdf’s) from 

limited single hull data applied to all ships independent of structural design.

• Damage pdf’s consider only damage significant enough to breach the outer hull.  This 

penalizes structures able to resist rupture.
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• Damage extents are treated as independent random variables when they are actually 

dependent variables, and ideally should be described using a joint pdf.

• Damage pdf’s are normalized with respect to ship length, breadth and depth when 

damage may depend to a large extent on local structural features and scantlings vice 

global ship dimensions.

1.1.1 SNAME/SSC Collision and Grounding Research Project

Research sponsored by the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers (SNAME) 

and the Ship Structure Committee (SSC) addresses the shortcomings in the Interim 

Guidelines using a fundamentally-based model to predict probabilistic damage in 

collision and grounding for a specific design, vice basing damage prediction on a single 

set of limited data.  This thesis will provide valuable insight into this problem using a 

FEA approach.

SNAME Ad Hoc Panel #6 was established specifically to consider structural design and 

response in collision and grounding.  Ad Hoc Panel #6 objectives include the 

consideration of structural design or crashworthiness in predicting probabilistic damage 

response.  This panel was formed under the SNAME T&R Steering Committee on May 

14, 1998 with support from SNAME and SSC.  It has four working groups studying tools 

for predicting damage in grounding and collision, data, collision and grounding scenarios, 

and innovative design concepts.  Funded research is centered at Virginia Tech and Webb 

Institute of Naval Architecture.  Virginia Tech is specifically tasked with:

• Developing collision and grounding scenarios

• Developing and validating a simplified collision model sufficient for probabilistic 

analysis

Figure 1.1 illustrates the process being used at Virginia Tech to predict probabilistic 

damage as a function of ship structural design.  A similar process is required for 

grounding.
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Figure 1.1 Methodology to Predict Probabilistic Damage in Collision [2]

Joint pdf for
longitudinal, vertical
and transverse extent
of damage

Struck ship design variables:
• Type (SH, DH, IOTD, DS, DB)
• Dimensions (LBP, B, D)
• Speed & displacement
• Subdivision
• Structural design

Probability of given collision
Point puncture, raking puncture, penetrating collision

Pdf’s:
Striking ship speed
Striking location & angle
Striking ship displacement
Striking ship draft & bow height
Striking ship bow shape and stiffness

Monte Carlo
Simulation

Extent of
Damage
Calculation

Pdf parametrics for
extent of  damage
as a function of
struck ship design

Regression
analysis

Specific
collision
scenario

The process begins with a set of probability density functions (pdfs) defining possible 

collision scenarios.  Based on these pdfs, a specific scenario is selected in a Monte Carlo 

simulation, and combined with a specific ship structural design to predict collision 

damage.  This process is repeated for thousands of scenarios and a range of structural 

designs until sufficient data is generated to build a set of parametric equations relating 

probabilistic damage extent to structural design.  These parametric equations can then be 

used in oil outflow or damage stability calculations.  

Critical to this process is a simple, but sufficient probabilistic definition of the collision

scenario, including the striking ship bow and struck ship.

1.1.2 Collision Model for Probabilistic Analysis

The collision problem consists of two sub-problems:

• External problem – includes the principal characteristics of the striking and struck 

ships and their motion before, during and after collision;
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• Internal problem - includes the internal mechanics and structural response of the 

struck ship and possibly the striking ship bow during collision.

The responses of the colliding structures are highly transient and non-linear, and involve 

a continuous change in geometry. An early approach to collision damage evaluation was 

made by Minorsky [5, 6], who developed a simple linear relationship between damaged 

structural volume and absorbed energy in collision, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. 

Minorsky Relationship
(as modified byReardon / Sprung)

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

KE (MJ)

RT
(m
3)

Intercept - Shell Resistance

Slope - Hull Penetration

Figure 1.2 - Minorsky Model [5, 6]

SNAME Ad Hoc Panel #6  identified three types of side damage to consider, with 

emphasis on penetrating collision:

• Low energy puncture at point

• Low energy raking puncture

• Penetrating Collision – right angle and oblique sufficient to penetrate outer hull with 

significant damage extending in at least 2 directions (penetration, horizontal, 

vertical). 

At Virginia Tech, initial work is focused on the penetrating collision using SIMCOL 

(Simplified Collision Model) [7], a modified Minorsky collision model for internal 

damage with three degree-of-freedom external ship dynamics.  SIMCOL requires a 
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compatible striking ship definition, and collision scenarios that are simple, but sufficient 

for accurate results.

Most of the existing theories for ship collisions assume that the bow of the striking ship is 

infinitely stiff and that all energy-absorbing deformation occurs in the side structure of 

the struck ship. The baseline collision model, SIMCOL Version 0.1, assumes:

• “Modified Minorsky” method [5, 6]

• 3 degrees of freedom (sway, yaw, surge) for both ships

• Striking ship bow is a rigid, vertically infinite wedge

• Model for shell resistance (Van Mater, Jones, et. al. - plastic membrane tension and 

rupture)

• Time step solution

The strengths of SIMCOL are:

• Speed

• Simple input

• The ability to consider oblique collision angles and damage length.

Although it is a good beginning, SIMCOL’s current version still has some limitations:

• Important differences in structural design are not considered. 

• There is only limited data to define appropriate probabilistic scenarios.

• The sufficiency of the striking ship bow model is suspect.

General improvements in SIMCOL are addressed in Chen [7].  This thesis will provide 

FEA results for comparison and assessment of the SIMCOL results.

1.1.3 SIMCOL Validation and Thesis Motivation

Once the development of SIMCOL is complete, it is necessary to validate the results.  

Very little actual collision data of sufficient detail is available for this validation.  The 

USCG is working with Virginia Tech to obtain as much data as possible.  Until sufficient 

data is made available, FEA will be used to provide a second set of results for 
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comparison to the SIMCOL results.  This is the primary motivation for the work of this 

thesis.

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THIS THESIS

The main objectives of this thesis are: 

• Develop the capability to model ship collisions using FEA.

• Compare FEA results with SIMCOL and other methods to partially validate or at 

least increase confidence in the SIMCOL results.

• Propose a simple bow model for SIMCOL.

The main tasks in the scope of work of this thesis are:

• Develop and evaluate bow models that use a super-element (intersection model) 

approach [8, 9, 13] and the explicit non-linear FE code LS-DYNA3D [10, 11, 12] to 

simulate bow collisions with a rigid wall.  The purpose of developing this super-

element approach is to ultimately save computer time in the full collision simulation. 

This work item corresponds to Cases 40IW7 (40k dwt intersection bow striking rigid 

wall at 7 knots) and 150IW7 (150k dwt intersection bow striking rigid wall at 7 

knots) listed in Table 1.1.                                    

• For comparison and as a fallback to the super-element approach, develop a 

conventional striking-ship FE model in LSDYNA to simulate bow collisions with a 

rigid wall (Table 1.1 Cases 40CW7 and 150CW7). Build both conventional fine-mesh 

bow models and super-element bow models for a 150K DWT Bulk Carrier.  Run the 

models with different initial velocities and collision angles.

• Analyze the bow to rigid wall FEM simulation results. Compare LS-DYNA 

simulation results for intersection (super-element) and conventional models to Yang 

& Caldwell’s load deflection curves as published by Pedersen [9, 13].  Select a bow 

model for use in ship-to-ship collision simulations.

• Model ship-to-ship collisions in LSDYNA using struck-ship and striking ship 

conventional FE models.  Compare to results of SIMCOL test cases listed in Tables 

1.2 through 1.4.  Model the following cases:

• Rigid 150K DWT bow model striking DH150 (150K DWT Double Hull Tanker). 

Run representative cases from SIMCOL Test Matrices 1-3 with sway and zero 
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initial struck ship velocity (Table 1.1 Cases 150R150DH).  Investigate effect of 

mesh size, constraints and contact type on results.  Compare to SIMCOL results.

• Deformable conventional 150K DWT bow model striking DH150. Run 

representative cases from SIMCOL Matrices 1-3 with sway and zero initial struck 

ship velocity (Table 1.1 Cases 150C150DH). Investigate effect of mesh size, 

constraints and contact type on results.  Compare to SIMCOL results.

• Deformable conventional 150K DWT bow model striking DH150. Run 

representative cases from SIMCOL Matrices 1-3 with sway and 5 knots initial 

struck ship velocity (Table 1.1 Cases 150C150DH5).  Compare to rigid bow and 

zero struck ship velocity results.

Table 1.1 - Model Cases

Intersection Bow 
Model

Conventional Bow Model
(Matrix refers to Tables 1.2-1.4)

Striking: 40k Dwt 150k Dwt Deformable
40k Dwt

Deformable
150k Dwt

Rigid
150k Dwt

Rigid Wall 40IW7 150IW7 40CW7
150CW3,
150CW7,
150CW7@75 deg

V = 0kt

150C150DH -
Matrix 1 A,E,K,O

150C150DH -
Matrix 2 A,E,F,J

150C150DH -
Matrix 3 F,J,U,Y

150R150DH -
Matrix 1A,E,K,O

150R150DH -
Matrix 2A,E,F,J

150R150DH -
Matrix 3F,J,U,Y

DH150
Struck
Ship

V = 5kt

150C150DH5 -
Matrix 1 K,O

150C150DH5 -
Matrix 3 F,J,U,Y

Table 1.2 - SIMCOL Test Case Matrix 1

SpeedCollision Angle = 90
3 knots 4 knots 5 knots 6 knots 7 knots

-62.5 Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E
-29.5 Case F Case G Case H Case I Case J
3.5 Case K Case L Case M Case N Case O
36.5 Case P Case Q Case R Case S Case T
69.5 Case U Case V Case W Case X Case Y

Location
(m fwd MS)

102.5 Case Z Case AA Case AB Case AC Case AD
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Table 1.3 - SIMCOL Test Case Matrix 2

SpeedCollision Angle = 90
3 knots 4 knots 5 knots 6 knots 7 knots

1.85 Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E
2.675 Case F Case G Case H Case I Case J
4.325 Case K Case L Case M Case N Case O

Location
(m fwd MS)

5.15 Case P Case Q Case R Case S Case T

Table 1.4 - SIMCOL Test Case Matrix 3

SpeedLocation = 3.5 m
3 knots 4 knots 5 knots 6 knots 7 knots

45 Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E
60 Case F Case G Case H Case I Case J
75 Case K Case L Case M Case N Case O
105 Case P Case Q Case R Case S Case T
120 Case U Case V Case W Case X Case Y

Collision 
Angle
(degrees)

135 Case Z Case AA Case AB Case AC Case AD

1.3 THESIS ORGANIZATION

Chapter 2 provides a survey of the literature and data available on ship collisions. In 

Chapter 3, the Yang & Caldwell bow model calculation is described.  In Chapter 4, LS-

DYNA simulation results for both intersection and conventional bow models striking a 

rigid wall are presented and compared to closed-form bow stiffness calculations.  Chapter 

5 describes the development of the LSDYNA ship-to-ship collision simulation including 

the struck ship model. Lessons-learned are provided and failed attempts are described. 

Besides, Chapter 5 presents and analyzes the application of this simulation to SIMCOL 

Collision Matrices 1-3. A rigid bow model was developed in Chapter 6, and its LS-

DYNA simulation results are compared with those of the corresponding deformable bow 

model. Chapter 7 describes several ship-to-ship collision cases with moving struck ship. 

Finally, in Chapter 8, conclusions are made based on the current study, a simple bow 

model is proposed for SIMCOL. Also recommendations are provided for future work.

Detailed descriptions of both struck and striking ships are provided in Appendix A.  

Appendix B is a Mathematica code for calculating Yang & Caldwell bow-

force/deflection and intersection element areas. In Appendix C, some salient features of 

LS-DYNA and detailed procedures for ship-to-ship collision modeling are described. 

Appendix D provides a method to calculate the mass and moment of inertia of the model.
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CHAPTER 2 BOW ANALYSIS METHODS

Many bow analysis methods and models have been developed in the past two decades. 

Amdahl, Yang and Caldwell, DAMAGE (MIT) and SIMCOL (Virginia Tech) methods 

are presented here. Pedersen investigated and compared the Amdahl and Yang and 

Caldwell’s methods.  Pedersen’s comparison results are discussed.  These models are 

investigated to identify models and methods that might be used to develop super-

elements for application in LSDYNA.  An LSDYNA intersection bow model based on 

Yang and Caldwell’s model is presented in Chapter 3.

2.1 AMDAHL

Amdahl’s collision model is based on theoretical considerations and correlated against 

model test results [14, 15].  It is a modified Wierzbicki [16] method, considering the 

energy dissipated during plastic deformation of basic structural elements such as angles, 

T-sections and cruciforms (see Figure 2.1).  The total crushing load of a specific structure 

is obtained by adding up all basic element crushing-loads.

Figure 2.1 - Method of cross-sections to determine the number of intersections [13]

Amdahl’s procedure leads to the following equation for average crushing strength:

67.025.0
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The total crushing load is found by multiplying σc by the associated cross-sectional area 

of the deformed steel material:

Pc = σc A (2)

Where:

σc is the average crushing strength of the bow;

σ0 is the ultimate strength of steel (including strain rate effects);

t is the average thickness of the cross-section under consideration;

A is the cross-sectional area of the deformed steel material;

nc is the number of cruciforms in the cross-section (See Figure 2.1);

nT is the number of T-sections in the cross-section (See Figure 2.1);

nAT is the number of angle- and T-sections in the cross-section (See Figure 2.1)

2.2 YANG AND CALDWELL

2.2.1 Folding Mechanism

Yang & Caldwell assume that the energy absorbed during the collapse of the ship’s bow 

structure in a collision is largely due to the plastic work done by axial crushing of the 

plate elements in the structure. They use the kinematic method of plasticity to describe 

the crushing strength. Their folding mechanisms are based on Wierzbicki’s [16] method.  

They model the bow section as an assembly of basic elements as shown in Figure 2.2, 

and the mean crushing strength is obtained by summing the energy dissipated in the 

individual structural elements. 
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Figure 2.2 - Folding mechanisms of basic intersection type elements [17]

Figure 2.3 - Crushing mechanism for a cruciform structural element [13]
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Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 show the different folding mechanisms of the basic elements 

and their plane descriptions. The following describes these mechanisms. 

• Mechanism (a)

In mechanism (a), the inclined plastic hinge lines move continuously as the deformation 

increases in order to maintain compatibility of the deformation. The energy dissipation in 

this mechanism results from:

• bending about horizontal hinge lines;

• rolling about inclined moving hinge lines;

• bending and inverting curvatures at the junction of horizontal and inclined hinge 

lines;

• extension along the “parallels” of the toroidal surface.

Its main formulae are:

cME 01 π=

r
HMIE
2

02
2
4= (3)

t
rHMIE 03

3
16=

Where:

E1 is the energy absorbed due to bending about horizontal hinge lines;

M0 is the corresponding bending moment;

c is the side length of the cross-section of the angle element;

E2 is the energy absorbed by rolling about the moving hinge lines;

E3 is the energy absorbed due to inverting of curvature at the junction;

H is the half-folding length;

r is the radius of the toroidal shell element;

I2 , I3 depend on the joint angle of the basic element (for right-angled joints, 

1478.12 =I , 5779.03 =I );

t is the plate thickness
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• Mechanism (b)

In this folding mechanism, the energy is absorbed through plastic bending about the 

stationary hinge lines and through the shape distortion of each of four panels.

Its main formulae are:

tHE 2
4 σ=

HME 05 4= (4)

Where:

E4 is the energy absorbed during extensional distortion of one plate flange;

E5 is the plastic work in the stationary line at the joint

• Mechanism (c)

In mechanism (c), the joint line is restrained to move in the plane of one of the flanges, in 

which, therefore, extensional deformation occurs. By neglecting shear deformation in the 

triangles of the mechanism shown in Figure 2.2(c):

t
HE
2

06 2σ=

HME 07 π= (5)

Where:

E6 is the energy absorbed during extensional distortion in the flange after 
neglecting shear;

E7 is the plastic work in the stationary line at the joint after neglecting shear

• Mechanism (d)

In this folding mode, the joint line remains straight during deformation, and the axial 

shortening of the basic element is accommodated by compressive yielding of the joint 

line.  Analysis of this deformation mechanism was provided by Amdahl [14, 15]. In his 

study, he proposed:

tHE 2
08 29.1 σ=

209
HME π= (6)

Where:
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E8 is the energy absorbed during distortion of one plate flange;

E9 is the energy absorbed by folding of plate along the inclined hinge lines

2.2.2 Individual Elements

The mean crushing resistance of a structure during the deformation process can be used 

to estimate the absorbed energy and amount of damage to the structure, and is defined as:

Pm δeff = Eint (7)

Where Eint is the energy absorption by deformation of the structure and δeff is an effective 

crushing distance of the structure. Based on experimental evidence, Wierzbicki [16] 

assumed that the actual fold length is two-thirds of the height of the basic element, i.e., 

the ratio of the crushing distance to the height is:

δeff /2H = 2/3 (8)

In the collapse of square tubes, the collapse mode is the mechanism with moving hinge 

lines, i.e. mechanism (a). For this mechanism the following formulae are derived:

Pm(2/3)(2H) = Eint = 4(2E1 + E2 + E3)

                                                Pm/M0 = A1c/H + A2H/r + A3r/t (9)

Where: 

A1 = 6p, A2 = 12I2, A3 = 48I3,

r is the bending radius.

After analysis of the movement of the middle point on the joint line, four types of folding 

mechanisms during collapse can be proposed for T-sections (Figure 2.4). Mechanisms (i) 

and (ii) are the mechanisms (a) and (c), respectively, of the basic elements in Figure 2.2 

with bending of the additional flange. The basic folding mechanisms (a) and (c) are 

combined in mechanism (iii), and mechanism (iv) consists of the folding mechanism (d) 

in each of the plate flanges. T he mean crushing strengths for these four folding 

mechanisms are:

• Mode (i):

Eint = 6E1 + E2 + E3
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Pm/M0 = 20.9 3 / tb (10)

• Mode (ii):

Eint = 6E1 + E6 + E7

Pm/M0 = 15.5 tb / (11)

• Mode (iii):

Eint = 6E1 + E2 + E3 +E6 + E7

Pm/M0 = 17.0 tb / . + 30.1 (12)

• Mode (iv):

Eint = 6E1 + E8 + E9, (13)

Pm/M0 = 25.62 tb / (14)

Here Yang & Caldwell assume that the width b and thickness t of the three plate flanges 

of a T-section are uniform.

A cruciform may be regarded as an assemblage of two angles joined along the vertical 

edges. Its corresponding crushing strengths is very similar to those of T-section, as shown 

below:

• Mode (i):

Eint = 8E1 + E2 + E3 + E6 + E7

Pm/M0 = 19.6 tb / + 30.1 (15)

• Mode (ii):

Eint = 8E1 + E4 + E5

Pm/M0 = 30.1 tb / (16)

• Mode (iii):

Eint = 8E1 + E8 + E9

Pm/M0 = 34.2 tb / (17)
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Figure 2.4 - Crushing Mechanisms of T-Sections and Cruciforms [17]

Yang & Caldwell also show that if a cruciform collapses in the asymmetric mode, i.e. 

mechanism (i), it will have lower capacity than other modes.  Collapses in mechanism 

(iii) lead to the greatest mean crushing strength.  They assume that T-sections in a 

complex structure will deform in mechanism (iii), and cruciforms will collapse in 

mechanism (ii). 

2.2.3 Crushing Strength of Complex Structure

Based on these mechanisms, the internal energy dissipation is calculated by adding up the 

contributions due to the collapse of individual elements:

Eint = ∑
An

AE +∑
Tn

TE +∑
Cn

CE (18)

Where nA, nT and nC are the numbers of angles, T-sections and cruciforms, respectively, 

in the cross-section of the structure, EA, ET, EC are the energy dissipations in crushing 

elements given by mechanism (a), mechanism (iii), mechanism (ii). The relation for the 

mean crushing force Pm [17] based on the crushing strength of these basic elements is:
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Where:
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Pm is the mean crushing load of the structure;

σ0 is the flow stress based on the mean value of the yield and the ultimate 
strength of the steel (σ0 = (σY + σu)/2);

bi is the width of the ith plate flange;

tI is the thickness of the ith plate flange;

H is the folding length of the distorted plate flanges;

nc is the number of cruciforms in the cross-section (Figure 2.1);

nT is the number of T-sections in the cross-section (Figure 2.1);

nAT is the number of angle and T-sections in the cross-section (Figure 2.1);

nf is the number of flanges of angles, T-sections and cruciforms.

Yang and Caldwell apply this theory to a tanker collision with a concrete bridge pier. In 

the results of the analysis, the mean crushing strength of the bow structure is increased by 

about 10% due to the strain-rate effects. Figure 2.5 shows a comparison of the force-

penetration curves developed using Gerard’s, Amdahl’s and Yang and Caldwell’s 

methods.

Figure 2.5 - Comparison of Gerard’s, Amdahl’s and Yang and Caldwell’s results [13]

As can be seen in Figure 2.5, Gerard’s results are very conservative and predict almost 

50% higher loads compared to Amdahl’s and Yang and Caldwell’s results for larger 

penetration.  However, for small penetrations, Gerard’s results agree well with Amdahl’s 

results. 
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In this thesis, calculations of bow deflection versus force based on Yang & Caldwell’s 

method was performed for comparison to LSDYNA results. These results are presented 

in Chapter 3, and the source code is provided in Appendix B.

2.3   PEDERSEN [13]

Pedersen presents a method for estimating the collision forces between conventional

merchant vessels and large volume offshore structures [13].  His main emphasis is on 

impact loads on fixed offshore structures due to bow collisions. The crushing loads are 

determined as a function of vessel size, vessel speed, bow profile, collision angle and 

eccentric impact. 

Pedersen discusses the various methods and theories for calculating crush loads during 

collision, including Amdahl’s method, Gerard’s method and Yang & Caldwell’s 

approach, and applies these various methods to six different ships in order to compare 

and validate the theories. After a series of numerical calculations, Pedersen concludes 

that Gerard’s results are approximately 50% higher than the experimental results. These 

are based on the assumption of collision against an infinite rigid wall.  For cases where 

the vessel strikes a pier of limited width, or with a step or recess, the collision force needs 

to be adjusted by multiplying the ratio of the deformed steel area in actual contact with 

the pier to the total steel area of the bow section under consideration. In addition, shear 

forces are:

∑+=
dn

FRdcrcccl StAAPP τ/ (20)

Where:

Pcl is the collision load on the pier based on contact area assessment;

Pc is the collision load on plane infinite wall;

Ac is the cross-sectional area of the steel material in direct contact with the 

pier during deformation of bow;

A is the total cross-sectional area of the steel material at the section of the 

bow under consideration;

nd is the number of decks and sides extending outside the pier width;

τcr is the shear buckling stress of decks and sides extending outside the pier
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Six different ships are considered: 1) 150,000 DWT Bulk Carrier, 2) 40,000 DWT 

Container ship, 3) 3000 DWT general cargo vessel, 4) 2000 DWT tanker, 5) 1000 DWT 

pallet carrier 6) 500 DWT coaster. All these ships have bulbs. In this thesis, the 150,000 

DWT Bulk Carrier’s force and penetration relationships are calculated based on Yang & 

Caldwell’s method.  Corresponding results are calculated by performing simulations with 

LS-DYNA models. These results are compared later in this thesis. The main particulars 

and the bow scantlings of the150, 000 DWT Bulk Carrier are given in Appendix A.

Figure 2.6 shows the calculated crushing load-indentation curves using Amdahl’s 

modified method and Yang and Caldwell’s method for the 150,000 DWT bulk carrier in 

a fully loaded condition striking head-on with a rigid wall at an initial impact speed of 18 

knots (about 9.3m/s). 

Figure 2.6 - Force-indentation curves for 150,000 DWT Bulk ship [13]

Figure 2.6 shows the force-penetration curve as the sum of two curves – one for the upper 

bow and the other for the bulb.  Pedersen proposes that these force-penetration curves can 

be approximated using a sine curve, the peak of which represents the maximum bow 

crushing force. 

Similar results are obtained for the remaining 4 ships. An empirical expression is derived 

to estimate maximum bow collision loads, as a function of strain rate, impact velocity, 
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vessel displacement and vessel length. For a vessel between 500 DWT and 300,000 DWT 

the maximum crushing load is given by:
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Where:

L
−
 = Lpp/275 m;

Eimp

−

= Eimp/1425 MN;

Eimp = ½ mx V20;

Pbow is the maximum collision load in MN;

Po is the reference collision load equal to 210 MN;

Eimp is the energy to be absorbed by plastic deformations;

Lpp is the length of the vessel (m);

mx is the mass plus added mass (5%) w.r.t. longitudinal position [106 kg];

Vo is the initial speed of the vessel in m/s

The maximum indentation smax is:

S
E
P

imp

bow
max=

π
2

(22)

and the associated impact duration is:

T S
V0
0

167≈ . max (23)

Tables 2.1-2.3 summarize bow collision load results for seven different vessels based on 

the empirical equations developed above. The collision loads in the tables vary between 

20 and 900 MN, which is a variation caused by the variation of vessel size and impact 

energy. 
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Table 2.1 - F, d and t for five fully loaded ships [13]

Table 2.2 - F, d and t for a bulk carrier at various speeds [13]
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Table 2.3 - Maximum bow crushing forces, indentation and collision duration for a 

container ship at various speeds [13]

The empirical equations are used to obtain plots of bow crushing force, crushing distance 

and collision duration as functions of ship size and velocity, shown in Figures 2.7 – 2.9.

Figure 2.7 - Force vs DWT for different speeds [13]
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Figure 2.8 - Crushing distance vs DWT for different speeds [13]

Figure 2.9 - Collision duration vs DWT for different speeds [13]
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2.3 MIT “DAMAGE”

The “DAMAGE” collision model was developed by Simonsen [18] based on element 

solutions developed by Wierzbicki. Various researchers have developed closed-form 

solutions for element crushing strength.  Wierzbicki [16] developed several fundamental 

solutions that are used to estimate the energy absorption in axial crushing of plate 

intersections like X-forms, T-forms etc. These special solutions, often termed “super-

element” solutions, are known to predict the energy absorption quite accurately, but only 

for specific load cases. 

The solution for axial crushing of T-sections is accurate if the section is crushed axially, 

but if the loading is slightly different, the solution is not reliable. Therefore, it is essential 

to be able to re-mesh or re-discretize the structure as the solution proceeds. The 

methodology used by Simonsen is based on such a successive adaptive-discretization of 

the side structure into super-elements, as the solution proceeds. DAMAGE applies this 

methodology to deformable side structure, but still uses a rigid bow. Figure 2.10 shows 

how the bulbous bow is idealized in DAMAGE. 

Figure 2.10 - Idealization of a bulbous bow in DAMAGE [18]
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Figure 2.11 - Excel surface plot of bow model [18]

Figure 2.11 shows an Excel surface plot of a typical bow model in DAMAGE. The 

salient features and assumptions of the DAMAGE model are:

• The striking ship has a user-defined forward speed

• The struck ship has no forward speed

• Right-angle collision

• The point of impact is not at the extremities of the ship.

• Depending on the height of the struck ship bow, the geometry of the striking ship 

bow, and the relative ship drafts, various striking configurations are captured.

• The bow is modeled as rigid using idealized geometric shapes.

The configuration for a typical impact is illustrated in Figure 2.12. The damaged structure 

is shaded.

Figure 2.12 - DAMAGE Impact scenario [18]
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Six validation examples are presented in the DAMAGE study, four of which are for 

small-scale specimens with a plate thickness of 1-2 mm. The tests are performed by 

forcing cylinders of various radii into longitudinally and transversely stiffened ships. The 

validation cases show good agreement with theoretical predictions with an error of 15% 

in the estimated energy absorption. Two other examples are presented where a rigid bulb 

penetrates the side. Although a rigid bow used in this study gives good results, the author 

recommends the use of deformable bows in future studies as there is significant amount 

of energy absorption in striking bows.

2.4 SIMCOL BOW MODEL

A simplified collision model (SIMCOL) is currently being developed at Virginia Tech to 

conduct probabilistic analysis of damage in ship collisions and ultimately optimize ship 

structural designs to improve crashworthiness [7]. SIMCOL uses a time-domain 

simultaneous solution of external dynamics and internal deformation mechanics similar 

to that originally proposed by Hutchison [19]. The external sub-model uses a three 

degree-of-freedom system for ship dynamics.  The internal sub-model determines 

reacting forces from side and bulkhead structures using detailed mechanisms adapted 

from a 1981 Rosenblatt study [20].  It determines the energy absorbed by the crushing 

and tearing of decks, bottoms and stringers using the Minorsky correlation [5, 6] as 

modified by Reardon and Sprung. In order to keep the model as simple as possible, 

SIMCOL Versions 0.0 to 2.0 assume that the striking bow is rigid and has a wedge shape 

defined by a half entrance angle.  SIMCOL Version 2.1 considers the upper and lower 

extents of the bow relative to the struck ship, but continues to assume that the bow is a 

rigid wedge.

The geometry used in Version 0.1 is not descriptive of the actual damage volume when:

• the striking bow moves along the longitudinal axis of the struck ship; or

• there is relative rotation between the striking and struck ships.

The damaged geometry is changed in later versions to solve these problems. With the 

assumption of a wedge-shaped rigid striking bow, the intrusion portion of the bow is 
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described with five nodes, as shown in Figure 2.13. The shaded area in Figure 2.13 is the 

damaged area of decks and/or bottoms during the time step. 

It is assumed that the deflection of the side shell or longitudinal bulkhead is linear from 

the top and/or bottom of the striking bow to the next horizontal support that has not been 

struck. This is shown in Figure 2.14. It is also assumed that the lateral deformation of 

web frames is similar to the incursion of the striking bow as shown in Figure 2.14.

beginning of time step n

end of time step n

damaged area during
time step n

η

Striking Ship

Struck Ship

ξ side shellP4,n, P5,n

P4,n+1, P5,n+1 P1,n P1,n+1

P2,n

P2,n+1

P3,n+1

P3,n

φ′n

α

ζn

Figure 2.13 - SIMCOL [7]
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Striking Bow

qbtm Bbtm

Bdep

Figure 2.14 - SIMCOL Version 2.1 [7]

2.5 OTHER MODELS

In addition to the bow models presented above, there are many other methods and models 

on this topic.  Minorsky [5], Hutchison [19], Ito[24], Wierzbicki [16], Woisin [25], Kim

[26], Gerard [13], Kierkegaard [27], Valsgard and Pettersen [28], Pedersen [13] all 

provide bow models and methods. Vakkalanka presents a systematic introduction and 

comparison of these studies [29].
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CHAPTER 3 FORCE AND PENETRATION CALCULATION USING YANG & 

CALDWELL’S METHOD

In this study, force versus penetration calculations based on Yang & Caldwell’s method 

are applied to two ships:

• 150,000 DWT Bulk Carrier

• 40,000 DWT Container Ship

The choice of these ships is based on the availability of validation results and bow 

geometry data. The methodology for the calculations is presented in this Chapter.

These calculations are accomplished as a basis to develop bow model super-elements for 

application in LSDYNA. It is intended that a super-element bow-model be developed to 

replace the fine mesh FEM typically used for collision simulations.  These super-

elements are called “intersection” elements, consistent with the fact that they correspond 

with the longitudinal intersections of shell plating, longitudinal bulkheads, longitudinal 

girders and decks in the bow of the striking ship.  Beam elements in LSDYNA are used 

as “intersection” elements by adjusting the sectional areas of these elements based on the 

Yang & Caldwell force/penetration relationships presented in Chapter 2.  The application 

of these elements is described in Chapter 4.

3.1 YANG & CALDWELL’S METHOD

As described in Chapter 2, Equation (24) is developed using Yang & Caldwell’s method 

[17] to calculate mean crushing load at a particular section of the striking ship bow.  This 

equation is applied to a particular intersection in a particular section by using only the 

terms in the equation applicable to the particular intersection, the sum of the intersection 

element terms being equal to the total section crushing-load.
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Where:

Pm is the mean crushing load of the structure;

σ0 is the flow stress based on the mean value of the yield and the ultimate 

strength of the steel (σ0 = (σY + σu)/2);

bi is the width of the ith plate flange;

ti is the thickness of the ith plate flange;

H is the folding length of the distorted plate flanges;

nc is the number of cruciforms in the cross-section;

nT is the number of T-sections in the cross-section;

nAT is the number of angle- and T-sections in the cross-section;

nf is the number of flanges of angles, T-sections and cruciforms.

Since the shell plates and deck plates are stiffened by longitudinal stiffeners, their 

corresponding ti’s are replaced by smeared thickness. Smeared thickness is obtained by 

averaging the longitudinal stiffener’s area with the area of the plate as specified in 

Equation (25) and illustrated in Figure 3.1:
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Figure 3.1 - Plate Thickness Smearing
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Where:

ts is the smeared thickness of the plate

ss is the width of the plate to which the longitudinal belongs

wh is the height of the web

wt is the thickness of web

fb is the width of the flange

In many ship bow structures, the plate panels of the crushed elements involved in the 

analysis have longitudinal stiffeners through which the ultimate strength of plate panels is 

increased. The final collapse mode of such plate panels is a global bending failure of the 

plate panels, the stiffeners acting with the plate in the crushing process. The stiffeners are 

included in the bending collapse of the stiffened plate by considering their effect on the 

behavior of plastic hinges in the bending of plate flanges.  The plastic bending moment of 

a plate is M0= s0bt2/4, where b is the width of the plate attached to one stiffener. The

equivalent plate thickness for the plate flange calculation can then be expressed as: 

)/(4 0
'
0

2 bMteq σ= (26)

Where 'oM  is the plastic moment of the plate flange including the stiffener. Substituting 

σ 0 0= ′M Zp/  results in the following equation for equivalent plate thickness:

b
Z

t p
eq 4= (27)

Where Zp is the plastic section modulus.

The plate thickness in the bending collapse (first) term of Yang & Caldwell’s method, 

Equation (25), is replaced with this equivalent plate thickness in Equation (27) when the 

plate panel is longitudinally stiffened. 

Hughes [30] provides a systematic method for calculating Zp of stiffener-and-plate 

sections that computes the contributions of the web and the flanges separately and adds 

them:
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ZP= Zf + Zw+ Zp (28)

Zf, Zw and Zp are calculated using the formulas given in Table 3.1.  There are two 

possible cases depending on whether the plate area Ap is greater or less than the stiffener 

area (Aw+Af).

Table 3.1 - Plastic section modulus calculation [30]

Case 1

Ap > Aw+Af

Case 2

Ap < Aw+Af
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Figure 3.2 - Two Possible Cases for Plastic Section Modulus. [30]

Appendix B provides detailed applications of these formulas.
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3.2 150K DWT BULK CARRIER

The 150K DWT Bulk Carrier “intersection” element model was developed based on 

available 2-D information. Figure 3.3 is a profile view of this bow.  Striking ship 

principal characteristics and the bow scantlings are provided in Appendix A.  Appendix C 

describes the 150K DWT Bulk Carrier 3D geometry development using AutoCAD R14 

and FastShip. Figure 3.4 shows the 3D AutoCAD model of the 150K DWT Bulk Carrier 

bow composed of “intersection” elements.  These elements connect intersection nodes in 

each section and their properties are based on the Yang & Caldwell force/penetration 

relationship applied at each node in each section.

Figure 3.3 - Scale Drawing of 150,000 DWT Bulk Carrier [13]

Figure 3.4 - AutoCAD Drawing of the 150K DWT Bulk Carrier’s Bow
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It is assumed that the striking ship damage is restricted to the bow, and only the first 

seven sections in the bow are considered in the detailed bow model.  The remainder of 

the ship is modeled using elements and mass densities such that the total mass and 

moments of inertia are the same as those of the real ship.

Figure 3.5 - Numbering Convention for Sections 1 and 2 of 150K

Figure 3.6 - Numbering Convention for Section 3 of 150K
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The relationship of force versus penetration is calculated individually for each 

intersection in the seven sections based on their geometry and scantlings. A numbering 

convention for naming each flange, element and part (a part is a group of elements in LS-

DYNA.) in these sections was devised to manage the complexity of the bow model.  The 

order for this numbering is generally from bottom to top, left to right as illustrated in 

Figures 3.5-3.7.  The numbers shown in the left diagram in these figures represent a 

sequential numbering of the flanges.  The right diagrams in these figures show two 

numbers for each node.  The first of these is a sequential numbering of the elements by 

type, for example T1 refers to the first T element.  The second of these has the form 

“SnEm” referring to the m-th “intersection” element in the n-th section.

Figure 3.7 - Numbering Convention for Section 4, 5, 6 and 7 of 150K

3.3 40K DWT CONTAINER SHIP

The 40K DWT Container Ship “intersection” element model was also developed based 

on available 2-D information. Figure 3.8 is a profile view of this bow.  Striking ship 

principal characteristics and the bow scantlings are provided in Appendix B. Figure 3.9 

shows the 3D AutoCAD model of the 40K DWT Container Ship bow composed of 

“intersection” elements.  These elements connect intersection nodes in each section and 
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their properties are based on the Yang & Caldwell force/penetration relationship applied 

at each node in each section.

Figure 3.8 - Scaled Drawing of 43,000 DWT Container Ship [13]

Figure 3.9 - AutoCAD Drawing of the 40K DWT Container Ship’s Bow
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It is assumed that the striking ship damage is restricted to the bow, and only the first 

twelve sections in this bow are considered in the detailed bow model.  The remainder of 

the ship is modeled using elements and mass densities such that the total mass and 

moments of inertia are the same as those of the real ship.

To calculate the relationship of force versus penetration, the geometries of these twelve 

sections are examined individually. The numbering convention is the same as that for the 

150K DWT Bulk Carrier. The sections are shown in Figures 3.10-3.13.

Figure 3.10 - Numbering Convention for Section 1 of 40K

Figure 3.11 - Numbering Convention for Section 2 of 40K. 
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Figure 3.12 - Numbering Convention for Section 3 of 40K

Figure 3.13 - Numbering Convention for Section 4 of 40K

Using this numbering convention, Yang & Caldwell ‘s method is applied to the two ships 

and their corresponding intersection models are built.  “Intersection” model results are 

compared with SIMCOL, Pedersen’s and conventional FEM models in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4 BOW MODELS STRIKING A RIGID WALL

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the development of collision simulations for bows striking a rigid 

wall. The bow models (both conventional fine-mesh finite-element and intersection 

super-element models) are developed using FEMB (Finite Element Model Builder, a 

Finite Element Pre-Processor compatible with LS-DYNA.) and analyzed using LS-

DYNA.  Results are compared with closed-form calculations based on Yang & 

Caldwell’s method and other results presented by Pedersen [13]. Table 1.1 provides a 

summary of collision scenarios addressed in this thesis.  The rigid wall cases specified in 

this table include:

• 150CW7 --- Conventional bow model of a 150Kdwt Bulk Carrier striking a rigid 

wall at a velocity of 7 knots and a collision angle of 90±.

• 150CW3 --- Conventional bow model of a 150Kdwt Bulk Carrier striking a rigid 

wall at a velocity of 3 knots and a collision angle of 90±.

• 150IW7 --- Intersection bow model of a 150Kdwt Bulk Carrier striking a rigid 

wall at a velocity of 7 knots and a collision angle of 90±.

• 150CW7@75 --- Conventional bow model of a 150Kdwt Bulk Carrier striking a 

rigid wall at a velocity of 7 knots and a collision angle of 75±.

• 40CW7 --- Conventional bow model of a 40Kdwt Container Ship striking a rigid 

wall at a velocity of 7 knots and a collision angle of 90±.

• 40IW7 --- Intersection bow model of a 40Kdwt Container Ship striking a rigid 

wall at a velocity of 7 knots and a collision angle of 90±.

4.2 BOW MODELS

Because of the rapid development of computer technology and computer algorithms, it is 

now possible to solve complicated structural problems, such as ship collisions, with 

Finite Element Methods (FEM). 
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The conventional FEM models developed in this thesis include side-shell, deck, 

longitudinal bulkhead and primary girder components in the bow of the ship, aft to the 

collision bulkhead. These components are modeled using meshed shell elements. 

Stiffeners are smeared into plates and transverse frames are modeled as “very stiff” beam 

elements.  The remainder of the ship is also modeled using “stiff” beam elements and 

concentrated masses such that the model’s mass and mass moment of inertia are the same 

as in the real ship (including actual mass and added mass in the collision direction).

To reduce computer time, a super-element bow model was also developed. These super-

elements are called “intersection” elements, consistent with the fact that they correspond 

with the longitudinal intersections of shell plating, longitudinal bulkheads, longitudinal 

girders and decks in the bow of the striking ship.  Beam elements in LSDYNA are used 

as “intersection” elements by adjusting the sectional areas of these elements based on the 

Yang & Caldwell force/penetration relationships.  Again, transverse frames are assumed 

to be “very stiff”.  Figure 4.1 illustrates the process developed for finite element 

modeling and simulation in LS-DYNA.

4.2.1 150CW7 - Conventional FEM Bow Model

In the 150CW7 case, a conventional bow model of the 150Kdwt Bulk Carrier strikes a 

rigid wall at a velocity of 7 knots and a collision angle of 90±.  Appendix C describes the 

full procedure used to develop this model.  Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the model.

Model Material Properties

Material type 20 (Rigid) is used to model the rigid wall. All parts in the striking ship use

Material type 3 (Kinematic/Isotropic Elastic Plastic).  Parts aft of the bow are modeled as 

“stiff” beam elements by assigning large cross-section area (Area = 0.9 m2).  A transverse 

frame at approximately the midship location also uses Material type 3, but with a large 

mass density such that the model’s total mass and moment of inertia are equal to those of 

the real ship (including the actual mass and added mass in the collision direction.). 

Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s Ratio and Yield Stress are assigned values for the specified 

steel. Strain rate effects are simulated using Cowper Symonds strain rate parameters (See 
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LS-DYNA Keyword User’s Manual [10, 11, 12].). The following is the summary of the 

150CW7 model.

Figure 4.2 - Conventional Model of 150K DWT Bulk Carrier (150CW7)

Figure 4.3 - Close-up of Bow Model for 150K DWT Bulk Carrier (150CW7)
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Model Summary (150CW7):

No. of Parts 17

No. of Nodes 10413

No. of Elements 21344

No. of Beams 62

No. of Quads 504

No. of Trias 20778

No. of Element Properties 9

No. of Materials 3

No. of Interfaces 1

No. of Master Segments 256

No. of Slave Nodes 2871

Materials used
1. RIGID

Material Type: 20 (Rigid)

Mass Density: 7.85 X 103

Young’s Modulus: 2.09 X 1011

Poisson’s Ratio: 0.28

Mass Constraint: 1

Local Coordinate No. (CON1): 7

SPC (CON2): 7

2. DEFORMABLE

Material Type: 3 (Kinematic/Isotropic Elastic Plastic)

Mass Density: 7.85 X 103

Young’s Modulus: 2.09 X 1011

Poisson’s Ratio: 0.28

Yield Stress: 4.57 X 108

Strain Rate Parameter C: 40

Strain Rate Parameter P: 5.0
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3. MASS

Material Type: 3 (Kinematic/Isotropic Elastic Plastic)

Mass Density: 3.25 X 105

Young’s Modulus: 2.09 X 1011

Poisson’s Ratio: 0.28

Yield Stress: 4.57 X 108

Strain Rate Parameter C: 40

Strain Rate Parameter P: 5.0

Element Properties

Two types of elements are used in the bow model: the 3 or 4 node shell (or plate) element 

and the Hughes-Liu Beam element. The bow and the rigid wall are modeled using shell 

elements.  Stiffeners are smeared into the thickness of the attached plate. The remainder 

of the ship is modeled as a series of beam elements.  Element properties are as follows:

1. Belytschko-Tsay shell elements are used for the rigid wall and the bow plating.  The 

plate thickness is varied for the bow plating.  Rigid wall properties are:

Shear Factor: 1

No. of Integration Points: 3

Uniform Thickness: 0.1

Thickness at Node 1: 0.1

Thickness at Node 2: 0.1

Thickness at Node 3: 0.1

Thickness at Node 4: 0.1

                                    Reference Surface:                 Middle

2. Hughes-Liu Beam elements are used for transverse frames in the bow and for the rest 

of the ship aft of the bow:

Cross Section type: Rectangular

Integration Point Option: 2 x 2 Gauss Points

S. Thickness @ N1: 0.95

S. Thickness @ N2: 0.95
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T. Thickness @ N1: 0.95

T. Thickness @ N2: 0.95

S. Reference Surface: 0.0

T. Reference Surface: 0.0

Shear Factor: 1.0

6.4
6.3

6.26.1

MASTER SEGMENTS

SLAVE NODES

Figure 4.4 - LS-DYNA Contact Algorithm

Interface

Figure 4.4 shows how contact is defined in LSDYNA 3D. The dots indicate slave nodes 

and the surfaces are the master segments. The arrows indicate the normal direction of the 

surfaces.  Contact type 5 and contact type 10 are one-sided searches whereas contact type 

3 is a two-sided search, as described in the examples below.

Type 5 Slave surface nodes

Master surface segments

Type 10 Slave surface segments

Master surface segments

Type 3 Slave surface segments

Master surface segments
ONE-SIDED 
TWO-SIDED 
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One-sided search:

Slave nodes are prevented from going through the master surface

Ex.: Types 5 and 10

Symmetric search:

Slaved nodes are prevented from going through master segments and vice versa

Ex.: Type 3

Figure 4.5 illustrates the difference between a type 3 and a type 5 contact.  Although 

there is an obvious penetration, type 5 contact ignores this because it only checks that the 

slave nodes are on the positive side of the master segment normal, which they are. Type 3 

contact would not permit this penetration because the master node has penetrated the 

slave surface.

Slave nodes Slave surface

Master nodes Master surface

Figure 4.5 - Contact Definition in LS-DYNA 3D

In the current model, Interface Type 5 contact (NODES TO SURFACE) is used. In this 

type of contact, all nodes in the striking ship are assigned as the “Slave Nodes” and all 

elements in the rigid wall are assigned as “Master Segments”. The contact interface does 

not allow the slave nodes (striking ship) to penetrate the master segments (rigid wall), so 

the striking ship bow must deform when it strikes the rigid wall, while the rigid wall 

remains intact. The application of contact type 5 in this case is illustrated in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 - Contact Definition Showing Master Segments and Slave Nodes (150CW7)

Boundary Conditions

All nodes in the rigid wall are fixed by specifying the Material Type 20 Mass Constraint 

option.  To model the real collision scenario, it would be ideal to free all nodes in the 

striking ship.  This was tried, but it was found that the simple beams in the after part of 

the ship do not provide sufficient bending constraint at their connection with the bow.  

The bulb is much stronger than the upper bow so the upper bow has more deformation. 

This results in an unrealistic “nose-down” bending of the bow. Figure 4.7 shows this 

phenomenon.  By constraining nodes in the last transverse bulkhead of the bow in the 3, 4 

and 5 directions (displacement in the Z direction and rotations about the X and Y-axis), a 

more reasonable bow constraint is obtained. Its damaged bow picture is presented later in 

this chapter. All other nodes in the striking ship are free to move in 6 DOF (Degrees of 

Freedom).
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Figure 4.7 – “Nose-Down” of 150CW7 (Without Constraints)

Initial Conditions

The initial velocity assigned to all nodes of the striking ship is equal to the actual 

collision speed of the real ship, which in this case is 7 knots (or 3.6m/s).  Since the rigid 

wall is fixed, no initial velocity is assigned to the wall.  Striking ship velocity is varied in 

other cases to assess the sensitivity of the results to this variation. 

Element Size

The accuracy of the results from finite element calculations generally increases if smaller 

elements are used.  When the mesh size is not small enough, the results become unstable 

and incorrect.  Large mesh sizes require less computer time, but the mesh size must be 

small enough for reasonable accuracy.  Figure 4.7 compares force-time curves for this 
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case using different numbers of elements in the same model.  Above 20000 elements, the 

results become reasonably stable, but below this number there is significant variation. 

The CPU time of the analysis increases dramatically as the number of elements increases 

above 20000.  A trade-off decision was made between result accuracy and CPU time. A 

bow model with 20,000 elements is selected as a good working compromise, and this 

mesh size is used in all subsequent bow models. 

Figure 4.8 - Force-Time Curves With Different Number of Elements (150CW7)

Figure 4.9 - "Intersection" Model of 150K DWT Bulk Carrier (150IW7)
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4.2.2 150IW7 - Intersection Bow Model

In the 150IW7 case, an "intersection" bow model of the 150Kdwt Bulk Carrier strikes the 

rigid wall at a velocity of 7 knots and a collision angle of 90±.  Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show 

the 150IW7 model.  

Figure 4.10 - Close-up of 150K DWT Bulk Carrier "Intersection" Bow Model (150IW7)

“Intersection” elements connect nodes along the longitudinal intersections of shell 

plating, longitudinal bulkheads, longitudinal girders and decks in the bow of the striking 

ship.  "Truss" beam elements in LSDYNA are used as “intersection” elements by 

adjusting the sectional areas of these elements based on the Yang & Caldwell 

force/penetration relationships.  Again, transverse frames are assumed to be “very stiff”.   

Different colors are applied to different parts to make the model more readable.  The 

following is a concise summary for this model:

Model Summary:

No. of Parts 68

No. of Nodes 1092

No. of Elements 1178
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No. of Beams 277

No. of Quads 901

No. of Trias 0

No. of Element Properties 64

No. of Materials 3

No. of Interfaces 1

No. of Master Segments 901

            No. of Slave Nodes                             131

The rigid wall is modeled in the same way as in case 150CW7. All elements in the 

striking ship are truss elements.  Truss elements are defined by only one property, cross-

sectional area.  Different elements have different cross-sectional areas determined by 

calculations based on Yang & Caldwell’s method. See Chapter 3 and Appendix B for 

details.  Contact type 5 is also applied in this simulation.  All elements in the rigid wall 

are defined as master segments, and all nodes in the striking ship are slave nodes.  

Striking ship nodes are not allowed to penetrate the rigid wall.  Since truss elements can 

only resist forces in their longitudinal direction and have no bending strength, all nodes in 

striking ship are constrained in the 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 directions (only free to translate in the 

X direction along the heading of the striking ship). All nodes in the striking ship have an 

initial velocity of 7 knots in the X direction as in the 150CW7 case.

Various attempts at allowing 6 degrees of freedom with the intersection model were 

unsuccessful.  Allowing only a single degree of freedom is not a reasonable assumption 

for ship-to-ship collision analysis, particularly when the struck ship has forward velocity.  

In these cases, the striking ship must have three translational degrees of freedom (surge, 

sway and yaw).  Consequently, in subsequent ship-to-ship cases, only the conventional 

bow model is used.

Results for the 150IW7 case are presented and compared to 150CW7 in Section 4.3.
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4.2.3 Oblique Collision Model 150CW7@75

In the 150CW7@75 case, a conventional bow model of the 150Kdwt Bulk Carrier bow 

strikes the rigid wall at a velocity of 7 knots and a collision angle of 75±.  This model is 

based on case 150CW7.  The striking ship remains unchanged.  The rigid wall is rotated 

15± and the collision angle becomes 75±.  Results for the 150CW7@75 case are presented 

and compared to 150CW7 in Section 4.3, to assess the influence of collision angle on 

collision results.

4.3 RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

4.3.1 150CW7 vs. 150CW3

The 150CW3 case models the conventional 150K Bulk Carrier bow model striking the 

rigid wall at a velocity of 3 knots and a collision angle of 90±.  This model was developed 

based on model 150CW7.  The only modification is the initial velocity that is changed 

from 7 knots to 3 knots.  Figure 4.10 shows the force-penetration results of these two 

cases.  The curves are almost identical up to the end of the 3-knot penetration event. This 

indicates that strain rate is not a critical factor.  The final penetration is about 1.8m in 

Case 150CW3, and 3.75m in case 150CW7.

Figure 4.11 - Force-Penetration Curves of 150CW7 and 150CW3
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Figure 4.11 shows the damaged bow of model 150CW7 and Figure 4.12 shows model 

150CW3. From the above force curve analysis, it is not surprising that these two models 

are damaged in the same way, except the final damage for the bow of model 150CW3 is 

less.

Figure 4.12 – Damaged Bow of 150CW7

Figure 4.13 – Damaged Bow of 150CW3
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4.3.2 150CW7 vs. 150IW7

This section compares the results of the conventional 150K DWT bow model striking a 

rigid wall (Case 150CW7) with the "intersection" 150K DWT bow model striking a rigid 

wall (Case 150IW7).  These two models are based on totally different mechanisms.  Case 

150CW7 is a conventional fine-mesh FEM model using over 20000 elements.  Case 

150IW7 is a simplified "intersection" model using less than 1000 elements.  The 

"intersection" model requires two orders of magnitude less CPU time. Unfortunately, as 

was discussed in Section 4.2.3, the current intersection model cannot be applied to 

collision cases requiring more than one degree-of-freedom (surge) in the striking ship. 

Figure 4.14 - Force-Penetration Curves of 150CW and 150IW7

Figure 4.13 compares the force-penetration curves for these two cases. The intersection 

model force results are lower than the conventional model, particularly at intermediate 

penetrations.  The derivation of the intersection elements assumes that intersections are 

parallel to the direction of collapse. When elements are inclined horizontally or vertically 

to the direction of collapse as they are in the LSDYNA bow model, the longitudinal 

collapse force is substantially less than the conventional FEM results.  The LSDYNA 
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intersection model forces are also lower than the Yang & Caldwell formula calculations 

at small and intermediate penetrations because the FEM model allows weaker sections 

and portions of sections to collapse ahead of stiffer sections in the bulbous bow.  The 

formula derivation assumes sequential collapse of entire sections.

Wierzbicki [16] developed many of the fundamental solutions that are used to estimate 

energy absorption in axial crushing of plate intersections like X-forms, T-forms etc. He 

showed that super-element solutions can predict the energy absorption quite accurately, 

but that super-elements do not provide reliable results when the applied loads differ 

significantly from derivation assumptions. That is the case in the LSDYNA application. 

Figure 4.14 shows the damaged bow of model 150IW7. It can be seen that the first two 

stations of the bow are totally collapsed and the third station is partially damaged.

Figure 4.15 – Damaged Bow of 150IW7

4.3.3 150CW7 vs. 150CW7@75

A comparison between case 150CW7 and 150CW7@75 investigates the effect of 

collision angle on damage results.  Figure 4.15 shows a comparison of collision force 

versus penetration for the two cases. The maximum force is 478 MN in 150CW7 and 

417MN in 150CW7@75.  In the first 0.5 second, the two force curves are similar; after 

that, the difference increases gradually. In case 150CW7, the ship has zero velocity after 
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the collision.  All of the initial kinetic energy is absorbed by the bow.  In case 

150CW7@75 (and other oblique collision angle cases), the rigid wall force response 

causes the ship model to rotate around its Z direction. This causes the bow to slide along 

the rigid wall with a non-zero velocity in the sway direction.  All of the initial kinetic 

energy is not absorbed. Some is redirected. This is shown in the Post-Processor 

animation.

Figure 4.16 - Force Comparison between 150CW7 and 150CW7@75

Figure 4.16 illustrates the damaged bow of 150CW7@75, from which it can be seen that, 

unlike the one of 150CW7, its damaged portions for the right and left sides are not the 

same because of the oblique collision angle. 

Figure 4.17 shows case 150CW7@75 before the collision. The collision occurs at the 

mid-point of the rigid wall. Figure 4.18 shows the same case at the end of the collision, 

from which it can be seen that the bow does slide away to its right side.
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Figure 4.17 – Damaged Bow of 150CW7@75

Figure 4.18 – 150CW7@75 (Before Collision)
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Figure 4.19 – 150CW7@75 (At the end of Collision)

4.3.4 150IW7 vs. Closed-Form Calculations

In this section, intersection model results and closed-form calculation results are 

compared. Two versions of closed-form calculation results are presented, both based on 

Yang & Caldwell’s method.  The first is from Pedersen [13], and the other is calculated 

in this study. See Chapter 3 and Appendix B for calculation details. Figure 4.19 shows 

that these two curves are similar. The details of Pedersen’s calculation responsible for the 

difference are unknown.

The third force-penetration curve in Figure 4.19 is the result of case 150IW7.  As 

discussed previously, the intersection model results are less than the formula calculations 

because the derivation of the formula calculation assumes that intersections are parallel to 

the direction of collapse and many of them are inclined horizontally or vertically in the 

LSDYNA model. The LSDYNA intersection model forces are also lower than the Yang 

& Caldwell formula calculations at small and intermediate penetrations because the FEM 

model allows weaker sections and portions of sections to collapse ahead of stiffer 

sections in the bulbous bow.  The formula assumes sequential collapse of entire sections.
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Closed-form vs. 150IW7
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Figure 4.20 - Closed-form vs. 150IW7
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CHAPTER 5 CONVENTIONAL BOW MODEL STRIKING STATIONARY 

DOUBLE HULL TANKER

In this chapter, ship-to-ship collision cases are investigated using conventional models for 

both struck and striking ships and assuming that the struck ship is stationary when struck. 

These include the following cases specified in Table 1.1: 150C150DH - Matrix1A, E, K, 

O; Matrix 2 A, E, F, J; and Matrix 3 F, J, U, Y. The striking ship in these cases is the 

same as in the rigid wall cases described in Chapter 4.  Based on the Chapter 4 analysis, a 

conventional FEM bow model is used. The struck ship was selected based on the 

availability of ship information and the required comparison to the SIMCOL results [7]. 

5.1 STRUCK SHIP

The struck ship model is based on the 150K DWT IMO reference tanker presented in the 

IMO Interim Guidelines [4]. Its details are developed in HECSALV and SafeHull 

consistent with IMO regulations and ABS Rules.  Figure 5.1 shows plan and cross-

section views. Table 5.1 summarizes its general dimensions.

Only the struck section of the ship is modeled in detail in LSDYNA. The remainder of 

the ship is modeled using large beam elements and concentrated masses, as with the 

150K DWT Bulk Carrier bow model. This is based on the assumption that in ship 

collision cases local structural response dominates the collision results. The struck section 

is developed in a conventional way with components including shells, webs, transverse 

and longitudinal bulkheads and stringers modeled as plate elements.  Stiffeners are 

smeared into the plate thickness. Figure 5.2 shows the conventional model of the struck 

ship with the struck section located at the midship cargo tank position. Figure 5.3 is a 

close-up of the struck section. In order to get a clear picture for the internal scantlings, 

double bottom and transverse bulkheads are not shown.

To simulate the collision scenario, the total mass of the LS-DYNA model is the sum of 

the ship's added mass in sway and the ship's material mass. Most of the mass of the 

model is concentrated in two parts, MASSFORW and MASSAFT, located at the two 

ends of the ship model. By adjusting the distances between these concentrated masses 
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and the center of the model, the model’s moment of inertia around the Z-Axis (I66) is 

adjusted to match the real ship.  Simultaneous equations are solved to correctly and 

simultaneously achieve the ship’s virtual mass, center of gravity and mass moment of 

inertia. This calculation is provided in Appendix D.

Figure 5.1 - IMO 150K DWT Double Hull Reference Design [21, 22, 23]

Figure 5.2 - Conventional Struck Ship Model of 150K DWT Double Hull Tanker
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Table 5.1 – General Dimensions of 150K DWT Double Hull Tanker

Deadweight, tonnes 150,000

Length L, m 264.00

Breadth B, m 48.00

Depth D, m 24.00

Draft T, m 16.80

Double Bottom Ht hDB, m 2.32

Double Hull Width W, m 2.00

Displacement, tonnes 178,867

Figure 5.3 - Close-up of Stuck Section
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Struck Ship Model Summary:

No. of Parts 18

No. of Nodes 7689

No. of Elements 8338

No. of Beams 288

No. of Quads 7877

No. of Trias 174

No. of Element Properties 16

No. of Materials 5

No. of Interfaces 1

No. of Master Segments 0

No. of Slave Nodes 3402

Material Properties

Material Type 24 (Piecewise_Linear_Plasticity) is used in the struck ship. This is an 

elasto-plastic material with an arbitrary stress versus strain curve and arbitrary strain rate 

dependency. It is applicable to elements such as beams, shells, solids, and thick shells. 

Material failure is based on a specified plastic strain limit.  The following is a summary 

of its parameters. 

Material Type: 24 (Piecewise_Linear_Plasticity)

Mass Density: 7.85 X 103

Young’s Modulus: 2.09 X 1011

Poisson’s Ratio: 0.28

Yield Stress: 4.57 X 108

Tangent Modulus:                4.57 X 108

    Failure Pl. Strain:             0.15

Strain Rate Para C: 40

Strain Rate Para P: 5
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Element Properties

The elements used in the struck ship are similar to those used in the striking ship. Basic 

element properties are described below:

Belytschko-Tsay shell elements for DECK

Shear Factor: 1

No. of Integration Points: 3

Uniform Thickness: 0.0314

Thickness at Node 1: 0.0314

Thickness at Node 2: 0.0314

Thickness at Node 3: 0.0314

Thickness at Node 4: 0.0314

                                    Reference Surface:                  Middle

Hughes-Liu Beam elements for MASSAFT

Cross Section type: Rectangular

Integration Point Option: 2 x 2 Gauss Points

S. Thickness @ N1: 1.00

S. Thickness @ N2: 1.00

T. Thickness @ N1: 1.00

T. Thickness @ N2: 1.00

S. Reference Surface: 0.0

T. Reference Surface: 0.0

Shear Factor: 1.0

Belytschko-Tsay shell elements are used in the struck section parts. The shell thickness is 

unique to each individual part. All remaining parts use Hughes-Liu Beam elements.  

Their parameters are the same as listed above except for the thickness at element corner 

nodes.
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Interface

As with the bow to rigid wall simulations, Contact Type 5, nodes to surface, is also used 

in the ship-to-ship simulations. However, in the ship-to-ship cases, the bow elements are 

assigned as master segments and the struck ship nodes as slave nodes. Generally, the bow 

is much stiffer than the struck section and this contact definition is a better representation 

of actual results. Contact Type 10 (One_Way_Surface_To_Surface) can also be applied 

to this case by assigning the elements of the striking bow as master segments and the 

elements of the struck ship as slave segments. With Type 10, the elements of the struck 

ship are slave segments vice slave nodes and all their surface normals must point to the 

opposing master segments normals. Because of the complexity of the ship structures, this 

contact type requires significant element by element specification with little impact on 

the results. Type 5 is preferred.

Figure 5.4 shows the Type 5 contact definition. The arrows indicate the normal direction 

of the master segments, and the small solid green squares indicate the slave nodes. Not all 

nodes of the struck ship are defined as slave nodes because they do not contact the bow.  

This saves CPU time.

Figure 5.4 - Contact Definition Between the Bow and Struck Section
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Figure 5.5 - Constraints on Nodes of the Struck Ship

Boundary Conditions

To simulate the actual collision scenario, specific constraints on the nodes of the struck 

ship are applied as shown in Figure 5.5.

By constraining some nodes in the 3, 4 and 5 directions (translation in Z-direction, 

rotation around X-axis and Y-axis), the struck ship motion is limited to the X-Y plane, 

free in the sway, surge and yaw directions. All nodes in the struck section are free in 6 

DOF.

Initial Conditions

The initial conditions vary from case to case, therefore they are presented individually 

later.
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5.2 COLLISION SIMULATION

5.2.1 Conventional Bow

The conventional bow model developed for the rigid wall cases is used with one change 

for the ship-to-ship collision simulations. The panel element type is changed from 

triangle-element to quadrilateral-element. In the rigid wall case, the initial kinetic must all 

be absorbed by the bow.  This results in large bow deformations and causes serious 

computational hourglass mode problems, particularly with quadrilateral-elements. 

Hourglass modes are a result of rank deficiency in the element stiffness matrix caused by 

insufficient integration points with large deformation. Triangle-elements virtually 

eliminate this effect, but require more CPU time.  In ship-to-ship collision cases the bow 

deformation is relatively small and more efficient quadrilateral-elements can be used 

without problem. 

Figure 5.6 shows force-time curves corresponding to the same ship-to-ship collision case, 

but with a different number of elements. The original number of elements is about 4,000. 

Doubling the number does not significantly change the results.  The 4000-element 

rectangular mesh size is used for the bow model in all ship-to-ship cases.

 Time (sec)

  F
or
ce
 (N
)

Figure 5.6 - Element Size Comparison for the Ship-to-Ship Collision Model
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Figure 5.7 - Collision Location of Conventional Bow Striking Double Hull Tanker

5.2.2 Matrix 1 Models and Results

Models and LSDYNA results for Matrix 1 are presented in this section and compared to 

results from other models.  Matrix 1 cases are used to assess the sensitivity of struck ship 

damage penetration to striking ship speed and impact location globally along the striking 

ship length. Figure 5.7 shows the alignment of the two ships at contact for these cases.

Midship Strike Location (Cases 150C150DHMatrix1O and 150C150DHMatrix1K)

These cases model the conventional bow striking the 150K Double Hull Tanker 3.5m 

forward of midship on a web at the center of a cargo tank. The striking ship has an initial 

velocity of 7 knots in 150C150DHMatrix1O and 3 knots in 150C150DHMatrix1K. Both 

have a collision angle of 90 degrees.  Figure 5.8 shows the energy plot for 

150C150DHMatrix1O. The total energy equals the sum of kinetic energy and absorbed or 

internal energy.  Total energy should be approximately constant. Only a small amount of 

energy may be lost to the hourglass modes.  The LSDYNA manual recommends that the 

hourglass energy be less than 10% of the internal energy. Otherwise, other methods 

should be used, such as triangle-elements instead of quadrilateral-element or fully 

integrated elements instead of membrane elements. The hourglass energy in this case is 

acceptable. This plot also shows that at the completion of the collision event, both ships 
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are moving in the direction of the initial strike.  The energy balance is very important to 

the validity of a model and should always be checked.

Figure 5.8 - Energy Curves for Case 150C150DHMatrix1O

Figure 5.9 - Velocities of Striking Ship and Struck Ship (150C150DHMatrix1O)
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Figure 5.9 shows the velocities of the striking ship and struck ship during the 

150C150DHMatrix1O collision case. The velocity of the striking ship decreases as the 

velocity of the struck ship increases. During this process, the bow of the striking ship 

penetrates the side structure of the struck ship. When the velocities are equal, the 

penetration event is complete. After this the velocity of the struck ship continues to 

increase slightly while the velocity of the striking ship continues to decrease, and the two 

ships separate.

Figure 5.10 shows the 150C150DHMatrix1O penetration-time plot. It is obtained by 

integrating the velocity curves and taking their difference. The simulation starts with the 

forward node of the bulb 0.6m from the side of the stuck ship. This distance is subtracted 

from the maximum Figure 5.10 value to obtain the maximum penetration. In this case, 

the maximum penetration is 6.27m. In 150C150DHMatrix1O the maximum penetration 

occurs at about time 3.20 seconds where the striking and struck ships have the same 

velocity. Figure 5.11 (a)-(d) show the collision process.

Figure 5.10 - Penetration vs. Time (150C150DHMatrix1O)
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Figure 5.11 (a) – Collision Process of 150C150DHMatrix1O (Before Collision)

Figure 5.11 (b) – Collision Process of 150C150DHMatrix1O (t = 0.8 sec)
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Figure 5.11 (c) – Collision Process of 150C150DHMatrix1O (t = 1.6 sec)

Figure 5.11 (d) – Collision Process of 150C150DHMatrix1O (t = 2.4 sec)
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The other cases have similar energy, velocity, and penetration-time curves. Damage 

penetration and length results for Matrix 1 cases are provided at the end of this section 

and in later sections.

Cases 150C150DHMatrix1E and 150C150DHMatrix1A

Cases 150C150DHMatrix1E and 150C150DHMatrix1A model the conventional bow 

striking the 150K Double Hull Tanker 62.5m aft of midship on a web at the center of the 

aft cargo tank. The striking ship has an initial velocity of 7 knots in 

150C150DHMatrix1E and 3 knots in 150C150DHMatrix1A. Both have a collision angle 

of 90 degrees. The previous model (150C150DHMatrix1K) is modified to model the new 

strike location by moving the struck section relative to the center of mass.  Since the mass 

of the struck section is less than 1% of the total mass of the struck ship, changing the 

struck section’s location has little effect on the model’s mass moment of inertia and 

center of gravity and this effect can be neglected.  Figure 5.12 shows the modified struck 

ship model.

Figure 5.12 Modified Struck Ship Model (150C150DHMatrix1A)
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Penetration Results Comparison for Matrix 1

In this section, LSDYNA collision penetration results are compared with SIMCOL 

Version 2.11 results and results from three other state-of-art collision models for the 

Matrix 1 scenarios: Technical University of Denmark (DTU) model, DAMAGE, and 

ALPS/SCOL models.  These results are shown in Figures 5.13(a) through (d). Only the 

LSDYNA results include deformation in the striking ship bow.

The following observations are made concerning these results:

• Penetration results for the five models have similar magnitude.  DAMAGE predicts 

the least penetration and ALPS/SCOL predicts the most. 

• Penetration increases as the velocity of the striking ship increases as shown in Figures 

5.13(a) and (b). The slope of this relationship represents the resistance of the struck 

ship structure to the striking bow. The SIMCOL and DAMAGE results are 

approximately linear. In SIMCOL, this phenomenon results from the application of a 

linear Minorsky correlation between absorbed energy and damaged volume. The 

SIMCOL results are approximately parallel to the LS-DYNA results.

• Penetration is maximum for all models when the collision occurs at midship in the 

struck ship as shown in Figures 5.13(c) and (d). When the collision occurs away from 

midship in the struck ship, less kinetic energy is absorbed in plastic deformation and 

penetration because more is absorbed in yaw of the struck ship. 

Figure 5.14 shows a picture for the damaged inner shell of 150K Double Hull Tanker at 

the end of collision. Figure 5.15(a) - (d) illustrate the damage process during the collision 

for the web of 150K Double Hull Tanker. 
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Figure 5.13(a) Penetration vs. Velocity for Matrix 1 (Loc=3.5m)

Matrix 1, Loc= -62.5m
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Figure 5.13(b) Penetration vs. Velocity for Matrix 1 (Loc=-62.5m)
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Matrix 1, V=3 knots
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Figure 5.13(c) Penetration vs. Location for Matrix 1 (V=3 knt)

Matrix 1, V=7 knots
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Figure 5.13(d) Penetration vs. Location for Matrix 1 (V=7 knt)
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Figure 5.14 - Damaged Inner Shell of 150K DH Tanker (Case 150C150DHMatrix1O)

  Figure 5.15(a)-(d) - Web of 150K DH Tanker During Collision (t=0, 1.0, 1.7, 3.5 sec)
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Figure 5.16 Sway of 150K DH Tanker During Midship Collision

Figure 5.16 shows the relative locations of the striking ship and struck ship before and 

after collision. The white images indicate their locations before collision occurs and the 

color images are the locations at the end of collision. From this picture, it can be seen that 

the struck ship has sway motion during the collision process, though it is small due to the 

short collision duration. Similarly, Figure 5.17 shows the sway and yaw motions of the 

struck ship in case 150C150DHMatrix1E.

Figure 5.17 Sway and Yaw of 150K DH Tanker During Collision
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5.2.3 Matrix 2 Models and Results

Models and results for LSDYNA Matrix 2 are presented in this section and compared to 

results from other models. Matrix 2 cases are used to assess the sensitivity of damage 

penetration to local impact location (within one web frame spacing). All Matrix 2 strike 

locations are at or near midship.

150C150DHMatrix2E and 150C150DHMatrix2A

These cases model the conventional bow striking the 150K Double Hull Tanker 1.85m 

forward of midship, one-half of a frame spacing (1.65m) aft of the web near the center of 

the midship cargo tank. The striking ship has an initial velocity of 7 knots in 

150C150DHMatrix2E and 3 knots in 150C150DHMatrix2A. Both have a collision angle 

of 90 degrees. These models are obtained based on 150C150DHMatrix1E by moving all 

nodes in the struck ship 1.65m aft along the struck ship. 

150C150DHMatrix2J and 150C150DHMatrix2F

These cases model the conventional bow striking the 150K Double Hull Tanker 2.675m 

forward of midship, one-quarter of a frame spacing (1.65m) aft of the web near the center 

of the midship cargo tank. The striking ship has an initial velocity of 7 knots in 

150C150DHMatrix2J and 3 knots in 150C150DHMatrix2F. Both have a collision angle 

of 90 degrees. These models are obtained based on 150C150DHMatrix1E by moving all 

nodes in the struck ship 0.825m aft along the struck ship. 

Penetration Results Comparison for Matrix 2

In this section, LSDYNA collision penetration results are compared with SIMCOL 

Version 2.11 results and results from the three other state-of-art collision models for the 

Matrix 2 scenarios. These results are shown in Figures 5.18(a) through (d).
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Figure 5.18(a) Penetration vs. Velocity for Matrix 2 (Loc=1.85m)

Matrix 2, Loc=2.675m
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Figure 5.18(b) Penetration vs. Velocity for Matrix 2 (Loc=2.675m)
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Matrix 2, V=3 kn
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Figure 5.18(c) Penetration vs. Location for Matrix 2 (V=3 knt)

Matrix 2, V=7 kn
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Figure 5.18(d) Penetration vs. Location for Matrix 2 (V=7 knt)

The following observations are made concerning these results:
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• Penetration results for the five models have similar magnitude.  As in Matrix 1, 

DAMAGE predicts the least penetration and ALPS/SCOL predicts the most. 

• Penetration increases as the velocity of the striking ship increases as shown in Figures 

5.18(a) and (b). The slope of this relationship represents the resistance of the struck 

ship structure to the striking bow. The SIMCOL and DAMAGE results are 

approximately linear. In SIMCOL, this phenomenon results from the application of a 

linear Minorsky correlation between absorbed energy and damaged volume. The 

SIMCOL results are approximately parallel to the LS-DYNA results.

• At the lower striking velocity, LS-DYNA predicts decreasing penetration as the strike 

location approaches the web. The other models predict various different trends. At the 

higher velocity, LS-DYNA and SIMCOL trends are similar with a one-meter offset.

• LS-DYNA generally predicts the smallest difference between on-web strikes and off-

web strikes.  ALPS/SCOL predicts the largest variation.

Figure 5.19 shows a picture for the damaged outer shell and deck of 150K Double Hull 

Tanker at the end of collision. Figures 5.20 (a) through (d) illustrate the damage process 

during the collision for the web of 150K Double Hull Tanker. 
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Figure 5.19 Damaged Outer Shell and Deck of Case 150C150DHMatrix2E

Figure 5.20 (a)-(d) Web of 150K DH Tanker During Collision (t=0,1,2,3.5 sec)
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5.2.4 Matrix 3 Models and Results

Models and results for LSDYNA Matrix 3 are presented in this section, and compared to 

results from the other models. Matrix 3 cases are used to assess the sensitivity of damage 

penetration to collision angle. All Matrix 3 strike locations are at midship, on the web.

150C150DHMatrix3J and 150C150DHMatrix3F

These cases model the conventional bow striking the 150K Double Hull Tanker at 

midship on the web near the center of the midship cargo tank. The alignment of these two 

ships is illustrated from a plan view in Figure 5.21. The striking ship has an initial 

velocity of 7 knots in 150C150DHMatrix3J and 3 knots in 150C150DHMatrix3F. Both 

have a collision angle of 60 degrees. These models are based on case 

150C150DHMatrix1O with the striking ship unchanged and the struck ship rotated 30±

around its Z-axis.

Figure 5.21 – Alignment of Two Ships of 150C150DHMatrix3J
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Figure 5.22 - Damaged Outer Shell and Deck of Case 150C150DHMatrix3J
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Figure 5.23- Web of 150K DH Tanker During Collision (t=0,0.9,1.6,3.5 sec)

Figure 5.22 shows the damaged Outer Shell and Deck of Case 150C150DHMatrix3J. 

And Figure 5.23 illustrates the damage process of the web during the collision. It is 

obvious that because of oblique collision angle, the damages are asymmetric.

150C150DHMatrix3Y and 150C150DHMatrix3U

These cases model the conventional bow striking the 150K Double Hull Tanker at 

midship on the web near the center of the midship cargo tank. The striking ship has an 

initial velocity of 7 knots in 150C150DHMatrix3Y and 3 knots in 150C150DHMatrix3U. 

Both have a collision angle of 120 degrees. These models are based on case 

150C150DHMatrix1O with the striking ship unchanged and the struck ship rotated -30±

around its Z-axis. 
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Penetration Results Comparison for Matrix 3

In this section, LSDYNA collision penetration results are compared with SIMCOL 

Version 2.11 results and results from two other state-of-the-art collision models for the 

Matrix 3 scenarios. Since DAMAGE cannot model oblique angle collisions, comparisons 

with DAMAGE are not presented for Matrix 3. Results are shown in Figures 5.24(a) 

through (d). 
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Figure 5.24(a) Penetration vs. Velocity for Matrix 3 (Angle=60 degrees)

Matrix 3, Angle=120
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Figure 5.24 (b) Penetration vs. Velocity for Matrix 3 (Angle=120 degrees)
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Matrix 3, V=3 kn
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Figure 5.24 (c) Penetration vs. Angle for Matrix 3 (V=3 knt)

Matrix 3, V=7 kn
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Figure 5.24 (d) Penetration vs. Angle for Matrix 3 (V=7 knt)

The following observations are made concerning these results:

• Penetration results for the five models have similar magnitude.
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• Penetration increases as the velocity of the striking ship increases as shown in Figures 

5.24(a) and (b).

• All models predict a decrease in penetration as the collision angle deviates from 90±

to oblique angles. Their curve trends are similar.

• Results are nearly symmetric around 90 degrees.

5.2.5 Penetration-Force Curves Comparison

Force-Penetration Curves for Different Strike Locations

Three force-penetration curves for cases representing different collision locations are 

shown in Figure 5.25. The cases are: 150C150DHMatrix1O (Loc = 3.5m, on web, 

midship), 150C150DHMatrix1E (Loc = -62.5m, on web aft) and 150C150DHMatrix2E 

(Loc = 1.85m, between webs, midship). The collision angles are all 90± and striking 

velocities are all 7 knots. 

Figure 5.25 - P-F Curves Comparison for Different Locations
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From Figure 5.25, the following observations are made:

• Cases 150C150DHMatrix1O and 150C150DHMatrix1E are both for strikes on 

the web, but 150C150DHMatrix1O is at midship and results only in penetration 

and sway in the struck ship. Case 50C150DHMatrix1E strikes near the stern and 

results in penetration, sway and significant yaw in the struck ship. See Figure 5.17 

in previous section. During most of these collision events, the curves are identical. 

However, at the end of the collision, case 150C150DHMatrix1E runs out of 

energy and finishes. Some of the kinetic energy is redirected by the yaw motion.  

Case 150C150DHMatrix1O continues to finish about a half-second later.

• Case 150C150DHMatrix2E strikes between webs.  Response force is relatively 

small while the outer shell membrane bends and stretches. As the penetration 

increases, the webs must also deform and the forces increase. Similar 

experimental results [31] are shown in Figure 5.26. OW is the label for “on-web 

collision”, and BW is for “between-web collision”.

Figure 5.26 – Experimental Results for On-Web and Between-Web Collisions [31]
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Force-Penetration Curves for Different Collision Angles

To compare the force-penetration curves for different collision angles, two typical cases, 

i.e., 150C150DHMatrix1O and 150C150DHMatrix3J, are selected. They are both for 

strikes on the web of the midship, but the collision angles are different. The first is a right 

angle collision, while the latter has a collision angle of 60±. Figure 5.27 illustrates this 

comparison, from where it can be observed that during most of the collision process, the 

force of 150C150DHMatrix3J is higher. This is because in an oblique angle collision, the 

contact area of two ships is larger than the one of right angle collision. However, in case 

150C150DHMatrix3J, the collision force will cause a moment of inertia to both ships and 

make them rotate. Thus some of the kinetic energy is redirected by the yaw motion and 

less kinetic energy has been dissipated.  This is also the reason why case 

150C150DHMatrix3J causes less final penetration.

Figure 5.27 - P-F Curves Comparison for Different Angles

Figure 5.28 shows the relative locations of the striking ship and struck ship before and 

after collision. The white images indicate their locations before collision occurs and the 

color images are the locations at the end of collision. From this picture, it can be seen that 
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besides sway and surge, both of the ships have yaw motion during the collision process, 

though it is small due to the short collision duration. 

Figure 5.28 – Yaw of Two Ships of Case 150C150DHMatrix3J (Plan View)

Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30 are pictures that show the penetration of the bulb of the 

striking ship into the outer shell of the struck ship for oblique angle collision and right 

angle collision respectively. From them, it is very obvious that the right angle collision 

has more penetration, while the oblique angle collision has more damage length since it 

has more contact area.
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Figure 5.29 – Bulb of Striking Ship Penetrating Outer Shell of Struck Ship in 

150C150DHMatrix3J (Plan View)

Figure 5.30 – Bulb of Striking Ship Penetrating Outer Shell of Struck Ship in 

150C150DHMatrix1O (Plan View)
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CHAPTER 6 RIGID BOW MODEL STRIKING DOUBLE HULL TANKER

In this chapter, ship-to-ship collision cases are investigated using a rigid bow model for 

the 150K DWT Bulk Carrier vice the deformable bow used in Chapter 5. These cases 

include: 150R150DH - Matrix1A, E, K, O; Matrix 2 A, E, F, J; and Matrix 3 F, J, U, Y. It 

is assumed that the struck ship is stationary when struck. This Chapter provides 

LSDYNA results to assess the impact of the rigid bow assumption. This assumption is 

frequently used by researchers, and is used in many of the simplified models presented in 

Chapter 5.

Figure 6.1 - Example Nodes Showing Constraints in Rigid Bow

6.1 RIGID BOW MODEL

The rigid bow model is based on its corresponding conventional bow model modified as 

follows:
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• The plate thickness of the bow is increased, so that the bow is much stiffer than the 

struck ship. 

• The density of the concentrated mass of the striking ship is recalculated so that the 

total mass of the model is unchanged.

• All bow nodes are constrained in 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 DOF (degrees of freedom), i.e., the 

bow nodes are only allowed to move in the X-direction (collision direction). Figure 

6.1 shows typical constrained nodes in the bow model.

6.2 COMPARISON OF DEFORMABLE AND RIGID BOW RESULTS

Figures 6.2 through 6.10 compare collision penetration results for collision cases that are 

identical except for the use of a rigid bow model in place of the deformable bow model.  

All ship bows are not the same, and general conclusions for all cases should not be made 

based on these limited results.  This particular 150K DWT Bulk Carrier bow has a very 

stiff bulb that is already rigid relative to the struck ship. It has a much less rigid upper 

raked bow. The substitution of a rigid bow model effectively changes only the upper 

bow.  This can be seen in the results.
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Figure 6.2 - Penetration vs. Velocity of Matrix 1 (Loc=3.5m)
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Matrix 1, Loc= -62.5m
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Figure 6.3 - Penetration vs. Velocity of Matrix 1 (Loc=-62.5m)
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Matrix 2, Loc=1.85m
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Figure 6.5 - Penetration vs. Velocity of Matrix 2 (Loc=1.85m)
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Figure 6.6 - Penetration vs. Velocity of Matrix 2 (Loc=2.675m)
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Figure 6.8 - Penetration vs. Velocity of Matrix 3 (Angle=60)
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Matrix 3, Angle=120
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Figure 6.9 - Penetration vs. Velocity of Matrix 3 (Angle=120)
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The following observations are made from these figures:

• At the lower initial velocity (3 knots), the penetrations of the rigid bow models 

and conventional bow models are almost identical. In this model, the bulb extends 

2.30m ahead of the upper bow. With an initial velocity of 3 knots, the final 

penetrations are between 2.30m and 2.70m. The upper bow of the striking ship 

does not contribute to the collision process. Since the bulb of the deformable 

model is already very stiff, there is little difference between models. 

• At the higher initial velocity (7 knots), the penetrations of the rigid bow models 

are less than their corresponding conventional bow models. This is somewhat 

counter-intuitive and the explanation requires further analysis of specific cases.  

Unlike the lower initial velocity cases, at 7 knots the penetration is nearly 6 meters. The 

upper bow of the striking ship and the deck of the struck ship do affect the collision 

process. Figure 6.11 compares the Penetration-Force Curves for cases 

150C150DHMatrix1O and 150R150DHMatrix1O. During the first 3 meters of 

penetration, these force curves are very similar. After 3 meters, the rigid bow model force 

curve is generally larger than the conventional model. This is expected because the rigid 

bow does not deform at the lower force levels as when it is deformable. The higher force 

causes faster acceleration of the struck ship and faster deceleration of the striking ship.  

This can be seen in Figure 6.12. The resulting penetration event is somewhat shorter, but 

ends with almost identical final velocities of the struck and striking ships compared to the 

deformable case. This leaves similar energy to be absorbed as in the deformable case.  

The deformable upper bow is very flexible because it has a low “energy-folding” mode of 

deformation as shown in Figure 6.13. Although some energy is absorbed by the 

deformable bow, the struck ship penetrated by the bulb absorbs most of the energy in the 

deformable bow case. The deck of the struck ship is hardly damaged by the flexible upper 

bow as shown in Figure 6.14.  In the rigid case, both the upper bow and the bulb cause 

significant damage to the struck ship as shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.17.  The struck ship 

absorbs more energy for the same penetration. This results in less total penetration with 

the rigid bow model.
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Figure 6.11 - Penetration-Force Comparison of Rigid and Conventional Bow Model

Figure 6.12 - Velocities of the Striking and Struck Ship for Both Bow Models
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The folding bow mode has been documented by other researchers and in actual collisions 

as shown in Figures 6.16(a) and 6.16(b).

The lesson to be learned from this case is that the details of relative stiffness between 

struck and striking ship are very important to the process. “Logical” conclusions such as 

larger penetration for a fully rigid striking bow may not be correct. The process is 

complex and must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Figure 6.13 - Folding-Down Upper Bow of Conventional Bow Model
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Figure 6.14 - Damaged Outer Shell with Deformable Bow

Figure 6.15 - Damaged Outer Shell and Deck with Rigid Bow
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Figure 6.16(a) - Damaged Bow of a Real Collision Case (Diagonal View)[26]

Figure 6.16(b) - Damaged Bow of a Real Collision Case (Side View) [26]
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Figure 6.17 - Damaged Web and Inner Shell of Struck Ship of 150R150DHMatrix1O
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CHAPTER 7 CASES WITH MOVING STRUCK SHIP

Cases with conventional and rigid bow models striking the 150K Double Hull Tanker 

with no initial struck ship velocity are described in the previous chapters.  In real 

collisions both the striking ship and the struck ship may have non-zero initial velocities. 

These cases are discussed in this chapter. 

7.1 MOVING STRUCK SHIP MODELS

Previous cases using the conventional bow striking 150K Double Hull Tanker are 

modified to include an initial struck ship velocity. An initial velocity of 5 knots is 

assigned to the struck ship in all cases as shown in Figure 7.1.  Since the two ships start 

the simulation with a 0.6-meter separation, the relative location of the struck ship to the 

striking ship at the start of the simulation must be calculated and set so that the striking 

point is at the required location with the struck ship moving. In all cases, the distance 

from the forward most point of the bulb of the striking ship to the outer shell of the struck 

ship at the start of the simulation is d1 = 0.6 meter. The struck ship must be located a 

distance d2 aft of the strike location such that:

,21

struckstriking V
d

V
dt ==  

where t is the time from the start of the simulation until the striking ship contacts the 

struck ship. If Vstriking = 7 knots and Vstruck = 5 knots, d2 = 0.439 meter. All nodes in the 

struck ship must be moved 0.439 meter aft, parallel to the centerline of the struck ship. In 

the other cases, a similar calculation and modification is applied.

7.2 PENETRATION RESULTS COMPARISONS

7.2.1 Matrix 1

Matrix 1 cases 150C150DHMatrix1K and 150C150DHMatrix1O are modified to model 

cases 150C150DH5Matrix1K and 150C150DH5Matrix1O by setting the initial velocity 

of the struck ship to 5 knots and adjusting the initial struck ship location. These cases all 
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have a 90-degree collision angle. Penetration results for the original and modified cases 

are compared in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.1 - Velocities of Striking and Struck Ship (150C150DH5Matrix1O)
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Figure 7.2 - Penetration vs. Velocity of Matrix 1 (Loc=3.5m)

The following observations are made on this comparison:

• The penetrations in cases 150C150DH5Matrix1K and 150C150DH5Matrix1O are 

similar or less than the corresponding models with zero initial struck ship 
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velocity. The moving struck ship causes the striking ship to yaw in the direction 

of the struck ship velocity. Striking ship kinetic energy is redirected along the

heading of the struck ship and less penetration is caused.

• This reduction in penetration is less at the lower initial velocity (V = 3 knots) of 

striking ship because the collision event is shorter, there is less yaw and less 

striking kinetic energy is redirected.

Matrix 2 cases are affected in a similar manner as Matrix 1 cases.

7.2.2 Matrix 3

When the collision angle is oblique and the initial velocity of the struck ship is nonzero, 

these parameters have a strong effect on the relative velocity of the two ships, absorbed 

energy and penetration. Collision angles of 60± and 120± are chosen to study this effect. 

Four modified cases are analyzed: 150C150DH5Matrix3F, 150C150DH5Matrix3J, 

150C150DH5Matrix3U and 150C150DH5Matrix3Y. Their penetration results are 

presented and compared in Figures 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5.
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Figure 7.3 - Penetration vs. Velocity of Matrix 3 (Angle=60)
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Matrix 3, Angle=120
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Figure 7.4 - Penetration vs. Velocity of Matrix 3 (Angle=120)
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Figure 7.5 - Penetration vs. Collision Angle

The following observations are made from these figures:

• Penetration is less with nonzero initial struck ship velocity when the collision 

angle is acute. This is because the relative velocity of the striking ship to the 

struck ship in the longitudinal direction of the striking ship is less and less energy 

is dissipated during the collision process.  Assume case (a) has zero initial struck 
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ship velocity and case (b) has nonzero initial struck ship velocity, and assume the 

collision is perfectly inelastic in the collision direction, then:

(a) For case (a) – zero struck ship velocity:

M1 V1 = (M1 + M2) V3a, (Conservation of Momentum)

DEa = ½ M1 V12 – ½ (M1 + M2) V3a2

(b) For case (b) – non-zero struck ship velocity:

M1 V1 + M2 V2 = (M1 + M2) V3b, (Conservation of Momentum)

DEb = ½ M1 V12 + ½ M2 V22 – ½ (M1 + M2) V3b2

and:

DEa - DEb = )(2
)2(

21

2
22121

MM
VVVMM

+
−

where:

M1 is the mass of the striking ship;

M2 is the mass of the struck ship;

V1 is the initial velocity of the striking ship;

V2 is the initial velocity of the struck ship in the collision direction;

V3a and V3b are the common velocities of both ships after collision in the collision 

direction.

V1 > V2 always (otherwise the collision will never happen), so if V2 > 0 as for an 

acute angle, then  (DEa - DEb) > 0, the lost kinetic energy is less than when V2 = 0, 

and there is less penetration.
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• If V2 < 0 as for an obtuse angle, then  (DEa - DEb) < 0, the lost kinetic energy is 

more than when V2 = 0, and there is more penetration.

7.3 DAMAGE LENGTH COMPARISONS

Damage length is another very important parameter in collision cases because the outflow 

of oil or extent of flooding depends on the damage length of the outer and inner shell of 

the struck ship. Cases 150C150DHMatrix1O, 150C150DH5Matrix1O, 

150C150DH5Matrix3J and 150C150DH5Matrix3Y are selected to assess the effect of 

struck ship speed and collision angle on the length of damage. Results of this comparison 

are shown in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7. To investigate the relationship between damage 

length and penetration, the corresponding penetrations of these cases are also plotted.

The following observations are made from the above figures: 

• Damage length is larger than its corresponding penetration in all cases. The 

correlation between penetration and damage length depends strongly on the 

collision angle and striking bow entrance angle. It depends less strongly on struck 

ship velocity. In a right angle collision, if the bow entrance angle is greater than 

60 degrees, then the length of damage will be greater than its corresponding 

penetration. And for the current striking ship bow model, the entrance angle is 

about 80 degrees.

• Figure 7.6 shows damage length and penetration as a function of struck ship 

velocity. The damage lengths and penetrations in cases with nonzero initial struck 

ship velocity are less than the corresponding models with zero initial struck ship 

velocity. The reasons are same with Matrix 1, as described in Section 7.2.1 in this 

Chapter.

• Figure 7.7 shows damage length and penetration as a function of collision angle. 

Around 90 degrees, the damage length curve is concave down while the 

penetration curve is convex. This indicates that, for a given penetration, the 

oblique angle collision gives more damage length than right angle collision does. 

In an oblique angle collision, there is more yaw of both the striking ship and the 
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struck ship. This directs more kinetic energy into the longitudinal direction of the 

struck ship and causes more deformation energy to be dissipated in the 

longitudinal direction, resulting in a larger damage length.
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Figure 7.6 - Penetration and Damage Length vs. V of Struck Ship
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analysis and results presented in Chapter 4 through Chapter 7, the following 

conclusions are made:

1. The LS-DYNA model provides a consistent and reasonable result for ship collision 

analysis.  Its results are comparable with other approaches.  Even with a totally 

different deformation model, the results of LS-DYNA model are comparable to those 

of the DTU model, DAMAGE, and SIMCOL Version 2.11. Although not a 

validation, this result increases confidence in these models.

2. By considering sway, yaw and surge in both ships, the LS-DYNA application is more 

universal than some of the other models. As presented in Chapters 5 through 7, it is 

applicable to oblique collision angle cases and to cases with nonzero initial velocity 

of the struck ship. Most models consider surge and sway, but in some cases yaw is 

also significant in the collision event, and cannot be neglected. As demonstrated by 

the analyses of cases such as 150C150DHMatrix1E and 150C150DHMatrix3J, 

because of yaw, kinetic energy is redirected and less energy is dissipated, resulting in 

less penetration. Yaw can also result in increased damage length that is very 

important in flooding and oil outflow calculations.

3. The bow of the striking ship should not be assumed to be rigid. From the comparisons 

between the deformable bow model and the rigid bow model presented in Chapter 6, 

the differences in penetrations and penetration-force curves can be significant, 

especially for cases with higher initial striking ship velocity. These differences cannot 

be predicted without including the deformable bow in the model. The traditional 

hypothesis that a rigid bow causes more penetration than a deformable bow is not 

always valid. The details of relative stiffness between struck and striking ship are 

very important to the collision process. The collision process is complex and must be 

evaluated on a case-by-case basis. As shown in Chapter 6, for this particular bow, the 

upper bow of the striking ship is very flexible and has a low “energy-folding” mode 
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of deformation. The bulb is very stiff, so most of the energy is absorbed by the side 

structure of the struck ship contacted by the bulb. Using the rigid bow model in this 

case, even though the striking ship does not absorb any energy, causes significant 

damage to both the side structure and deck of the struck ship. So, for same energy 

dissipation, the rigid bow requires less penetration.

4. Compared with other ship collision models, LS-DYNA provides much more 

information such as detailed penetration-force curves, animation of the collision 

process, a series of damage pictures for any part of the ships, velocity and 

displacement histories, and energy analysis. These are very helpful for better 

understanding of ship collisions. This is also the deficiency of LS-DYNA or any 

Finite Element Model.  Since they consider so many details, it takes too much time to 

run a simulation.

5. A great deal was learned in the intersection model development, but because 

LSDYNA does not allow a formal definition of super-elements, the LSDYNA 

intersection models took a lot of time to develop. Although they did run much faster, 

they were only applicable to right angle collisions, and in collisions with a rigid wall 

they did not provide good results. Until super-elements can be properly defined in 

LSDYNA, this approach should not be used.

6. In the cases studied, force-penetration curves were independent of striking velocity up 

to the point that available energy is dissipated. This indicates that strain rate is not a 

significant factor in these cases. This is demonstrated by the comparison between 

cases 150CW7 and 150CW3 in Section 4.3.1.

7. The cases studied indicate that in simplified models, the bulbous bow could be 

uncoupled from the raked upper bow and treated as rigid, because generally the bulb 

is much stiffer than the other structure. However, this should be evaluated on a case-

by-case basis since different ships may have totally different behavior. It is expected, 

for example, that a transversely stiffened bulb would be much less rigid in collision.
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8.2 SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS TO SIMCOL 

Based on the above conclusions, the following recommendations are made for future 

versions of SIMCOL:

• SIMCOL [7] models the bow of the striking ship as a wedge with limited upper and 

lower extents. In a number of cases, Chen demonstrates that this assumption is 

sufficient, although much simplified.  It is expected that in a wider range of cases, 

particularly those involving transversely stiffened bows, this assumption may not 

prove to be sufficient. Based on this LSDYNA study, a possible alternative is to 

model the bow in two separate parts: the raked upper bow and the bulb. The bulb may 

be considered as rigid or as having a single uniform stiffness, and the upper bow 

should be considered as deformable with a single uniform stiffness. A range of bow 

models should be studied to determine average stiffness values. Since the bow 

deformation is relatively small compared to the struck ship, a single initial bow-

stiffness value could be used.  This assumption should also be assessed in future 

work.

• SIMCOL does not correctly model the longitudinal stiffness of transverse bulkheads. 

This is an important factor in determining the longitudinal extent of damage and the 

number of penetrated tanks.  LSDYNA could be used effectively in studying this 

behavior.

• SIMCOL predicts larger penetrations for strikes on the web than LSDYNA and the 

other simplified models due to a local bending mechanism included in the SIMCOL 

model. This mechanism should be reinvestigated.

8.3 FUTURE RESEARCH

1. Use the lessons learned in this thesis to complete a series of LSDYNA runs using a 

full range of striking ships, struck ships and collision scenarios. Compare to SIMCOL 

results.

2. Complete a series of LSDYNA runs with various bows striking a rigid wall. 

Recommend initial upper and lower bow stiffness values to use in SIMCOL. Include 

transverse-stiffened bows.
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3. Conduct a series of LSDYNA runs that consider strikes across transverse bulkheads. 

Use these results to develop simplified transverse bulkhead model(s) in SIMCOL.

4. Conduct a series of LSDYNA runs to assess and improve the SIMCOL model for 

strikes directly on webs.

5. Consider alternative values for material strain at rupture and alternative methods for 

modeling virtual mass and virtual mass moment of inertia.
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APPENDIX A SHIP PARTICULARS AND BOW SCANTLINGS

A.1 150,000 DWT BULK CARRIER

Ship Particulars 

LBP : 274 m

Breadth moulded : 47.0 m

Depth moulded : 21.6 m

Depth to forecastle deck : 26.0 m

Max. Draft : 15.96 m

Displacement : 174850 tons

Max. Service speed : 7.7 m/s ( 15.0 knots )

The bow is stiffened longitudinally. The transverse frames supporting the longitudinals 

have a spacing of 3.2 m. The most important structural data for the bow are: 

Material

Yield Stress for plates and stiffeners (σY ) : 315 MPa

Ratio between ultimate and Yield stress (σu/σY ) : 1.9

Bottom

plate thickness : 18.0 mm

longitudinals, spacing : L450 x 150 x 12/16

CL-Girder : L2500 x 400 x 15/25

Side shell 

Plate thickness, side shell up to 8.1 m abl : 18.0 mm

Plate thickness, side shell between 8.1 and 17.0 m abl : 33.0 mm

Plate thickness, side shell between 17.0 and 26.0 m abl : 16.0 mm

Longitudinals between 1.2 and 6.8 m abl, spacing 0.8 m : L450 x 150 x 12/16
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Longitudinals between 8.4 and 16.2 m abl, spacing 0.6 m : L400 x 100 x 19/19

Longitudinals between 17.4 and 24.8 m abl, spacing 0.8 m : L350 x 100 x 12/17

Forecastle deck, 26.0 m abl

Plate thickness : 13.0 mm

Longitudinals, spacing : L250 x 90 x 12/16

CL-girder : L1400 x 250 x 12/25

Tank top, 20.0 m abl

Plate thickness : 13.0 mm

Longitudinals, spacing : L250 x 90 x 12/16

CL-girder : L1400 x 250 x 12/25

Deck (not water-tight), 7.7 m abl

Plate thickness : 13.0 mm

Longitudinals, spacing : L250 x 90 x 12/16

CL-girder : L1400 x 250 x 12/25

Breast hooks

Number of breast hooks : 32

Cross-section : 1200 x 15

Length : 3000 mm

CL-girder along stem line cross-section : T1400 x 250 x 12/25

CL-bulkhead in bulb fwd F.P (plate thickness) : 12mm

Vertical stiffening spacing : 0.8 m

A.2 40,000 DWT CONTAINER SHIP

Principal dimensions:

LBP : 211.50 m
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Breadth moulded : 32.20 m

Depth mld to main deck : 21.00 m

Depth to shelter deck : 24.00 m

Max. Draft : 11.90 m

Displacement (Loaded) : 54,000 tons

Max. Service Speed : 11.3 m/s (21.97 knots)

The bulbous bow is stiffened longitudinally. The transverse frames supporting the 

longitudinals have a spacing of 2.4 m. The most important structural data for the bow 

are:

Bottom:

Plate thickness : 19.0 mm

Longitudinals, spacing 0.8 m : L 250 X 90 X 12 / 16

CL-Girder : L 1900 X 250 X 15 / 25

Side shell 

Plate thickness, side shell up to 6.1 m abl : 17.0 mm

Plate thickness, side shell between 6.1 and 12.3 m abl : 35.0 mm

Plate thickness, side shell between 12.3 and 21.0 m abl : 16.0 mm

Plate thickness, side shell above 21.0 m abl : 14.0 mm

Longitudinals below 5.2 m abl and above 13.6 m abl : L250 x 90 x 10/15

 (spacing 0.8 m)

Longitudinals between 6.6 and 12.0 m abl, spacing 0.6 m : L250 x 90 x 12/16

Forecastle deck, 24.0 m abl

Plate thickness : 15.0 mm

Longitudinals, spacing 0.8 m : L150 x 100 x 9

CL-girder : L700 x 150 x 12/12

Main deck,21.0 m abl
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Plate thickness : 11.0 mm

Longitudinals, spacing 0.8 m : L150 x 100 x 9

CL-girder : L700 x 150 x 12/12

Deck 17.6 m abl

Plate thickness : 11.0 mm

Longitudinals, spacing 0.8 m : L150 x 100 x 9

CL-girder : L700 x 150 x 12/12

Deck 12.8 m abl

Plate thickness : 15.0 mm

Longitudinals, spacing 0.8 m : L200 x 90 x 9/14

CL-girder : L700 x 150 x 12/12

Deck (not water-tight), 6 m abl

Plate thickness : 11.0 mm

Longitudinals, spacing 0.8 m : Fl. 150 x 12
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APPENDIX B CALCULATIONS BASED ON YANG & CALDWELL’S 

METHOD

B.1 150,000 DWT BULK CARRIER

Ship Particulars:

LBP = 274.50 ;
B = 47.00 ;
dMLD = 21.60 ;
d= 26.00 ;
T = 15.96 ;
D = 174850 ;
Vservice = 9.3;
vx =Vservice;
E = 209 109;
sy = 315 106;
su = 1.9 sy;

s0 =
sy +su

2
;

Used Formula:

ts@wh_, fb_, wt_, ft_, ss_, tt_D := wh wt + fb ft
ss + tt

Aw@wh_, wt_D := wh wt
Af@fb_, ft_D := fb ft
Apl@tt_, ss_D := tt ss
C1@wh_, fb_, wt_, ft_, ss_, tt_D := Apl@tt, ssD − Aw@wh, wtD − Af@fb, ftD

2 Apl@tt, ssD
C2@wh_, fb_, wt_, ft_, ss_, tt_D :=
C1@wh, fb, wt, ft, ss, ttD^2 − C1@wh, fb, wt, ft, ss, ttD +

1
2
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g@wh_, fb_, wt_, ft_, ss_, tt_D := C1@wh, fb, wt, ft, ss, ttD tt
Zf@wh_, fb_, wt_, ft_, ss_, tt_D := Af@fb, ftDJwh + g@wh, fb, wt, ft, ss, ttD +

1
2 ftN

Zw@wh_, fb_, wt_, ft_, ss_, tt_D := Aw@wh, wtDJ wh
2 + g@wh, fb, wt, ft, ss, ttDN

Zpl@wh_, fb_, wt_, ft_, ss_, tt_D := Apl@tt, ssD tt C2@wh, fb, wt, ft, ss, ttD
ZP@wh_, fb_, wt_, ft_, ss_, tt_D :=
Zpl@wh, fb, wt, ft, ss, ttD + Zf@wh, fb, wt, ft, ss, ttD+Zw@wh, fb, wt, ft, ss, ttD
ttP@wh_, fb_, wt_, ft_, ss_, tt_D :=$4 ZP@wh, fb, wt, ft, ss, ttD

ss

Section 1 

nT = 5;
nL = 4;
nC = 1;
nf = 14;
nAT = nT+ nL;
H = 3.2;
Hbulb = 0.8;
Nelem @1D = nT+ nL + nC;

tP =

Table@8ttP@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D, 12, ttP@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ttP@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D, 12, ttP@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D,
ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, 25, 12,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D<D êê N;  tP = tPê100080.110231 , 0.012 , 0.110231 , 0.0633648 , 0.0633648 , 0.131163 , 0.012 ,

0.131163 , 0.084616 , 0.084616 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.0633648 , 0.0633648 <
t =

Table@8ts@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D, 12, ts@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ts@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D, 12, ts@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D,
ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D,
25, 12,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D<D êê N;  t = tê100080.02775 , 0.012 , 0.02775 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 , 0.0488333 , 0.012 ,

0.0488333 , 0.023375 , 0.023375 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 <
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b = Table@84.776, 4.567, 4.776, 1.305, 1.305, 2.591, 2.301, 2.591, 4.613,
4.613, .25, 1.4, 4.136, 4.136<D

tT= Table@8Ht@@1DDb@@1DD+t@@2DDb@@2DD+t@@3DDb@@3DDLêHb@@1DD+b@@2DD+b@@3DDL,Ht@@1DDb@@1DD+t@@4DDb@@4DD+t@@6DDb@@6DDLêHb@@1DD+b@@4DD+b@@6DDL,Ht@@3DDb@@3DD+t@@5DDb@@5DD+t@@8DDb@@8DDLêHb@@3DD+b@@5DD+b@@8DDL,Ht@@6DDb@@6DD+t@@7DDb@@7DD+t@@8DDb@@8DDLêHb@@6DD+b@@7DD+b@@8DDL,Ht@@12DDb@@12DD+t@@13DDb@@13DD+t@@14DDb@@14DDLêHb@@12DD+b@@13DD+b@@14DDL<D80.0226554 , 0.0326648 , 0.0326648 , 0.0375072 , 0.0176019 <
bT = TableA9 b@@1DD + b@@2DD+ b@@3DD

3 , b@@1DD + b@@4DD + b@@6DD
3 ,

b@@3DD + b@@5DD+ b@@8DD
3 ,

b@@6DD + b@@7DD+ b@@8DD
3 ,

b@@14DD + b@@12DD+ b@@13DD
3 =E84.70633 , 2.89067 , 2.89067 , 2.49433 , 3.224 <

tL = Table@8Ht@@9DD b@@9DD+ t@@10DD b@@10DDLêHb@@9DD + b@@10DDL,Ht@@11DD b@@11DD+ t@@12DD b@@12DDLêHb@@11DD + b@@12DDL,Ht@@9DD b@@9DD+ t@@13DD b@@13DDLêHb@@9DD + b@@13DDL,Ht@@10DD b@@10DD+ t@@14DD b@@14DDLêHb@@10DD + b@@14DDL<D80.023375 , 0.0139697 , 0.021094 , 0.021094 <
bL = TableA9 b@@9DD + b@@10DD

2 , b@@11DD+ b@@12DD
2 ,

b@@9DD + b@@13DD
2 ,

b@@10DD + b@@14DD
2 =E84.613 , 0.825 , 4.3745 , 4.3745 <

tC = Table@8t@@2DD, t@@4DD, t@@5DD, t@@7DD<D80.012 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 , 0.012 <
bC = Table@8b@@2DD, b@@4DD, b@@5DD, b@@7DD<D84.567 , 1.305 , 1.305 , 2.301 <
tTP = Table@8HtP@@1DD b@@1DD+ tP@@2DD b@@2DD +tP@@3DD b@@3DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@2DD +b@@3DDL,HtP@@1DD b@@1DD+ tP@@4DD b@@4DD +tP@@6DD b@@6DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@4DD +b@@6DDL,HtP@@3DD b@@3DD+ tP@@5DD b@@5DD +tP@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@3DD+ b@@5DD +b@@8DDL,HtP@@6DD b@@6DD+ tP@@7DD b@@7DD +tP@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@6DD+ b@@7DD +b@@8DDL,HtP@@14DD b@@14DD+ tP@@12DD b@@12DD + tP@@13DD b@@13DDLêHb@@14DD+ b@@12DD +b@@13DDL<D80.0784569 , 0.109432 , 0.109432 , 0.0945205 , 0.0559299 <
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tLP = Table@8HtP@@9DD b@@9DD+ tP@@10DD b@@10DDLêHb@@9DD + b@@10DDL,HtP@@11DD b@@11DD+ tP@@12DD b@@12DDLêHb@@11DD + b@@12DDL,HtP@@9DD b@@9DD+ tP@@13DD b@@13DDLêHb@@9DD + b@@13DDL,HtP@@10DD b@@10DD+ tP@@14DD b@@14DDLêHb@@10DD + b@@14DDL<D80.084616 , 0.0139697 , 0.0745697 , 0.0745697 <
tCP = Table@8tP@@2DD, tP@@4DD, tP@@5DD, tP@@7DD<D80.012 , 0.0633648 , 0.0633648 , 0.012 <
Pmean@1D =

NA
σ0

ik 1.178Hbulb ‚
i=1

8 Hb@@iDDHtP@@iDDL2L +0.215 Hbulb
ik‚
i=1

4
tT@@iDDy{+ 6.935 ik‚i=14 tT@@iDD2y{+

0.265 Hbulb‚
i=1

4
tT@@iDD + 0.589‚

i=1

4 HHtT@@iDDL2 L+ 0.75 Hbulb ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4
tC@@iDD +

0.375‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2 + 1.178
H ‚

i=9

nf Hb@@iDDHtP@@iDDL2L+
0.215 H ik‚

i=5

nT
tT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDDy{+ 6.935 ik‚i=5nT tT@@iDD2 + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDD2y{+

0.265 H‚
i=5

nT
tT@@iDD + 0.589‚

i=5

nT HHtT@@iDDL2 Ly{E
2.58913 × 108

Pbulb@1D =

σ0
ik 1.178
Hbulb ‚

i=1

8 Hb@@iDD HtP@@iDDL2L + 0.215 Hbulb
ik ‚
i=1

4
tT@@iDDy{ + 6.935 ik‚i=14 tT@@iDD2y{ +

0.265 Hbulb ‚
i=1

4
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=1

4 HHtT@@iDDL2 L+ 0.75 Hbulb ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4
tC@@iDD +

0.375 ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{
1.98588 × 108

Pbow@1D =

σ0
ik 1.178

H ‚
i=9

nf Hb@@iDD HtP@@iDDL2L + 0.215 H ik ‚
i=5

nT
tT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDDy{ +

6.935 ik‚i=5nT tT@@iDD2 + ‚
i=1

nL
tL@@iDD2y{ +

0.265 H ‚
i=5

nT
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=5

nT HHtT@@iDDL2 Ly{
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6.03256 × 107

The following calculates individual T-Section forces:

MPPTbulb = Table@N@σ0 H0.215 Hbulb tT@@iDD + 6.935 tT@@iDD2 +

0.265 Hbulb tT@@iDD + 0.589 HHtT@@iDDL2 LLD, 8i, 1, 4<D85.73747 × 106, 9.39594 × 106, 9.39594 ×106, 1.1413 × 107<
MPPTbow = Table@N@σ0 H0.215 H tT@@iDD + 6.935 tT@@iDD2 +

0.265 H tT@@iDD + 0.589 HHtT@@iDDL2 LLD, 8i, 5, nT<D81.34137 × 107<
MPt1 = σ0

1.178
Hbulb J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@2DD

2 tP@@2DD2 + b@@3DD
2 tP@@3DD2N;

MPt23 = σ0
1.178
Hbulb J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@4DD

2 tP@@4DD2 + b@@6DD
2 tP@@6DD2N;

MPt4 = σ0
1.178
Hbulb J b@@6DD

2 tP@@6DD2 +
b@@7DD

2 tP@@7DD2 +
b@@8DD

2 tP@@8DD2N;
MPt5 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@14DD

2 tP@@14DD2 +
b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2N;
MPT = Table@8MPPTbulb@@1DD + MPt1, MPPTbulb@@2DD + MPt23, MPPTbulb@@3DD + MPt23,

MPPTbulb@@4DD + MPt4, MPPTbow@@1DD + MPt5<D84.49895 × 107, 4.5663 × 107, 4.5663 ×107, 4.15037 × 107, 1.62229 × 107<
The following calculates individual L-Section forces:

MPPL = Table@σ0 H0.215 H tL@@iDD + 6.935 tL@@iDD2L, 8i, 1, nL<D89.07618 × 106, 5.00805 × 106, 8.0381 ×106, 8.0381 × 106<
MPL1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@10DD

2 tP@@10DD2N;
MPL2 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2 + b@@11DD tP@@11DD2N;
MPL34 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 +
b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2N;
MPL = Table@8MPPL@@1DD+ MPL1, MPPL@@2DD + MPL2, MPPL@@3DD + MPL34, MPPL@@4DD+ MPL34<D81.46296 × 107, 5.05127 × 106, 1.22109 ×107, 1.22109 × 107<
‚
i=1

nT
MPT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
MPL@@iDD + P1C

2.58913 × 108

Individual element’s area:
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Area1T =
MPT
σ080.0984991 , 0.0999738 , 0.0999738 , 0.0908675 , 0.035518 <

Area1L =
MPL
σ080.0320298 , 0.0110592 , 0.0267344 , 0.0267344 <

Area1C =
P1C
σ0

0.0454697

Avearea@1D =
1

Nelem@1D ikik‚i=1nT
Area1T@@iDDy{+

ik‚i=1nL
Area1L@@iDDy{ + Area1C

y{
0.056686

Section 2

nT = 5;
nL = 4;
nC = 1;
nf = 14;
nAT = 9;
H = 3.2;
Hbulb = 0.8;
Nelem @2D = nT+ nL+ nC

tP =

Table@8ttP@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D, 12, ttP@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ttP@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D, 12, ttP@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D,
ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, 25, 12,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D<D êê N;  tP = tPê100080.110231 , 0.012 , 0.110231 , 0.0633648 , 0.0633648 , 0.131163 , 0.012 ,

0.131163 , 0.084616 , 0.084616 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.0633648 , 0.0633648 <
t =

Table@8ts@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D, 12, ts@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ts@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D, 12, ts@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D,
ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D,
25, 12,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D<D êê N;  t = tê1000
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80.02775 , 0.012 , 0.02775 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 , 0.0488333 , 0.012 ,
0.0488333 , 0.023375 , 0.023375 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 <
b = Table@88.131, 6.818, 8.131, 4.333, 4.333, 6.804, 5.245, 6.804, 10.891,

10.891, .25, 1.4, 9.005, 9.005<D;
tT = Table@8Ht@@1DD b@@1DD+ t@@2DD b@@2DD + t@@3DD b@@3DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@2DD + b@@3DDL,Ht@@1DD b@@1DD+ t@@4DD b@@4DD + t@@6DD b@@6DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@4DD + b@@6DDL,Ht@@3DD b@@3DD+ t@@5DD b@@5DD + t@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@3DD+ b@@5DD + b@@8DDL,Ht@@6DD b@@6DD+ t@@7DD b@@7DD + t@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@6DD+ b@@7DD + b@@8DDL,Ht@@12DD b@@12DD+ t@@13DD b@@13DD +t@@14DD b@@14DDLêHb@@12DD+ b@@13DD + b@@14DDL<D80.0230973 , 0.0331261 , 0.0331261 , 0.0385861 , 0.0180776 <
bT = TableA9 b@@1DD + b@@2DD+ b@@3DD

3 , b@@1DD+ b@@4DD + b@@6DD
3 ,

b@@3DD + b@@5DD+ b@@8DD
3 ,

b@@6DD + b@@7DD+ b@@8DD
3 ,

b@@14DD + b@@12DD+ b@@13DD
3 =E87.69333 , 6.42267 , 6.42267 , 6.28433 , 6.47 <

tL = Table@8Ht@@9DD b@@9DD+ t@@10DD b@@10DDLêHb@@9DD + b@@10DDL,Ht@@11DD b@@11DD + t@@12DD b@@12DDLêHb@@11DD + b@@12DDL,Ht@@9DD b@@9DD+ t@@13DD b@@13DDLêHb@@9DD + b@@13DDL,Ht@@10DD b@@10DD + t@@14DD b@@14DDLêHb@@10DD + b@@14DDL<D80.023375 , 0.0139697 , 0.0211912 , 0.0211912 <
bL = TableA9 b@@9DD + b@@10DD

2 , b@@11DD+ b@@12DD
2 ,

b@@9DD + b@@13DD
2 ,

b@@10DD + b@@14DD
2 =E810.891 , 0.825 , 9.948 , 9.948 <

tC = Table@8t@@2DD, t@@4DD, t@@5DD, t@@7DD<D80.012 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 , 0.012 <
bC = Table@8b@@2DD, b@@4DD, b@@5DD, b@@7DD<D86.818 , 4.333 , 4.333 , 5.245 <
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tTP = Table@8HtP@@1DDb@@1DD+ tP@@2DDb@@2DD+tP@@3DDb@@3DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@2DD+b@@3DDL,HtP@@1DDb@@1DD+ tP@@4DDb@@4DD+tP@@6DDb@@6DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@4DD+b@@6DDL,HtP@@3DDb@@3DD+ tP@@5DDb@@5DD+tP@@8DDb@@8DDLêHb@@3DD+ b@@5DD+b@@8DDL,HtP@@6DDb@@6DD+ tP@@7DDb@@7DD+tP@@8DDb@@8DDLêHb@@6DD+ b@@7DD+b@@8DDL,HtP@@14DDb@@14DD+ tP@@12DDb@@12DD+tP@@13DDb@@13DDLêHb@@14DD+ b@@12DD+b@@13DDL<D80.0812131 , 0.107083 , 0.107083 , 0.098011 , 0.05966 <
tLP = Table@8HtP@@9DD b@@9DD+ tP@@10DD b@@10DDLêHb@@9DD + b@@10DDL,HtP@@11DD b@@11DD+ tP@@12DD b@@12DDLêHb@@11DD + b@@12DDL,HtP@@9DD b@@9DD+ tP@@13DD b@@13DDLêHb@@9DD + b@@13DDL,HtP@@10DD b@@10DD+ tP@@14DD b@@14DDLêHb@@10DD + b@@14DDL<D80.084616 , 0.0139697 , 0.0749976 , 0.0749976 <
tCP = Table@8tP@@2DD, tP@@4DD, tP@@5DD, tP@@7DD<D80.012 , 0.0633648 , 0.0633648 , 0.012 <
Pmean@2D =

NA
σ0

ik 1.178
Hbulb ‚

i=1

8 Hb@@iDDHtP@@iDDL2L +0.215 Hbulb
ik‚
i=1

4
tT@@iDDy{+ 6.935 ik‚i=14 tT@@iDD2y{ +

0.265 Hbulb ‚
i=1

4
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=1

4 HHtT@@iDDL2 L+ 0.75 Hbulb ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4
tC@@iDD +

0.375 ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2 + 1.178
H ‚

i=9

nf Hb@@iDDHtP@@iDDL2L+

0.215 H ik‚
i=5

nT
tT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDDy{ + 6.935 ik‚i=5nT tT@@iDD2 + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDD2y{+

0.265 H ‚
i=5

nT
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=5

nT HHtT@@iDDL2 Ly{E
4.51257 × 108

Pbulb@2D =

σ0
ik 1.178
Hbulb ‚

i=1

8 Hb@@iDD HtP@@iDDL2L +0.215 Hbulb
ik‚
i=1

4
tT@@iDDy{+ 6.935 ik‚i=14 tT@@iDD2y{ +

0.265 Hbulb ‚
i=1

4
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=1

4 HHtT@@iDDL2 L+ 0.75 Hbulb ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4
tC@@iDD +

0.375 ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{
3.68763 × 108
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Pbow@2D =

σ0
ik 1.178

H ‚
i=9

nf Hb@@iDD HtP@@iDDL2L + 0.215 H ik ‚
i=5

nT
tT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDDy{ +

6.935 ik‚i=5nT tT@@iDD2 + ‚
i=1

nL
tL@@iDD2y{ +

0.265 H ‚
i=5

nT
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=5

nT HHtT@@iDDL2 Ly{
8.24946 × 107

Pbow@2D + Pbulb@2D
4.51257 × 108

P2C = NAσ0 ik 1.178
Hbulb ‚

i=1

4 bC@@iDD
2 tCP@@iDD2 + 0.75 Hbulb ‚

i=1

4
tC@@iDD + 0.375 ‚

i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{E
2.91967 × 107

The following calculates individual T-Section forces:

MPPTbulb = Table@N@σ0 H0.215 Hbulb tT@@iDD + 6.935 tT@@iDD2 +

0.265 Hbulb tT@@iDD + 0.589 HHtT@@iDDL2 LLD, 8i, 1, 4<D85.88446 × 106, 9.58117 × 106, 9.58117 ×106, 1.18844 × 107<
MPPTbow = Table@N@σ0 H0.215 H tT@@iDD + 6.935 tT@@iDD2 +

0.265 H tT@@iDD + 0.589 HHtT@@iDDL2 LLD, 8i, 5, nT<D81.38057 ×107<
MPt1 = σ0

1.178
Hbulb J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@2DD

2 tP@@2DD2 + b@@3DD
2 tP@@3DD2N;

MPt23 = σ0
1.178
Hbulb J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@4DD

2 tP@@4DD2 +
b@@6DD

2 tP@@6DD2N;
MPt4 = σ0

1.178
Hbulb J b@@6DD

2 tP@@6DD2 +
b@@7DD

2 tP@@7DD2 + b@@8DD
2 tP@@8DD2N;

MPt5 = σ0
1.178

H J b@@14DD
2 tP@@14DD2 +

b@@12DD
2 tP@@12DD2 +

b@@13DD
2 tP@@13DD2N;

MPT = Table@8MPPTbulb@@1DD+ MPt1, MPPTbulb@@2DD + MPt23, MPPTbulb@@3DD + MPt23,
MPPTbulb@@4DD+ MPt4, MPPTbow@@1DD + MPt5<D87.26635 × 107, 8.80191 × 107, 8.80191 ×107, 9.08644 × 107, 1.9902 × 107<

The following calculates individual L-Section forces:

MPPL = Table@σ0 H0.215 H tL@@iDD + 6.935 tL@@iDD2L, 8i, 1, nL<D89.07618 × 106, 5.00805 × 106, 8.08165 ×106, 8.08165 × 106<
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MPL1 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@10DD

2 tP@@10DD2N;
MPL2 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2 + b@@11DD tP@@11DD2N;
MPL34 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 +
b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2N;
MPL = Table@8MPPL@@1DD+ MPL1, MPPL@@2DD + MPL2, MPPL@@3DD + MPL34, MPPL@@4DD+ MPL34<D82.21875 × 107, 5.05127 × 106, 1.7677 ×107, 1.7677 × 107<
‚
i=1

nT
MPT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
MPL@@iDD + P2C

4.51257 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area2T =
MPT
σ080.159088 , 0.192707 , 0.192707 , 0.198937 , 0.043573 <

Area2L =
MPL
σ080.0485769 , 0.0110592 , 0.0387016 , 0.0387016 <

Area2C =
P2C
σ0

0.0639227

Avearea@2D =
1

Nelem@2D ikik‚i=1nT Area2T@@iDDy{+
ik‚i=1nL Area2L@@iDDy{ + Area2C

y{
0.0987975

Section 3

nT = 8;
nL = 5;
nC = 1;
nf = 20;
nAT = nT+ nL
H = 3.2;
H = 3.2;
Nelem @3D = nT+ nL + nC
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tP =

Table@8ttP@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D, 12, ttP@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ttP@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D, 12, ttP@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D,
ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D,
25, 12,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D,
25, 12,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D<D êê N;  

tP = tPê 100080.110231 , 0.012 , 0.110231 , 0.0633648 , 0.0633648 , 0.131163 ,
0.012 , 0.131163 , 0.084616 , 0.084616 , 0.025, 0.012, 0.0633648 ,
0.0633648 , 0.084616 , 0.084616 , 0.025, 0.012 , 0.0633648 , 0.0633648 <

t = Table@8ts@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D, 12,
ts@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ts@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D,
12, ts@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D,
ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D,
ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D,
25, 12,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D,
25, 12,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D<D êê N;  t = tê100080.02775 , 0.012 , 0.02775 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 , 0.0488333 ,

0.012 , 0.0488333 , 0.023375 , 0.023375 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.01855 ,
0.01855 , 0.023375 , 0.023375 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 <
b = Table@810.289, 7.45, 10.289, 6.990, 6.990, 10.9, 8.38, 10.9, 7.28, 7.28,

0.25, 1.4, 6.087, 6.087, 8.731, 8.731, 0.25, 1.4, 12.217, 12.217<D;
tT = Table@8Ht@@1DD b@@1DD+ t@@2DD b@@2DD + t@@3DD b@@3DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@2DD + b@@3DDL,Ht@@1DD b@@1DD+ t@@4DD b@@4DD + t@@6DD b@@6DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@4DD + b@@6DDL,Ht@@3DD b@@3DD+ t@@5DD b@@5DD + t@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@3DD+ b@@5DD + b@@8DDL,Ht@@6DD b@@6DD+ t@@7DD b@@7DD + t@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@6DD+ b@@7DD + b@@8DDL,Ht@@9DD b@@9DD+ t@@13DD b@@13DD +t@@15DD b@@15DDLêHb@@9DD+ b@@13DD + b@@15DDL,Ht@@14DD b@@14DD+ t@@12DD b@@12DD + t@@13DD b@@13DDLêHb@@14DD+ b@@12DD + b@@13DDL,Ht@@10DD b@@10DD+ t@@14DD b@@14DD + t@@16DD b@@16DDLêHb@@10DD+ b@@14DD + b@@16DDL,Ht@@20DD b@@20DD+ t@@18DD b@@18DD + t@@19DD b@@19DDLêHb@@20DD+ b@@18DD + b@@19DDL<D80.0235636 , 0.0336232 , 0.0336232 ,
0.0386059 , 0.0220459 , 0.0178744 , 0.0220459 , 0.018195 <
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bT = TableA9 b@@1DD + b@@2DD + b@@3DD
3 , b@@1DD+ b@@4DD + b@@6DD

3 ,
b@@3DD + b@@5DD+ b@@8DD

3 , b@@6DD + b@@7DD + b@@8DD
3 ,

b@@9DD + b@@13DD + b@@15DD
3 ,

b@@14DD + b@@12DD+ b@@13DD
3 ,

b@@10DD + b@@14DD+ b@@16DD
3 ,

b@@20DD + b@@18DD+ b@@19DD
3 =E89.34267 , 9.393 , 9.393 , 10.06 , 7.366 , 4.52467 , 7.366 , 8.61133 <

tL = Table@8Ht@@9DD b@@9DD+ t@@10DD b@@10DDLêHb@@9DD + b@@10DDL,Ht@@11DD b@@11DD+ t@@12DD b@@12DDLêHb@@11DD + b@@12DDL,Ht@@17DD b@@17DD+ t@@18DD b@@18DDLêHb@@17DD + b@@18DDL,Ht@@19DD b@@19DD+ t@@15DD b@@15DDLêHb@@19DD + b@@15DDL,Ht@@16DD b@@16DD+ t@@20DD b@@20DDLêHb@@16DD + b@@20DDL<D80.023375, 0.0139697 , 0.0139697 , 0.020561 , 0.020561 <
bL = TableA9 b@@9DD + b@@10DD

2 , b@@11DD+ b@@12DD
2 , b@@18DD+ b@@17DD

2 ,
b@@19DD + b@@15DD

2 , b@@16DD+ b@@20DD
2 =E87.28 , 0.825 , 0.825 , 10.474 , 10.474 <

tC = Table@8t@@2DD, t@@4DD, t@@5DD, t@@7DD<D80.012 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 , 0.012 <
bC = Table@8b@@2DD, b@@4DD, b@@5DD, b@@7DD<D87.45 , 6.99, 6.99 , 8.38<
tTP =

Table@8HtP@@1DDb@@1DD+ tP@@2DDb@@2DD +tP@@3DDb@@3DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@2DD +b@@3DDL,HtP@@1DDb@@1DD+ tP@@4DDb@@4DD +tP@@6DDb@@6DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@4DD +b@@6DDL,HtP@@3DDb@@3DD+ tP@@5DDb@@5DD +tP@@8DDb@@8DDLêHb@@3DD+ b@@5DD +b@@8DDL,HtP@@6DDb@@6DD+ tP@@7DDb@@7DD +tP@@8DDb@@8DDLêHb@@6DD+ b@@7DD +b@@8DDL,HtP@@9DDb@@9DD+ tP@@13DDb@@13DD +tP@@15DDb@@15DDLêHb@@9DD+ b@@13DD +b@@15DDL,HtP@@14DDb@@14DD+ tP@@12DDb@@12DD +tP@@13DDb@@13DDLêHb@@14DD+ b@@12DD +b@@13DDL,HtP@@10DDb@@10DD+ tP@@14DDb@@14DD +tP@@16DDb@@16DDLêHb@@10DD+ b@@14DD +b@@16DDL,HtP@@20DDb@@20DD+ tP@@18DDb@@18DD +tP@@19DDb@@19DDLêHb@@20DD+ b@@18DD +b@@19DDL<D80.0841209 , 0.106702 , 0.106702 , 0.0980751 , 0.0787622 , 0.0580671 , 0.0787622 , 0.0605812 <
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tLP = Table@8HtP@@9DD b@@9DD+ tP@@10DD b@@10DDLêHb@@9DD + b@@10DDL,HtP@@11DD b@@11DD+ tP@@12DD b@@12DDLêHb@@11DD + b@@12DDL,HtP@@17DD b@@17DD+ tP@@18DD b@@18DDLêHb@@17DD + b@@18DDL,HtP@@19DD b@@19DD+ tP@@15DD b@@15DDLêHb@@19DD + b@@15DDL,HtP@@16DD b@@16DD+ tP@@20DD b@@20DDLêHb@@16DD + b@@20DDL<D80.084616 , 0.0139697 , 0.0139697 , 0.0722222 , 0.0722222 <
Pmean@3D =

NA
σ0

ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

8 Hb@@iDD HtP@@iDDL2L + 0.215 H ik ‚
i=1

4
tT@@iDDy{ + 6.935 ik‚i=14 tT@@iDD2y{+

0.265 H ‚
i=1

4
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=1

4 HHtT@@iDDL2 L + 0.75 H ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4
tC@@iDD +

0.375 ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2 + 1.178
H ‚

i=9

nf Hb@@iDD HtP@@iDDL2L+

0.215 H ik ‚
i=5

nT
tT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDDy{ + 6.935 ik‚i=5nT tT@@iDD2 + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDD2y{+

0.265 H ‚
i=5

nT
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=5

nT HHtT@@iDDL2 Ly{E
4.47555 × 108

P3C = NAσ0 ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

4 bC@@iDD
2 tCP@@iDD2 + 0.75 H ‚

i=1

4
tC@@iDD + 0.375 ‚

i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{E
7.20556 × 107

The following calculates individual T-Section forces:

MPPT = Table@N@σ0 H0.215 H tT@@iDD + 6.935 tT@@iDD2 +
0.265 H tT@@iDD + 0.589 HHtT@@iDDL2 LLD, 8i, 1, nT<D81.84396 × 107, 2.74741 × 107, 2.74741 ×107, 3.22066 × 107,

1.7137 × 107, 1.36381 × 107, 1.7137 ×107, 1.39028 × 107<
MPt1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@2DD

2 tP@@2DD2 + b@@3DD
2 tP@@3DD2N;

MPt23 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@4DD

2 tP@@4DD2 + b@@6DD
2 tP@@6DD2N;

MPt4 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@6DD

2 tP@@6DD2 +
b@@7DD

2 tP@@7DD2 + b@@8DD
2 tP@@8DD2N

MPt57 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 + b@@15DD
2 tP@@15DD2N;

MPt6 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@14DD

2 tP@@14DD2 +
b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2 + b@@13DD
2 tP@@13DD2N;

MPt8 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@20DD

2 tP@@20DD2 +
b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2 + b@@19DD
2 tP@@19DD2N;
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MPT = Table@8MPPT@@1DD+ MPt1, MPPT@@2DD + MPt23, MPPT@@3DD + MPt23,
MPPT@@4DD+ MPt4, MPPT@@5DD + MPt57, MPPT@@6DD + MPt6, MPPT@@7DD+ MPt57,
MPPT@@8DD+ MPt8<D83.95509 × 107, 5.6109 × 107, 5.6109 ×107, 6.38378 × 107,

2.88292 × 107, 1.77644 × 107, 2.88292 ×107, 2.21675 × 107<
The following calculates individual L-Section forces:

MPPL = Table@σ0 H0.215 H tL@@iDD + 6.935 tL@@iDD2L, 8i, 1, nL<D89.07618 × 106, 5.00805 × 106, 5.00805 ×106, 7.80029 × 106, 7.80029 × 106<
MPL1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@10DD

2 tP@@10DD2N;
MPL2 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@11DD

2 tP@@11DD2 + b@@12DD tP@@12DD2N;
MPL3 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2 +
b@@17DD

2 tP@@17DD2N;
MPL45 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@19DD

2 tP@@19DD2 +
b@@15DD

2 tP@@15DD2N;
MPL = Table@8MPPL@@1DD+ MPL1, MPPL@@2DD + MPL2, MPPL@@3DD + MPL3, MPPL@@4DD+ MPL45,

MPPL@@5DD+ MPL45<D81.78403 × 107, 5.05508 × 106, 5.03814 ×106, 1.71796 × 107, 1.71796 × 107<
‚
i=1

nT
MPT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
MPL@@iDD + P3C

4.47546 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area3T =
MPT
σ080.0865921 , 0.122844 , 0.122844 , 0.139765 , 0.0631181 , 0.0388931 , 0.0631181 , 0.048533 <

Area3L =
MPL
σ080.0390593 , 0.0110675 , 0.0110304 , 0.0376128 , 0.0376128 <

Area3C =
P3C
σ0

0.157757

Avearea@3D =
1

Nelem@3D ikik‚i=1nT Area3T@@iDDy{+
ik‚i=1nL Area3L@@iDDy{ + Area3C

y{
0.0699891

Section 4 
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nT = 9;
nL = 7;
nC = 0;
nf = 23;
nAT = nT+ nL
H = 3.2;
Hbulb = 0.8;
Nelem @4D = nT+ nL + nC

tP = Table@8ttP@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D, ttP@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D,
25, 12,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ttP@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D, ttP@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D,
ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D,
25, 12,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, ttP@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D,
25, 12,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
15, 25, 25<D êê N;  

tP = tPê100080.110231 , 0.110231 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.0633648 , 0.0633648 , 0.131163 ,
0.131163 , 0.084616 , 0.084616 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.0633648 , 0.0633648 , 0.084616 ,
0.084616 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.0633648 , 0.0633648 , 0.015 , 0.025 , 0.025 <

t = Table@8ts@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D, ts@450, 150, 12, 16, 800, 18D,
25, 12,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ts@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D, ts@400, 100, 19, 19, 600, 33D,
ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D,
25, 12,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D, ts@350, 100, 12, 17, 800, 16D,
25, 12,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 800, 13D,
15, 25, 25<D êê N;  t = tê100080.02775 , 0.02775 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 , 0.0488333 ,

0.0488333 , 0.023375 , 0.023375 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 ,
0.023375 , 0.023375 , 0.025 , 0.012 , 0.01855 , 0.01855 , 0.015 , 0.025 , 0.025 <

b = Table@812.330, 12.330, 0.25, 1.4, 9.772, 9.772, 9.048, 9.048, 6.005, 6.005,
0.25, 1.4, 10.575, 10.575, 7.225, 7.225, 0.25, 1.4, 14.378, 14.378, 2.5, 0.2, 0.2<D;
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tT = Table@8Ht@@1DD b@@1DD+ t@@21DD b@@21DD +t@@2DD b@@2DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@21DD +b@@2DDL,Ht@@21DD b@@21DD+ t@@22DD b@@22DD +t@@23DD b@@23DDLêHb@@21DD+ b@@22DD + b@@23DDL,Ht@@1DD b@@1DD+ t@@5DD b@@5DD + t@@7DD b@@7DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@5DD + b@@7DDL,Ht@@6DD b@@6DD+ t@@4DD b@@4DD + t@@5DD b@@5DDLêHb@@6DD+ b@@4DD + b@@5DDL,Ht@@2DD b@@2DD+ t@@6DD b@@6DD + t@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@2DD+ b@@6DD + b@@8DDL,Ht@@9DD b@@9DD+ t@@13DD b@@13DD + t@@15DD b@@15DDLêHb@@9DD+ b@@13DD + b@@15DDL,Ht@@14DD b@@14DD+ t@@12DD b@@12DD +t@@13DD b@@13DDLêHb@@14DD+ b@@12DD + b@@13DDL,Ht@@10DD b@@10DD+ t@@14DD b@@14DD +t@@16DD b@@16DDLêHb@@10DD+ b@@14DD + b@@16DDL,Ht@@20DD b@@20DD+ t@@18DD b@@18DD +t@@19DD b@@19DDLêHb@@20DD+ b@@18DD + b@@19DDL<D80.0265764 , 0.0163793 , 0.0309879 , 0.0181122 ,
0.0309879 , 0.0212316 , 0.0181433 , 0.0212316 , 0.0182459 <

bT = TableA9 13 H b@@1DD + b@@21DD + b@@2DDL, 1
3 H b@@21DD+ b@@22DD + b@@23DDL,

1
3 H b@@1DD + b@@5DD + b@@7DDL, 1

3 H b@@6DD + b@@4DD+ b@@5DDL,
1
3 H b@@2DD + b@@6DD + b@@8DDL, 1

3 H b@@9DD + b@@13DD+ b@@15DDL,
1
3 H b@@14DD + b@@12DD + b@@13DDL, 1

3 H b@@10DD+ b@@14DD+ b@@16DDL,
1
3 H b@@20DD + b@@18DD + b@@19DDL=E89.05333 , 0.966667 , 10.3833 , 6.98133 , 10.3833 , 7.935 , 7.51667 , 7.935 , 10.052 <

tL = Table@8Ht@@3DD b@@3DD+ t@@4DD b@@4DDLêHb@@3DD + b@@4DDL,Ht@@7DD b@@7DD+ t@@9DD b@@9DDLêHb@@7DD + b@@9DDL,Ht@@8DD b@@8DD+ t@@10DD b@@10DDLêHb@@8DD + b@@10DDL,Ht@@11DD b@@11DD+ t@@12DD b@@12DDLêHb@@11DD + b@@12DDL,Ht@@18DD b@@18DD+ t@@17DD b@@17DDLêHb@@18DD + b@@17DDL,Ht@@19DD b@@19DD+ t@@15DD b@@15DDLêHb@@19DD + b@@15DDL,Ht@@16DD b@@16DD+ t@@20DD b@@20DDLêHb@@16DD + b@@20DDL<D80.0139697 , 0.0386774 , 0.0386774 , 0.0139697 , 0.0139697 , 0.0201637 , 0.0201637 <
bL = TableA9 b@@3DD + b@@4DD

2 , b@@7DD+ b@@9DD
2 , b@@8DD+ b@@10DD

2 ,
b@@11DD + b@@11DD

2 , b@@17DD+ b@@18DD
2 ,

b@@19DD + b@@15DD
2 , b@@16DD+ b@@20DD

2 =E80.825 , 7.5265 , 7.5265 , 0.25 , 0.825 , 10.8015 , 10.8015 <
tC = Table@80, 0, 0, 0<D80, 0, 0, 0<
bC = Table@80, 0, 0, 0<D80, 0, 0, 0<
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tTP =

Table@8HtP@@1DDb@@1DD+ tP@@21DDb@@21DD+tP@@2DD b@@2DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@21DD+b@@2DDL,HtP@@21DDb@@21DD+ tP@@22DDb@@22DD +tP@@23DDb@@23DDLêHb@@21DD+ b@@22DD+b@@23DDL,HtP@@1DDb@@1DD+ tP@@5DDb@@5DD+tP@@7DDb@@7DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@5DD +b@@7DDL,HtP@@6DDb@@6DD+ tP@@4DDb@@4DD+tP@@5DDb@@5DDLêHb@@6DD+ b@@4DD +b@@5DDL,HtP@@2DDb@@2DD+ tP@@6DDb@@6DD+tP@@8DDb@@8DDLêHb@@2DD+ b@@6DD +b@@8DDL,HtP@@9DDb@@9DD+ tP@@13DDb@@13DD+tP@@15DDb@@15DDLêHb@@9DD+ b@@13DD +b@@15DDL,HtP@@14DDb@@14DD+ tP@@12DDb@@12DD +tP@@13DDb@@13DDLêHb@@14DD+ b@@12DD+b@@13DDL,HtP@@10DDb@@10DD+ tP@@14DDb@@14DD +tP@@16DDb@@16DDLêHb@@10DD+ b@@14DD+b@@16DDL,HtP@@20DDb@@20DD+ tP@@18DDb@@18DD +tP@@19DDb@@19DDLêHb@@20DD+ b@@18DD+b@@19DDL<D80.101466 , 0.0163793 , 0.101609 , 0.0599313 ,
0.101609 , 0.0751755 , 0.0601759 , 0.0751755 , 0.0609802 <

tLP = Table@8HtP@@3DD b@@3DD+ tP@@4DD b@@4DDLêHb@@3DD + b@@4DDL,HtP@@7DD b@@7DD+ tP@@9DD b@@9DDLêHb@@7DD + b@@9DDL,HtP@@8DD b@@8DD+ tP@@10DD b@@10DDLêHb@@8DD + b@@10DDL,HtP@@11DD b@@11DD+ tP@@12DD b@@12DDLêHb@@11DD + b@@12DDL,HtP@@18DD b@@18DD+ tP@@17DD b@@17DDLêHb@@18DD + b@@17DDL,HtP@@19DD b@@19DD+ tP@@15DD b@@15DDLêHb@@19DD + b@@15DDL,HtP@@16DD b@@16DD+ tP@@20DD b@@20DDLêHb@@16DD + b@@20DDL<D80.0139697 , 0.112594 , 0.112594 , 0.0139697 , 0.0139697 , 0.0704721 , 0.0704721 <
Pmean@4D =

NA
σ0

ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

nf
b@@iDD H tP@@iDDL2 + 0.215 H ik ‚

i=1

nT
tT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDDy{ +

6.935 ik‚i=1nT tT@@iDD2 + ‚
i=1

nL
tL@@iDD2y{+

0.265 H ‚
i=1

nT
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=1

nT HHtT@@iDDL2 Ly{E
4.03936 × 108

P4C = NAσ0 ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

4 bC@@iDD
2 tCP@@iDD2 + 0.75 H ‚

i=1

4
tC@@iDD + 0.375 ‚

i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{E
0 .

The following calculates individual T-Section forces:
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MPPT = Table@N@σ0 H0.215 H tT@@iDD + 6.935 tT@@iDD2 +
0.265 H tT@@iDD + 0.589 HHtT@@iDDL2 LLD, 8i, 1, nT<D82.10724 × 107, 1.24132 × 107, 2.50401 ×107, 1.38343 × 107,

2.50401 × 107, 1.64445 × 107, 1.38601 ×107, 1.64445 × 107, 1.39448 × 107<
MPt1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@21DD

2 tP@@21DD2 + b@@2DD
2 tP@@2DD2N;

MPt2 = σ0
1.178

H J b@@21DD
2 tP@@21DD2 +

b@@22DD
2 tP@@22DD2 + b@@23DD

2 tP@@23DD2N;
MPt35 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@5DD

2 tP@@5DD2 + b@@7DD
2 tP@@7DD2N;

MPt4 = σ0
1.178

H J b@@6DD
2 tP@@6DD2 +

b@@4DD
2 tP@@4DD2 + b@@5DD

2 tP@@5DD2N;
MPt68 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 + b@@15DD
2 tP@@15DD2N;

MPt7 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@14DD

2 tP@@14DD2 +
b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2N;
MPt9 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@20DD

2 tP@@20DD2 +
b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2 + b@@19DD
2 tP@@19DD2N;

MPT = Table@8MPPT@@1DD+ MPt1, MPPT@@2DD + MPt2, MPPT@@3DD + MPt35, MPPT@@4DD+ MPt4,
MPPT@@5DD+ MPt35, MPPT@@6DD + MPt68, MPPT@@7DD + MPt7, MPPT@@8DD+ MPt68,
MPPT@@9DD+ MPt9<D84.63108 × 107, 1.24815 × 107, 5.40205 ×107, 2.04483 × 107,

5.40205 × 107, 2.79777 × 107, 2.10162 ×107, 2.79777 × 107, 2.36684 × 107<
The following calculates individual L-Section forces:

MPPL = Table@σ0 H0.215 H tL@@iDD + 6.935 tL@@iDD2L, 8i, 1, nL<D85.00805 × 106, 1.68926 × 107, 1.68926 ×107,
5.00805 × 106, 5.00805 × 106, 7.62417 ×106, 7.62417 × 106<
MPL1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@3DD

2 tP@@3DD2 +
b@@4DD

2 tP@@4DD2N;
MPL23 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@7DD

2 tP@@7DD2 + b@@9DD tP@@9DD2N;
MPL4 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@11DD

2 tP@@11DD2 +
b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2N;
MPL5 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2 +
b@@17DD

2 tP@@17DD2N;
MPL67 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@19DD

2 tP@@19DD2 +
b@@15DD

2 tP@@15DD2N;
MPL = Table@8MPPL@@1DD+ MPL1, MPPL@@2DD + MPL23, MPPL@@3DD+ MPL23, MPPL@@4DD+ MPL4,

MPPL@@5DD+ MPL5, MPPL@@6DD+ MPL67, MPPL@@7DD+ MPL67<D85.03814 × 106, 3.72081 × 107, 3.72081 ×107,
5.03814 × 106, 5.03814 × 106, 1.68265 ×107, 1.68265 × 107<‚

i=1

nT
MPT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
MPL@@iDD + P4C
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4.11105 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area4T =
MPT
σ080.101392 , 0.0273267 , 0.118271 , 0.0447692 ,

0.118271 , 0.0612539 , 0.0460125 , 0.0612539 , 0.0518192 <
Area4L =

MPL
σ080.0110304 , 0.0814628 , 0.0814628 , 0.0110304 , 0.0110304 , 0.0368395 , 0.0368395 <

Area4C =
P4C
σ0

0 .

Avearea@4D =
1

Nelem@4D ikik‚i=1nT Area4T@@iDDy{+
ik‚i=1nL Area4L@@iDDy{ + Area4C

y{
0.0562541

Section 5 

Since the cross section geometry of section 5, as well as section 6 and 7, is exactly same with 
section 4, (the only difference is the b’s) so the detailed calculation procedures are omitted, only 
results are presented.

b = Table@814.393, 14.393, 0.25, 1.4, 12.285, 12.285, 8.565, 8.565, 5.148,
5.148, 0.25, 1.4, 13.397, 13.397, 6.730, 6.730, 0.25, 1.4, 16.067, 16.067,
2.5, 0.2, 0.2<D;

Pmean@5D = 4.135 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area5T =
MPT
σ080.11092 , 0.0273267 , 0.120581 , 0.0486369 , 0.120581 ,

0.0607907 , 0.0503309 , 0.0607907 , 0.0543711 <
Area5L =

MPL
σ080.0110304 , 0.07841 , 0.07841 ,

0.0110304 , 0.0110304 , 0.0372525 , 0.0372525 <
Area5C =

P5C
σ0
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0 .

Avearea@5D =

1
Nelem@5D ikik‚i=1nT Area5T@@iDDy{ +

ik‚i=1nL Area5L@@iDDy{ + Area5C
y{

0.0574216

Section 6

b = Table@816.359, 16.359, 0.25, 1.4, 14.487, 14.487, 8.457, 8.457, 4.791,
4.791, 0.25, 1.4, 15.497, 15.497, 6.490, 6.490, 0.25, 1.4, 17.587, 17.587,
2.5, 0.2, 0.2<D;

Pmean@6D = 4.26026 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area6T =
MPT
σ080.119934 , 0.0273267 , 0.124739 , 0.0519842 ,

0.124739 , 0.061122 , 0.0535112 , 0.061122 , 0.0566589 <
Area6L =

MPL
σ080.0110304 , 0.0775601 , 0.0775601 ,

0.0110304 , 0.0110304 , 0.0379401 , 0.0379401 <
Area6C =

P6C
σ0

0 .

Avearea@6D =

1
Nelem@6D ikik‚i=1nT Area6T@@iDDy{+

ik‚i=1nL Area6L@@iDDy{ + Area6C
y{

0.0590768

Section 7

b = Table@818.076, 18.076, 0.25, 1.4, 16.466, 16.466, 8.401, 8.401, 4.530,
4.530, 0.25, 1.4, 17.347, 17.347, 6.337, 6.337, 0.25, 1.4, 18.939, 18.939,
2.5, 0.2, 0.2<D;

Pmean@7D = 4.37822 × 108
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Individual element’s area:

Area7T =
MPT
σ080.127771 , 0.0273267 , 0.128785 , 0.0549724 , 0.128785 ,

0.0616222 , 0.0562981 , 0.0616222 , 0.0586885 <
Area7L =

MPL
σ080.0110304 , 0.0770521 , 0.0770521 ,

0.0110304 , 0.0110304 , 0.0386502 , 0.0386502 <
Area7C =

P7C
σ0

0 .

Avearea@7D =

1
Nelem@7D ikik‚i=1nT Area7T@@iDDy{ +

ik‚i=1nL Area7L@@iDDy{ + Area7C
y{

0.0606479

B.2 40,000 DWT CONTAINER SHIP

Ship Particulars:

LBP = 211.50 ;
B = 32.20 ;
dMLD = 21.00 ;
d = 26.00 ;
T = 11.90 ;
D = 54000 ;
Vservice = 11.3 ;
vx = Vservice;

E = 209 109;
sy = 235 106;
su = 1.9 sy;

s0 =
sy +su

2
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Section 1 

nT = 8;
nL = 5;
nC = 1;
nf = 20;
nAT = nT+ nL;
H = 2.4;
Nelem @1D = nT+ nL + nC

tP = Table@8ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, 12,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, ttP@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D,
ttP@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
12, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D, ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, 12, 12,
ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D, ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D,
12, 12, ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D,
ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D<D êê N;  

tP = tPê100080.0610745 , 0.012 , 0.0610745 , 0.0289903 , 0.0289903 , 0.0816397 ,
0.012 , 0.0816397 , 0.0607245 , 0.0607245 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0371007 ,
0.0371007 , 0.0600684 , 0.0600684 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0387681 , 0.0387681 <
t = Table@8ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, 12,

ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, ts@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D,
ts@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
12, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D, ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, 12, 12,
ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D, ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D,
12, 12, ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D,
ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D<D êê N;  t = tê100080.0218125 , 0.012 , 0.0218125 , 0.01325 , 0.01325 , 0.0424 ,

0.012 , 0.0424 , 0.0208125 , 0.0208125 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0138125 ,
0.0138125 , 0.0188125 , 0.0188125 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0178125 , 0.0178125 <

b = Table@82.824, 2.792, 2.824, 0.422, 0.422, 2.816, 2.784, 2.816, 1.005, 1.005,
0.15, 0.7, 0.489, 0.489, 3.624, 3.624, 0.15, 0.7, 2.522, 2.522<D;
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tT = TableA9 t@@1DD b@@1DD + t@@2DD b@@2DD + t@@3DD b@@3DD
b@@1DD + b@@2DD+ b@@3DD ,

t@@1DD b@@1DD + t@@4DD b@@4DD + t@@6DD b@@6DD
b@@1DD + b@@4DD+ b@@6DD ,

t@@3DD b@@3DD + t@@5DD b@@5DD + t@@8DD b@@8DD
b@@3DD + b@@5DD+ b@@8DD ,

t@@6DD b@@6DD + t@@7DD b@@7DD + t@@8DD b@@8DD
b@@6DD + b@@7DD+ b@@8DD ,

t@@9DD b@@9DD + t@@13DD b@@13DD+ t@@15DD b@@15DD
b@@9DD + b@@13DD+ b@@15DD ,

t@@12DD b@@12DD + t@@13DD b@@13DD+ t@@14DD b@@14DD
b@@12DD + b@@13DD + b@@14DD ,

t@@10DD b@@10DD + t@@14DD b@@14DD+ t@@16DD b@@16DD
b@@10DD + b@@14DD + b@@16DD ,

t@@18DD b@@18DD + t@@19DD b@@19DD+ t@@20DD b@@20DD
b@@18DD + b@@19DD + b@@20DD =E

80.0185665 , 0.03078 , 0.03078 , 0.0323437 , 0.0187275 , 0.0130564 , 0.0187275 , 0.0171042 <
bT = TableA9 b@@1DD + b@@2DD+ b@@3DD

3 , b@@1DD+ b@@4DD + b@@6DD
3 ,

b@@3DD + b@@5DD+ b@@8DD
3 , b@@6DD+ b@@7DD + b@@8DD

3 ,
b@@9DD + b@@13DD+ b@@15DD

3 , b@@12DD+ b@@13DD +b@@14DD
3 , b@@10DD + b@@14DD + b@@16DD

3 ,
b@@18DD + b@@19DD+ b@@20DD

3 =E82.81333 , 2.02067 , 2.02067 , 2.80533 , 1.706 , 0.559333 , 1.706 , 1.91467 <
tL = TableA9 t@@9DD b@@9DD + t@@10DD b@@10DD

b@@9DD + b@@10DD , t@@11DD b@@11DD+ t@@12DD b@@12DD
b@@11DD+ b@@12DD ,

t@@17DD b@@17DD + t@@18DD b@@18DD
b@@17DD + b@@18DD ,

t@@15DD b@@15DD + t@@19DD b@@19DD
b@@15DD + b@@19DD , t@@16DD b@@16DD+ t@@20DD b@@20DD

b@@16DD+ b@@20DD =E80.0208125 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0184022 , 0.0184022 <
bL = TableA9 b@@9DD + b@@10DD

2 , b@@11DD+ b@@12DD
2 ,

b@@17DD + b@@18DD
2 , b@@15DD+ b@@19DD

2 , b@@16DD+ b@@20DD
2 =E81.005 , 0.425 , 0.425 , 3.073 , 3.073 <

tC = Table@8t@@2DD, t@@4DD, t@@5DD, t@@7DD<D80.012 , 0.01325 , 0.01325 , 0.012 <
bC = Table@8b@@2DD, b@@4DD, b@@5DD, b@@7DD<D82.792 , 0.422 , 0.422 , 2.784 <
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tTP = TableA9 tP@@1DD b@@1DD + tP@@2DD b@@2DD + tP@@3DD b@@3DD
b@@1DD + b@@2DD + b@@3DD ,

tP@@1DD b@@1DD + tP@@4DD b@@4DD + tP@@6DD b@@6DD
b@@1DD + b@@4DD + b@@6DD ,

tP@@3DD b@@3DD + tP@@5DD b@@5DD + tP@@8DD b@@8DD
b@@3DD + b@@5DD + b@@8DD ,

tP@@6DD b@@6DD + tP@@7DD b@@7DD + tP@@8DD b@@8DD
b@@6DD + b@@7DD + b@@8DD ,

tP@@9DD b@@9DD + tP@@13DD b@@13DD + tP@@15DD b@@15DD
b@@9DD + b@@13DD + b@@15DD ,

tP@@12DD b@@12DD + tP@@13DD b@@13DD + tP@@14DD b@@14DD
b@@12DD + b@@13DD+ b@@14DD ,

tP@@10DD b@@10DD + tP@@14DD b@@14DD + tP@@16DD b@@16DD
b@@10DD + b@@14DD+ b@@16DD ,

tP@@18DD b@@18DD + tP@@19DD b@@19DD + tP@@20DD b@@20DD
b@@18DD + b@@19DD+ b@@20DD =E

80.0448404 , 0.0683942 , 0.0683942 , 0.058603 , 0.0580028 , 0.0266296 , 0.0580028 , 0.035506 <
tLP= TableA9tP@@9DDb@@9DD+tP@@10DDb@@10DD

b@@9DD+b@@10DD , tP@@11DDb@@11DD+tP@@12DDb@@12DD
b@@11DD+b@@12DD ,

tP@@17DDb@@17DD+tP@@18DDb@@18DD
b@@17DD+b@@18DD ,

tP@@15DDb@@15DD+tP@@19DDb@@19DD
b@@15DD+b@@19DD , tP@@16DDb@@16DD+tP@@20DDb@@20DD

b@@16DD+b@@20DD =E
80.0607245 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0513279 , 0.0513279 <
tCP = Table@8tP@@2DD, tP@@4DD, tP@@5DD, tP@@7DD<D80.012 , 0.0289903 , 0.0289903 , 0.012 <
Pmean@1D =

NA
σ0

ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

nf Hb@@iDD HtP@@iDDL2L + 0.215 H ik ‚
i=1

nT
tT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDDy{ +

6.935 ik‚i=1nT tT@@iDD2 + ‚
i=1

nL
tL@@iDD2y{+

0.265 H ‚
i=1

nT
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=1

nT HHtT@@iDDL2 L + 0.75 H ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4
tC@@iDD +

0.375 ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{E
1.48014 × 108
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P1C = NAσ0 ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

4 bC@@iDD
2 tCP@@iDD2 + 0.75 H ‚

i=1

4
tC@@iDD + 0.375 ‚

i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{E
3.11823 × 107

The following calculates individual T-section’s force:

MPPT = Table@N@σ0 H0.215 H tT@@iDD + 6.935 tT@@iDD2 +
0.265 H tT@@iDD + 0.589 HHtT@@iDDL2 LLD, 8i, 1, nT<D88.17193 × 106, 1.45115 × 107, 1.45115 ×107, 1.53784 × 107,

8.25055 × 106, 5.56226 × 106, 8.25055 ×106, 7.46418 × 106<
MPt1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@2DD

2 tP@@2DD2 + b@@3DD
2 tP@@3DD2N;

MPt23 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@4DD

2 tP@@4DD2 + b@@6DD
2 tP@@6DD2N;

MPt4 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@6DD

2 tP@@6DD2 +
b@@7DD

2 tP@@7DD2 + b@@8DD
2 tP@@8DD2N;

MPt57 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 + b@@15DD
2 tP@@15DD2N;

MPt6 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 + b@@14DD
2 tP@@14DD2N;

MPt8 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2 +
b@@19DD

2 tP@@19DD2 +
b@@20DD

2 tP@@20DD2N;
MPT = Table@8MPPT@@1DD + MPt1, MPPT@@2DD + MPt23, MPPT@@3DD + MPt23,

MPPT@@4DD+ MPt4, MPPT@@5DD + MPt57, MPPT@@6DD + MPt6, MPPT@@7DD + MPt57,
MPPT@@8DD+ MPt8<D89.96734 × 106, 1.69916 × 107, 1.69916 ×107, 1.8551 × 107,

9.71025 × 106, 5.68326 × 106, 9.71025 ×106, 8.10657 × 106<
The following calculates individual L-section’s force:

PL = TableAσ0 ik 1.178H ‚
i=1

2 bL@@iDD
2 tL@@iDD2 +0.215 H tL@@iDD + 6.935 tL@@iDD2y{, 8i, 1, nL<E84.72452 × 106, 2.49173 × 106, 2.49173 ×106, 4.07736 × 106, 4.07736 × 106<

MPPL = Table@σ0 H0.215 H tL@@iDD + 6.935 tL@@iDD2L, 8i, 1, nL<D84.683 × 106, 2.45021 × 106, 2.45021 ×106, 4.03583 × 106, 4.03583 × 106<
MPL1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@10DD

2 tP@@10DD2N;
MPL2 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@11DD

2 tP@@11DD2 + b@@12DD tP@@12DD2N;
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MPL3 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@17DD

2 tP@@17DD2 +
b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2N;
MPL45 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@15DD

2 tP@@15DD2 +
b@@19DD

2 tP@@19DD2N;
MPL = Table@8MPPL@@1DD+ MPL1, MPPL@@2DD+ MPL2, MPPL@@3DD+ MPL3, MPPL@@4DD+ MPL45,

MPPL@@5DD+ MPL45<D85.30282 × 106, 2.46888 × 106, 2.46045 ×106, 5.44632 × 106, 5.44632 × 106<
‚
i=1

nT
MPT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
MPL@@iDD + P1C

1.48019 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area1T =
MPT
σ080.0292512 , 0.0498652 , 0.0498652 ,

0.0544417 , 0.0284967 , 0.0166787 , 0.0284967 , 0.0237904 <
Area1L =

MPL
σ080.0155622 , 0.00724542 , 0.00722068 , 0.0159833 , 0.0159833 <

Area1C =
P1C
σ0

0.0915108

Avearea@1D =
1

Nelem@1D ikik‚i=1nT Area1T@@iDDy{ +
ik‚i=1nL Area1L@@iDDy{ + Area1C

y{
0.031028

Section 2

nT = 11;
nL = 6;
nC = 1;
nf = 26;
nAT = nT+ nL;
H = 2.4;
Nelem @2D = nT+ nL + nC
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tP = Table@8ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, 12,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, ttP@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D,
ttP@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
12, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D, ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, 12, 12,
ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
12, 12, ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D, 12, 12,
ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D, ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D<D êê N;  

tP = tPê100080.0610745 , 0.012 , 0.0610745 , 0.0289903 , 0.0289903 ,
0.0816397 , 0.012 , 0.0816397 , 0.0607245 , 0.0607245 , 0.012 , 0.012 ,
0.0371007 , 0.0371007 , 0.0607245 , 0.0607245 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0371007 ,
0.0371007 , 0.0600684 , 0.0600684 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0387681 , 0.0387681 <
t = Table@8ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, 12,

ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, ts@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D,
ts@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
12, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
12, 12, ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, 12, 12,
ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D, ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D,
12, 12, ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D,
ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D<D êê N;  t = tê 100080.0218125 , 0.012 , 0.0218125 , 0.01325 , 0.01325 , 0.0424 , 0.012 , 0.0424 , 0.0208125 ,

0.0208125 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0138125 , 0.0138125 , 0.0208125 , 0.0208125 , 0.012 , 0.012 ,
0.0138125 , 0.0138125 , 0.0188125 , 0.0188125 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0178125 , 0.0178125 <
b = Table@84.523, 4.40, 4.523, 1.049, 1.049, 3.562, 3.404, 3.562, 1.753, 1.753,

0.15, 0.70, 0.74, 0.74, 3.963, 3.963, 0.15, 0.70, 5.553, 5.553, 3.853,
3.853, 0.15, 0.70, 5.195, 5.195<D;
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tT = TableA9 t@@1DD b@@1DD + t@@2DD b@@2DD + t@@3DD b@@3DD
b@@1DD + b@@2DD + b@@3DD ,

t@@1DD b@@1DD + t@@4DD b@@4DD + t@@6DD b@@6DD
b@@1DD + b@@4DD + b@@6DD ,

t@@3DD b@@3DD + t@@5DD b@@5DD + t@@8DD b@@8DD
b@@3DD + b@@5DD + b@@8DD ,

t@@6DD b@@6DD + t@@7DD b@@7DD + t@@8DD b@@8DD
b@@6DD + b@@7DD + b@@8DD ,

t@@9DD b@@9DD + t@@13DD b@@13DD + t@@15DD b@@15DD
b@@9DD + b@@13DD+ b@@15DD ,

t@@12DD b@@12DD + t@@13DD b@@13DD + t@@14DD b@@14DD
b@@12DD + b@@13DD + b@@14DD ,

t@@10DD b@@10DD + t@@14DD b@@14DD + t@@16DD b@@16DD
b@@10DD + b@@14DD + b@@16DD ,

t@@15DD b@@15DD + t@@19DD b@@19DD + t@@21DD b@@21DD
b@@15DD + b@@19DD + b@@21DD ,

t@@18DD b@@18DD + t@@19DD b@@19DD + t@@20DD b@@20DD
b@@18DD + b@@19DD + b@@20DD ,

t@@16DD b@@16DD + t@@20DD b@@20DD + t@@22DD b@@22DD
b@@16DD + b@@20DD + b@@22DD ,

t@@24DD b@@24DD + t@@25DD b@@25DD + t@@26DD b@@26DD
b@@24DD + b@@25DD + b@@26DD =E

80.0186015 , 0.0288577 , 0.0288577 , 0.0325708 , 0.0200101 ,
0.0132305 , 0.0200101 , 0.0173285 , 0.013705 , 0.0173285 , 0.0174456 <

bT = TableA9 b@@1DD+ b@@2DD+ b@@3DD
3 , b@@1DD+ b@@4DD+ b@@6DD

3 ,
b@@3DD+ b@@5DD+ b@@8DD

3 , b@@6DD+ b@@7DD+ b@@8DD
3 ,

b@@9DD+ b@@13DD+ b@@15DD
3 , b@@12DD+ b@@13DD+b@@14DD

3 , b@@10DD+b@@14DD+ b@@16DD
3 ,

b@@15DD+ b@@19DD+ b@@21DD
3 ,

b@@18DD+ b@@19DD+ b@@20DD
3 , b@@16DD+ b@@20DD+b@@22DD

3 ,
b@@24DD+ b@@25DD+ b@@26DD

3 =E84.482 , 3.04467 , 3.04467 , 3.50933 , 2.152 ,
0.726667 , 2.152 , 4.45633 , 3.93533 , 4.45633 , 3.69667 <
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tL = TableA9 t@@9DD b@@9DD + t@@10DD b@@10DD
b@@9DD + b@@10DD , t@@11DD b@@11DD+ t@@12DD b@@12DD

b@@11DD+ b@@12DD ,
t@@17DD b@@17DD + t@@18DD b@@18DD

b@@17DD + b@@18DD ,
t@@23DD b@@23DD + t@@24DD b@@24DD

b@@23DD + b@@24DD , t@@21DD b@@21DD+ t@@25DD b@@25DD
b@@21DD+ b@@25DD ,

t@@22DD b@@22DD + t@@26DD b@@26DD
b@@22DD + b@@26DD =E80.0208125 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0182383 , 0.0182383 <

bL = TableA9 b@@9DD + b@@10DD
2 , b@@11DD + b@@12DD

2 ,
b@@17DD + b@@18DD

2 , b@@23DD + b@@24DD
2 , b@@21DD+ b@@25DD

2 , b@@22DD+ b@@26DD
2 =E81.753 , 0.425 , 0.425 , 0.425 , 4.524 , 4.524 <

tC = Table@8t@@2DD, t@@4DD, t@@5DD, t@@7DD<D80.012 , 0.01325 , 0.01325 , 0.012 <
bC = Table@8b@@2DD, b@@4DD, b@@5DD, b@@7DD<D 12384.4, 1.049 , 1.049 , 3.404 <
tTP =

Table@8HtP@@1DDb@@1DD+ tP@@2DDb@@2DD+tP@@3DDb@@3DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@2DD+b@@3DDL,HtP@@1DD b@@1DD+ tP@@4DD b@@4DD+tP@@6DD b@@6DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@4DD +b@@6DDL,HtP@@3DD b@@3DD+ tP@@5DD b@@5DD+tP@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@3DD+ b@@5DD +b@@8DDL,HtP@@6DD b@@6DD+ tP@@7DD b@@7DD+tP@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@6DD+ b@@7DD +b@@8DDL,HtP@@9DD b@@9DD+ tP@@13DDb@@13DD+tP@@15DDb@@15DDLêHb@@9DD+ b@@13DD+b@@15DDL,HtP@@12DDb@@12DD+ tP@@13DDb@@13DD+tP@@14DDb@@14DDLêHb@@12DD+ b@@13DD+b@@14DDL,HtP@@10DDb@@10DD+ tP@@14DDb@@14DD+tP@@16DDb@@16DDLêHb@@10DD+ b@@14DD+b@@16DDL,HtP@@15DDb@@15DD+ tP@@19DDb@@19DD+tP@@21DDb@@21DDLêHb@@15DD+ b@@19DD+b@@21DDL,HtP@@18DDb@@18DD+ tP@@19DDb@@19DD+tP@@20DDb@@20DDLêHb@@18DD+ b@@19DD+b@@20DDL,HtP@@16DDb@@16DD+ tP@@20DDb@@20DD+tP@@22DDb@@22DDLêHb@@16DD+ b@@20DD+b@@22DDL,HtP@@24DDb@@24DD+ tP@@25DDb@@25DD+tP@@26DDb@@26DDLêHb@@24DD+ b@@25DD+b@@26DDL<D80.0450156 , 0.0654096 , 0.0654096 , 0.0591232 , 0.0580167 ,
0.0290409 , 0.0580167 , 0.050723 , 0.0356125 , 0.050723 , 0.0370785 <
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tLP = TableA9 tP@@9DD b@@9DD + tP@@10DD b@@10DD
b@@9DD + b@@10DD , tP@@11DD b@@11DD+ tP@@12DD b@@12DD

b@@11DD+ b@@12DD ,
tP@@17DD b@@17DD + tP@@18DD b@@18DD

b@@17DD + b@@18DD ,
tP@@23DD b@@23DD + tP@@24DD b@@24DD

b@@23DD + b@@24DD , tP@@21DD b@@21DD+ tP@@25DD b@@25DD
b@@21DD+ b@@25DD ,

tP@@22DD b@@22DD + tP@@26DD b@@26DD
b@@22DD + b@@26DD =E80.0607245 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0478386 , 0.0478386 <

tCP = Table@8tP@@2DD, tP@@4DD, tP@@5DD, tP@@7DD<D80.012 , 0.0289903 , 0.0289903 , 0.012 <
Pmean@2D =

NA
σ0

ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

nf Hb@@iDD HtP@@iDDL2L + 0.215 H ik ‚
i=1

nT
tT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDDy{ +

6.935 ik‚i=1nT tT@@iDD2 + ‚
i=1

nL
tL@@iDD2y{+

0.265 H ‚
i=1

nT
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=1

nT HHtT@@iDDL2 L + 0.75 H ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4
tC@@iDD +

0.375 ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{E
1.85074 × 108

P2C = NAσ0 ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

4 bC@@iDD
2 tCP@@iDD2 + 0.75 H ‚

i=1

4
tC@@iDD + 0.375 ‚

i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{E
3.12973 × 107

The following calculates individual T-section’s force:

MPPT = Table@N@σ0 H0.215 H tT@@iDD + 6.935 tT@@iDD2 +
0.265 H tT@@iDD + 0.589 HHtT@@iDDL2 LLD, 8i, 1, nT<D88.18903 × 106, 1.3463 × 107, 1.3463 ×107, 1.55053 × 107, 8.88142 × 106, 5.64234 × 106,

8.88142 × 106, 7.57207 × 106, 5.86138 ×106, 7.57207 × 106, 7.62846 × 106<
MPt1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@2DD

2 tP@@2DD2 + b@@3DD
2 tP@@3DD2N;

MPt23 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@4DD

2 tP@@4DD2 + b@@6DD
2 tP@@6DD2N;

MPt4 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@6DD

2 tP@@6DD2 +
b@@7DD

2 tP@@7DD2 + b@@8DD
2 tP@@8DD2N;
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MPt57 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 + b@@15DD
2 tP@@15DD2N;

MPt6 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 + b@@14DD
2 tP@@14DD2N;

MPt810 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@15DD

2 tP@@15DD2 +
b@@19DD

2 tP@@19DD2 + b@@21DD
2 tP@@21DD2N;

MPt9 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2 +
b@@19DD

2 tP@@19DD2 + b@@20DD
2 tP@@20DD2N;

MPt11 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@24DD

2 tP@@24DD2 +
b@@25DD

2 tP@@25DD2 + b@@26DD
2 tP@@26DD2N;

MPT = Table@8MPPT@@1DD+ MPt1, MPPT@@2DD + MPt23, MPPT@@3DD + MPt23,
MPPT@@4DD+ MPt4, MPPT@@5DD + MPt57, MPPT@@6DD + MPt6, MPPT@@7DD+ MPt57,
MPPT@@8DD+ MPt810,
MPPT@@9DD+ MPt9, MPPT@@10DD + MPt810, MPPT@@11DD + MPt11<D81.10637 ×107, 1.69329 ×107, 1.69329 ×107, 1.9517 ×107, 1.07292 ×107, 5.82113 ×106,

1.07292 ×107, 1.05959 ×107, 7.1482 ×106, 1.05959 ×107, 8.94278 ×106<
The following calculates individual L-section’s force:

PL = TableAσ0 ik 1.178H ‚
i=1

2 bL@@iDD
2 tL@@iDD2+0.215 H tL@@iDD+ 6.935 tL@@iDD2y{, 8i, 1, nL<E84.75162 ×106, 2.51883 ×106, 2.51883 ×106, 2.51883 × 106, 4.06147 ×106, 4.06147 ×106<

MPPL = Table@σ0 H0.215 H tL@@iDD + 6.935 tL@@iDD2L, 8i, 1, nL<D84.683 × 106, 2.45021 × 106, 2.45021 ×106, 2.45021 × 106, 3.99285 × 106, 3.99285 × 106<
MPL1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@10DD

2 tP@@10DD2N;
MPL2 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@11DD

2 tP@@11DD2 +
b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2N;
MPL3 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@17DD

2 tP@@17DD2 +
b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2N;
MPL4 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@23DD

2 tP@@23DD2 +
b@@24DD

2 tP@@24DD2N;
MPL56 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@21DD

2 tP@@21DD2 +
b@@25DD

2 tP@@25DD2N;
MPL = Table@8MPPL@@1DD+ MPL1, MPPL@@2DD+ MPL2, MPPL@@3DD + MPL3, MPPL@@4DD+ MPL4,

MPPL@@5DD+ MPL56,
MPPL@@6DD+ MPL56<D85.76414 ×106, 2.46045 ×106, 2.46045 ×106, 2.46045 × 106, 5.80839 ×106, 5.80839 ×106<

‚
i=1

nT
MPT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
MPL@@iDD + P2C

1.85068 × 108

Individual element’s area:
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Area2T =
MPT
σ080.0324688 , 0.049693 , 0.049693 , 0.0572766 , 0.0314871 ,

0.0170833 , 0.0314871 , 0.0310959 , 0.0209778 , 0.0310959 , 0.0262444 <
Area2L =

MPL
σ080.016916 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.0170459 , 0.0170459 <

Area2C =
P2C
σ0

0.0918482

Avearea@2D =
1

Nelem@2D ikik‚i=1nT
Area2T@@iDDy{+

ik‚i=1nL Area2L@@iDDy{ + Area2C
y{

0.0301734

Section 3

nT = 14;
nL = 7;
nC = 1;
nf = 32;
nAT = nT+ nL;
H = 2.4;
Nelem @3D = nT+ nL + nC

tP = Table@8ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, 12,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, ttP@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D,
ttP@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
12, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
12, 12, ttP@200, 90, 9, 14, 800, 15D,
ttP@200, 90, 9, 14, 800, 15D, ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, 12, 12,
ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
12, 12, ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D, 12, 12,
ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D, ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D<D êê N;  

tP = tPê100080.0610745 , 0.012 , 0.0610745 , 0.0289903 , 0.0289903 , 0.0816397 , 0.012 , 0.0816397 ,
0.0816397 , 0.0816397 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0502913 , 0.0502913 , 0.0607245 , 0.0607245 ,
0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0371007 , 0.0371007 , 0.0607245 , 0.0607245 , 0.012 , 0.012 ,
0.0371007 , 0.0371007 , 0.0600684 , 0.0600684 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0387681 , 0.0387681 <
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t = Table@8ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, 12,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, ts@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D,
ts@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
12, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
12, 12, ts@200, 90, 9, 14, 800, 15D,
ts@200, 90, 9, 14, 800, 15D, ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, 12, 12,
ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
12, 12, ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D, 12, 12,
ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D, ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D<D êê N;  t = tê100080.0218125 , 0.012 , 0.0218125 , 0.01325 , 0.01325 , 0.0424 , 0.012 , 0.0424 , 0.0424 ,

0.0424 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.018825 , 0.018825 , 0.0208125 , 0.0208125 , 0.012 ,
0.012 , 0.0138125 , 0.0138125 , 0.0208125 , 0.0208125 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0138125 ,
0.0138125 , 0.0188125 , 0.0188125 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0178125 , 0.0178125 <
b = Table@85.488, 5.243, 5.488, 1.625, 1.625,

4.386, 4.075, 4.386, 2.792, 2.792,
0.15, 0.70, 0.61, 0.61, 5.216,
5.216, 0.15, 0.70, 2.652, 2.652,
4.137, 4.137, 0.15, 0.70, 5.01,
5.01, 3.97, 3.97, 0.15, 0.70,
7.611, 7.611<D;
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tT = TableA9 t@@1DD b@@1DD + t@@2DD b@@2DD+ t@@3DD b@@3DD
b@@1DD + b@@2DD+ b@@3DD ,

t@@1DD b@@1DD + t@@4DD b@@4DD+ t@@6DD b@@6DD
b@@1DD + b@@4DD+ b@@6DD ,

t@@3DD b@@3DD + t@@5DD b@@5DD+ t@@8DD b@@8DD
b@@3DD + b@@5DD+ b@@8DD ,

t@@6DD b@@6DD + t@@7DD b@@7DD+ t@@8DD b@@8DD
b@@6DD + b@@7DD+ b@@8DD ,

t@@9DD b@@9DD + t@@13DD b@@13DD+ t@@15DD b@@15DD
b@@9DD + b@@13DD + b@@15DD ,

t@@12DD b@@12DD + t@@13DD b@@13DD+ t@@14DD b@@14DD
b@@12DD + b@@13DD + b@@14DD ,

t@@10DD b@@10DD + t@@14DD b@@14DD+ t@@16DD b@@16DD
b@@10DD + b@@14DD + b@@16DD ,

t@@15DD b@@15DD + t@@19DD b@@19DD+ t@@21DD b@@21DD
b@@15DD + b@@19DD + b@@21DD ,

t@@18DD b@@18DD + t@@19DD b@@19DD+ t@@20DD b@@20DD
b@@18DD + b@@19DD + b@@20DD ,

t@@16DD b@@16DD + t@@20DD b@@20DD+ t@@22DD b@@22DD
b@@16DD + b@@20DD + b@@22DD ,

t@@21DD b@@21DD + t@@25DD b@@25DD+ t@@27DD b@@27DD
b@@21DD + b@@25DD + b@@27DD ,

t@@24DD b@@24DD + t@@25DD b@@25DD+ t@@26DD b@@26DD
b@@24DD + b@@25DD + b@@26DD ,

t@@22DD b@@22DD + t@@26DD b@@26DD+ t@@28DD b@@28DD
b@@22DD + b@@26DD + b@@28DD ,

t@@30DD b@@30DD + t@@31DD b@@31DD+ t@@32DD b@@32DD
b@@30DD + b@@31DD + b@@32DD =E80.0186405 , 0.0284551 , 0.0284551 , 0.0327573 , 0.0276656 , 0.0163367 , 0.0276656 ,

0.0192661 , 0.0136012 , 0.0192661 , 0.0175335 , 0.0136941 , 0.0175335 , 0.017557 <
bT = TableA9 b@@1DD + b@@2DD+ b@@3DD

3 , b@@1DD+ b@@4DD + b@@6DD
3 ,

b@@3DD + b@@5DD+ b@@8DD
3 , b@@6DD+ b@@7DD + b@@8DD

3 ,
b@@9DD + b@@13DD+ b@@15DD

3 , b@@12DD+ b@@13DD + b@@14DD
3 , b@@10DD + b@@14DD + b@@16DD

3 ,
b@@15DD + b@@19DD+ b@@21DD

3 ,
b@@18DD + b@@19DD+ b@@20DD

3 , b@@16DD+ b@@20DD + b@@22DD
3 ,

b@@21DD + b@@25DD+ b@@27DD
3 , b@@24DD+ b@@25DD + b@@26DD

3 ,
b@@22DD + b@@26DD+ b@@28DD

3 ,
b@@30DD + b@@31DD+ b@@32DD

3 =E85.40633 , 3.833 , 3.833 , 4.28233 , 2.87267 , 0.64 , 2.87267 ,
4.00167 , 2.00133 , 4.00167 , 4.37233 , 3.57333 , 4.37233 , 5.30733 <
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tL = TableA9 t@@9DD b@@9DD + t@@10DD b@@10DD
b@@9DD + b@@10DD , t@@11DD b@@11DD+ t@@12DD b@@12DD

b@@11DD+ b@@12DD ,
t@@17DD b@@17DD + t@@18DD b@@18DD

b@@17DD + b@@18DD ,
t@@23DD b@@23DD + t@@24DD b@@24DD

b@@23DD + b@@24DD , t@@29DD b@@29DD+ t@@30DD b@@30DD
b@@29DD+ b@@30DD ,

t@@27DD b@@27DD + t@@31DD b@@31DD
b@@27DD + b@@31DD ,

t@@28DD b@@28DD + t@@32DD b@@32DD
b@@28DD + b@@32DD =E80.0424 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0181553 , 0.0181553 <

bL = TableA9 b@@9DD + b@@10DD
2 , b@@11DD + b@@12DD

2 ,
b@@17DD + b@@18DD

2 , b@@23DD + b@@24DD
2 , b@@29DD+ b@@30DD

2 , b@@27DD+ b@@31DD
2 ,

b@@28DD + b@@32DD
2 =E82.792 , 0.425 , 0.425 , 0.425 , 0.425 , 5.7905 , 5.7905 <

tC = Table@8t@@2DD, t@@4DD, t@@5DD, t@@7DD<D80.012 , 0.01325 , 0.01325 , 0.012 <
bC = Table@8b@@2DD, b@@4DD, b@@5DD, b@@7DD<D85.243 , 1.625 , 1.625 , 4.075 <
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tTP =

Table@8HtP@@1DD b@@1DD+ tP@@2DD b@@2DD +tP@@3DD b@@3DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@2DD +b@@3DDL,HtP@@1DD b@@1DD+ tP@@4DD b@@4DD +tP@@6DD b@@6DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@4DD +b@@6DDL,HtP@@3DD b@@3DD+ tP@@5DD b@@5DD +tP@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@3DD+ b@@5DD +b@@8DDL,HtP@@6DD b@@6DD+ tP@@7DD b@@7DD +tP@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@6DD+ b@@7DD +b@@8DDL,HtP@@9DD b@@9DD+ tP@@13DD b@@13DD +tP@@15DD b@@15DDLêHb@@9DD+ b@@13DD +b@@15DDL,HtP@@12DD b@@12DD+ tP@@13DD b@@13DD +tP@@14DD b@@14DDLêHb@@12DD+ b@@13DD +b@@14DDL,HtP@@10DD b@@10DD+ tP@@14DD b@@14DD +tP@@16DD b@@16DDLêHb@@10DD+ b@@14DD +b@@16DDL,HtP@@15DD b@@15DD+ tP@@19DD b@@19DD +tP@@21DD b@@21DDLêHb@@15DD+ b@@19DD +b@@21DDL,HtP@@18DD b@@18DD+ tP@@19DD b@@19DD +tP@@20DD b@@20DDLêHb@@18DD+ b@@19DD +b@@20DDL,HtP@@16DD b@@16DD+ tP@@20DD b@@20DD +tP@@22DD b@@22DDLêHb@@16DD+ b@@20DD +b@@22DDL,HtP@@21DD b@@21DD+ tP@@25DD b@@25DD +tP@@27DD b@@27DDLêHb@@21DD+ b@@25DD +b@@27DDL,HtP@@24DD b@@24DD+ tP@@25DD b@@25DD +tP@@26DD b@@26DDLêHb@@24DD+ b@@25DD +b@@26DDL,HtP@@22DD b@@22DD+ tP@@26DD b@@26DD +tP@@28DD b@@28DDLêHb@@22DD+ b@@26DD +b@@28DDL,HtP@@30DD b@@30DD+ tP@@31DD b@@31DD +tP@@32DD b@@32DDLêHb@@30DD+ b@@31DD +b@@32DDL<D80.0452105 , 0.0643845 , 0.0643845 , 0.0595504 , 0.066762 , 0.036331 , 0.066762 ,
0.0555058 , 0.0341743 , 0.0555058 , 0.0515029 , 0.0354617 , 0.0515029 , 0.0375912 <
tLP = TableA9 tP@@9DD b@@9DD + tP@@10DD b@@10DD

b@@9DD +b@@10DD , tP@@11DD b@@11DD+ tP@@12DD b@@12DD
b@@11DD+ b@@12DD ,

tP@@17DD b@@17DD + tP@@18DD b@@18DD
b@@17DD + b@@18DD ,

tP@@23DD b@@23DD + tP@@24DD b@@24DD
b@@23DD + b@@24DD , tP@@29DD b@@29DD+ tP@@30DD b@@30DD

b@@29DD+ b@@30DD ,
tP@@27DD b@@27DD + tP@@31DD b@@31DD

b@@27DD + b@@31DD ,
tP@@28DD b@@28DD + tP@@32DD b@@32DD

b@@28DD + b@@32DD =E80.0816397 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0460699 , 0.0460699 <
tCP = Table@8tP@@2DD, tP@@4DD, tP@@5DD, tP@@7DD<D80.012 , 0.0289903 , 0.0289903 , 0.012 <
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Pmean@3D =

NA
σ0

ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

nf Hb@@iDD HtP@@iDDL2L + 0.215 H ik ‚
i=1

nT
tT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDDy{ +

6.935 ik‚i=1nT tT@@iDD2 + ‚
i=1

nL
tL@@iDD2y{+

0.265 H ‚
i=1

nT
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=1

nT HHtT@@iDDL2 L + 0.75 H ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4
tC@@iDD +

0.375 ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{E
2.43088 × 108

P3C = NAσ0 ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

4 bC@@iDD
2 tCP@@iDD2 + 0.75 H ‚

i=1

4
tC@@iDD + 0.375 ‚

i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{E
3.13965 × 107

The following calculates individual T-section’s force:

MPPT = Table@N@σ0 H0.215 H tT@@iDD + 6.935 tT@@iDD2 +
0.265 H tT@@iDD + 0.589 HHtT@@iDDL2 LLD, 8i, 1, nT<D88.20805 × 106, 1.32457 × 107, 1.32457 ×107, 1.56097 × 107,

1.28223 × 107, 7.09713 × 106, 1.28223 ×107, 8.51445 × 106, 5.81335 × 106,
8.51445 × 106, 7.67087 × 106, 5.85634 ×106, 7.67087 × 106, 7.68216 × 106<
MPt1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@2DD

2 tP@@2DD2 + b@@3DD
2 tP@@3DD2N;

MPt23 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@4DD

2 tP@@4DD2 + b@@6DD
2 tP@@6DD2N;

MPt4 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@6DD

2 tP@@6DD2 +
b@@7DD

2 tP@@7DD2 + b@@8DD
2 tP@@8DD2N;

MPt57 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 + b@@15DD
2 tP@@15DD2N;

MPt6 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 + b@@14DD
2 tP@@14DD2N;

MPt810 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@15DD

2 tP@@15DD2 +
b@@19DD

2 tP@@19DD2 + b@@21DD
2 tP@@21DD2N;

MPt9 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2 +
b@@19DD

2 tP@@19DD2 + b@@20DD
2 tP@@20DD2N;

MPt1113 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@21DD

2 tP@@21DD2 +
b@@25DD

2 tP@@25DD2 + b@@27DD
2 tP@@27DD2N;

MPt12 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@24DD

2 tP@@24DD2 +
b@@25DD

2 tP@@25DD2 + b@@26DD
2 tP@@26DD2N;

MPt14 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@30DD

2 tP@@30DD2 +
b@@31DD

2 tP@@31DD2 + b@@32DD
2 tP@@32DD2N;
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MPT = Table@8MPPT@@1DD+ MPt1, MPPT@@2DD + MPt23, MPPT@@3DD + MPt23,
MPPT@@4DD+ MPt4, MPPT@@5DD + MPt57, MPPT@@6DD + MPt6, MPPT@@7DD+ MPt57,
MPPT@@8DD+ MPt810,
MPPT@@9DD+ MPt9, MPPT@@10DD + MPt810, MPPT@@11DD + MPt1113, MPPT@@12DD+ MPt12,
MPPT@@13DD+ MPt1113, MPPT@@14DD + MPt14<D81.16949 × 107, 1.75165 × 107, 1.75165 ×107, 2.0548 × 107,

1.61159 × 107, 7.3636 × 106, 1.61159 ×107, 1.17039 × 107, 6.43231 × 106,
1.17039 × 107, 1.07212 × 107, 7.01815 ×106, 1.07212 × 107, 9.60379 × 106<

The following calculates individual L-Section’s force:

PL = TableAσ0 ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

2 bL@@iDD
2 tL@@iDD2 + 0.215 H tL@@iDD + 6.935 tL@@iDD2y{, 8i, 1, nL<E81.21282 × 107, 2.87507 × 106, 2.87507 ×106,

2.87507 × 106, 2.87507 × 106, 4.39597 ×106, 4.39597 × 106<
MPPL = Table@σ0 H0.215 H tL@@iDD + 6.935 tL@@iDD2L, 8i, 1, nL<D81.17034 × 107, 2.45021 × 106, 2.45021 ×106,
2.45021 × 106, 2.45021 × 106, 3.97111 ×106, 3.97111 × 106<
MPL1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@10DD

2 tP@@10DD2N;
MPL2 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@11DD

2 tP@@11DD2 +
b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2N;
MPL3 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@17DD

2 tP@@17DD2 +
b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2N;
MPL4 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@23DD

2 tP@@23DD2 +
b@@24DD

2 tP@@24DD2N;
MPL5 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@29DD

2 tP@@29DD2 +
b@@30DD

2 tP@@30DD2N;
MPL67 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@27DD

2 tP@@27DD2 +
b@@31DD

2 tP@@31DD2N;
MPL = Table@8MPPL@@1DD+ MPL1, MPPL@@2DD + MPL2, MPPL@@3DD + MPL3, MPPL@@4DD+ MPL4,

MPPL@@5DD+ MPL5,
MPPL@@6DD+ MPL67, MPPL@@7DD + MPL67<D81.48157 × 107, 2.46045 × 106, 2.46045 ×106,

2.46045 × 106, 2.46045 × 106, 6.12561 ×106, 6.12561 × 106<
‚
i=1

nT
MPT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
MPL@@iDD + P3C

2.43081 × 108

Individual element area:

Area3T =
MPT
σ0
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80.0343212 , 0.0514056 , 0.0514056 , 0.0603024 , 0.0472954 , 0.02161 , 0.0472954 ,
0.0343474 , 0.0188769 , 0.0343474 , 0.0314635 , 0.0205962 , 0.0314635 , 0.0281843 <

Area3L =
MPL
σ080.0434797 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.0179769 , 0.0179769 <

Area3C =
P3C
σ0

0.0921393

Avearea@3D =
1

Nelem@3D ikik‚i=1nT
Area3T@@iDDy{ +

ik‚i=1nL Area3L@@iDDy{ + Area3C
y{

0.0324259

Section 4

nT = 14;
nL = 8;
nC = 0;
nf = 32;
nAT = nT+ nL;
H = 2.4;
Nelem @4D = nT+ nL + nC

tP = Table@8ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, 15,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, 25, 25,
ttP@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D, ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
ttP@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D, 12, 12,
ttP@200, 90, 9, 14, 800, 15D, ttP@200, 90, 9, 14, 800, 15D,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
12, 12, ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, 12, 12,
ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D, ttP@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D,
12, 12, ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D,
ttP@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D<D êê N;  tP = tPê100080.0610745 , 0.015 , 0.0610745 , 0.025 , 0.025 , 0.0289903 , 0.0816397 , 0.0816397 ,

0.0816397 , 0.0816397 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0502913 , 0.0502913 , 0.0607245 , 0.0607245 ,
0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0371007 , 0.0371007 , 0.0607245 , 0.0607245 , 0.012 , 0.012 ,
0.0371007 , 0.0371007 , 0.0600684 , 0.0600684 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0387681 , 0.0387681 <
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t = Table@8ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, 15,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 17D, 25, 25,
ts@150, 0, 12, 0, 800, 11D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D, ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D,
ts@250, 90, 12, 16, 600, 35D, 12, 12,
ts@200, 90, 9, 14, 800, 15D, ts@200, 90, 9, 14, 800, 15D,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
12, 12, ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 16D, 12, 12,
ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D, ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 11D,
ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D, ts@250, 90, 10, 15, 800, 14D,
12, 12, ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D,
ts@150, 100, 9, 9, 800, 15D<D êê N;  t = tê100080.0218125 , 0.015 , 0.0218125 , 0.025 , 0.025 , 0.01325 , 0.0424 , 0.0424 , 0.0424 ,

0.0424 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.018825 , 0.018825 , 0.0208125 , 0.0208125 , 0.012 ,
0.012 , 0.0138125 , 0.0138125 , 0.0208125 , 0.0208125 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0138125 ,
0.0138125 , 0.0188125 , 0.0188125 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0178125 , 0.0178125 <
b = Table@85.9, 1.9, 5.9, 0.125, 0.125, 3.96, 4.09, 4.09, 2.88, 2.88,

0.15, 0.7, 2.51, 2.51, 4.99, 4.99, 0.15, 0.7, 3.96, 3.96,
4.26, 4.26, 0.15, 0.7, 6.53, 6.53, 4.14, 4.14, 0.15, 0.7,
9.39, 9.39<D;
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tT = TableA9 t@@1DD b@@1DD + t@@2DD b@@2DD+ t@@3DD b@@3DD
b@@1DD + b@@2DD+ b@@3DD ,

t@@2DD b@@2DD + t@@4DD b@@4DD+ t@@5DD b@@5DD
b@@2DD + b@@4DD+ b@@5DD ,

t@@1DD b@@1DD + t@@6DD b@@6DD+ t@@7DD b@@7DD
b@@1DD + b@@6DD+ b@@7DD ,

t@@3DD b@@3DD + t@@6DD b@@6DD+ t@@8DD b@@8DD
b@@3DD + b@@6DD+ b@@8DD ,

t@@9DD b@@9DD + t@@13DD b@@13DD+ t@@15DD b@@15DD
b@@9DD + b@@13DD+ b@@15DD ,

t@@12DD b@@12DD + t@@13DD b@@13DD+ t@@14DD b@@14DD
b@@12DD + b@@13DD + b@@14DD ,

t@@10DD b@@10DD + t@@14DD b@@14DD+ t@@16DD b@@16DD
b@@10DD + b@@14DD + b@@16DD ,

t@@15DD b@@15DD + t@@19DD b@@19DD+ t@@21DD b@@21DD
b@@15DD + b@@19DD + b@@21DD ,

t@@18DD b@@18DD + t@@19DD b@@19DD+ t@@20DD b@@20DD
b@@18DD + b@@19DD + b@@20DD ,

t@@16DD b@@16DD + t@@20DD b@@20DD+ t@@22DD b@@22DD
b@@16DD + b@@20DD + b@@22DD ,

t@@21DD b@@21DD + t@@25DD b@@25DD+ t@@27DD b@@27DD
b@@21DD + b@@25DD + b@@27DD ,

t@@24DD b@@24DD + t@@25DD b@@25DD+ t@@26DD b@@26DD
b@@24DD + b@@25DD + b@@26DD ,

t@@22DD b@@22DD + t@@26DD b@@26DD+ t@@28DD b@@28DD
b@@22DD + b@@26DD + b@@28DD ,

t@@30DD b@@30DD + t@@31DD b@@31DD+ t@@32DD b@@32DD
b@@30DD + b@@31DD + b@@32DD =E80.0208677 , 0.0161628 , 0.0254179 , 0.0254179 , 0.0263215 , 0.0179898 , 0.0263215 ,

0.0187141 , 0.0136653 , 0.0187141 , 0.0171963 , 0.0137203 , 0.0171963 , 0.0176036 <
bT = TableA9 b@@1DD + b@@2DD+ b@@3DD

3 , b@@2DD+ b@@4DD + b@@5DD
3 ,

b@@1DD + b@@6DD+ b@@7DD
3 , b@@3DD+ b@@6DD + b@@8DD

3 ,
b@@9DD + b@@13DD+ b@@15DD

3 , b@@12DD+ b@@13DD + b@@14DD
3 ,

b@@10DD + b@@14DD+ b@@16DD
3 , b@@15DD+ b@@19DD + b@@21DD

3 ,
b@@18DD + b@@19DD+ b@@20DD

3 , b@@16DD+ b@@20DD + b@@22DD
3 ,

b@@21DD + b@@25DD+ b@@27DD
3 , b@@24DD+ b@@25DD + b@@26DD

3 ,
b@@22DD + b@@26DD+ b@@28DD

3 ,
b@@30DD + b@@31DD+ b@@32DD

3 =E
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84.56667 , 0.716667 , 4.65 , 4.65 , 3.46 , 1.90667 , 3.46 ,
4.40333 , 2.87333 , 4.40333 , 4.97667 , 4.58667 , 4.97667 , 6.49333 <
tL = TableA9 t@@7DD b@@7DD + t@@9DD b@@9DD

b@@7DD + b@@9DD , t@@8DD b@@8DD+ t@@10DD b@@10DD
b@@8DD + b@@10DD ,

t@@11DD b@@11DD + t@@12DD b@@12DD
b@@11DD + b@@12DD , t@@17DD b@@17DD + t@@18DD b@@18DD

b@@17DD + b@@18DD ,
t@@23DD b@@23DD + t@@24DD b@@24DD

b@@23DD + b@@24DD , t@@29DD b@@29DD + t@@30DD b@@30DD
b@@29DD + b@@30DD ,

t@@27DD b@@27DD + t@@31DD b@@31DD
b@@27DD + b@@31DD , t@@28DD b@@28DD + t@@32DD b@@32DD

b@@28DD + b@@32DD =E80.0424 , 0.0424 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0181185 , 0.0181185 <
bL = TableA9 b@@7DD + b@@9DD

2 , b@@8DD+ b@@10DD
2 , b@@11DD+ b@@12DD

2 ,
b@@17DD + b@@18DD

2 , b@@23DD+ b@@24DD
2 , b@@29DD+ b@@30DD

2 , b@@27DD+ b@@31DD
2 ,

b@@28DD + b@@32DD
2 =E83.485 , 3.485 , 0.425 , 0.425 , 0.425 , 0.425 , 6.765 , 6.765 <

tC = Table@80, 0, 0, 0<D80, 0, 0, 0<
bC = Table@80, 0, 0, 0<D80, 0, 0, 0<
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tTP =

Table@8HtP@@1DD b@@1DD+ tP@@2DD b@@2DD +tP@@3DD b@@3DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@2DD +b@@3DDL,HtP@@2DD b@@2DD+ tP@@4DD b@@4DD +tP@@5DD b@@5DDLêHb@@2DD+ b@@4DD +b@@5DDL,HtP@@1DD b@@1DD+ tP@@6DD b@@6DD +tP@@7DD b@@7DDLêHb@@1DD+ b@@6DD +b@@7DDL,HtP@@3DD b@@3DD+ tP@@6DD b@@6DD +tP@@8DD b@@8DDLêHb@@3DD+ b@@6DD +b@@8DDL,HtP@@9DD b@@9DD+ tP@@13DD b@@13DD +tP@@15DD b@@15DDLêHb@@9DD+ b@@13DD +b@@15DDL,HtP@@12DD b@@12DD+ tP@@13DD b@@13DD +tP@@14DD b@@14DDLêHb@@12DD+ b@@13DD +b@@14DDL,HtP@@10DD b@@10DD+ tP@@14DD b@@14DD +tP@@16DD b@@16DDLêHb@@10DD+ b@@14DD +b@@16DDL,HtP@@15DD b@@15DD+ tP@@19DD b@@19DD +tP@@21DD b@@21DDLêHb@@15DD+ b@@19DD +b@@21DDL,HtP@@18DD b@@18DD+ tP@@19DD b@@19DD +tP@@20DD b@@20DDLêHb@@18DD+ b@@19DD +b@@20DDL,HtP@@16DD b@@16DD+ tP@@20DD b@@20DD +tP@@22DD b@@22DDLêHb@@16DD+ b@@20DD +b@@22DDL,HtP@@21DD b@@21DD+ tP@@25DD b@@25DD +tP@@27DD b@@27DDLêHb@@21DD+ b@@25DD +b@@27DDL,HtP@@24DD b@@24DD+ tP@@25DD b@@25DD +tP@@26DD b@@26DDLêHb@@24DD+ b@@25DD +b@@26DDL,HtP@@22DD b@@22DD+ tP@@26DD b@@26DD +tP@@28DD b@@28DDLêHb@@22DD+ b@@26DD +b@@28DDL,HtP@@30DD b@@30DD+ tP@@31DD b@@31DD +tP@@32DD b@@32DDLêHb@@30DD+ b@@31DD +b@@32DDL<D80.0546846 , 0.0161628 , 0.0579962 , 0.0579962 , 0.0640047 , 0.0456053 , 0.0640047 ,
0.0536427 , 0.0350624 , 0.0536427 , 0.0502101 , 0.0358238 , 0.0502101 , 0.0378062 <
tLP = Table@8HtP@@7DD b@@7DD+ tP@@9DD b@@9DDLêHb@@7DD + b@@9DDL,HtP@@8DD b@@8DD+ tP@@10DD b@@10DDLêHb@@8DD + b@@10DDL,HtP@@11DD b@@11DD+ tP@@12DD b@@12DDLêHb@@11DD + b@@12DDL,HtP@@17DD b@@17DD+ tP@@18DD b@@18DDLêHb@@17DD + b@@18DDL,HtP@@23DD b@@23DD+ tP@@24DD b@@24DDLêHb@@23DD + b@@24DDL,HtP@@29DD b@@29DD+ tP@@30DD b@@30DDLêHb@@29DD + b@@30DDL,HtP@@27DD b@@27DD+ tP@@31DD b@@31DDLêHb@@27DD + b@@31DDL,HtP@@28DD b@@28DD+ tP@@32DD b@@32DDLêHb@@28DD + b@@32DDL<D80.0816397 , 0.0816397 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.012 , 0.0452857 , 0.0452857 <
tCP = Table@80, 0, 0, 0<D80, 0, 0, 0<
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Pmean@4D =

NA
σ0

ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

nf Hb@@iDD HtP@@iDDL2L + 0.215 H ik ‚
i=1

nT
tT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
tL@@iDDy{ +

6.935 ik‚i=1nT tT@@iDD2 + ‚
i=1

nL
tL@@iDD2y{+

0.265 H ‚
i=1

nT
tT@@iDD + 0.589 ‚

i=1

nT HHtT@@iDDL2 L + 0.75 H ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4
tC@@iDD +

0.375 ‚
i=1

nC ‚
i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{E
2.15468 × 108

P4C = NAσ0 ik 1.178
H ‚

i=1

4 bC@@iDD
2 tCP@@iDD2 + 0.75 H ‚

i=1

4
tC@@iDD + 0.375 ‚

i=1

4 HtC@@iDDL2y{E
0.

The following calculates individual T-Section’s force: 

MPPT = Table@N@σ0 H0.215 H tT@@iDD + 6.935 tT@@iDD2 +

0.265 H tT@@iDD + 0.589 HHtT@@iDDL2 LLD, 8i, 1, nT<D89.30793 × 106, 7.01436 × 106, 1.1634 ×107, 1.1634 × 107,
1.21086 × 107, 7.89151 × 106, 1.21086 ×107, 8.24399 × 106, 5.843 × 106,
8.24399 × 106, 7.50845 × 106, 5.86845 ×106, 7.50845 × 106, 7.70469 × 106<
MPt1 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@2DD

2 tP@@2DD2 + b@@3DD
2 tP@@3DD2N;

MPt2 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@2DD

2 tP@@2DD2 +
b@@4DD

2 tP@@4DD2 + b@@5DD
2 tP@@5DD2N;

MPt34 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@1DD

2 tP@@1DD2 +
b@@6DD

2 tP@@6DD2 + b@@7DD
2 tP@@7DD2N;

MPt57 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 + b@@15DD
2 tP@@15DD2N;

MPt6 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2 +
b@@13DD

2 tP@@13DD2 + b@@14DD
2 tP@@14DD2N;

MPt810 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@15DD

2 tP@@15DD2 +
b@@19DD

2 tP@@19DD2 + b@@21DD
2 tP@@21DD2N;

MPt9 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2 +
b@@19DD

2 tP@@19DD2 + b@@20DD
2 tP@@20DD2N;

MPt1113 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@21DD

2 tP@@21DD2 +
b@@25DD

2 tP@@25DD2 + b@@27DD
2 tP@@27DD2N;

MPt12 = σ0
1.178
H J b@@24DD2 tP@@24DD2 +

b@@25DD
2 tP@@25DD2 + b@@26DD

2 tP@@26DD2N;
MPt14 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@30DD

2 tP@@30DD2 +
b@@31DD

2 tP@@31DD2 + b@@32DD
2 tP@@32DD2N;
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MPT = Table@8MPPT@@1DD+ MPt1, MPPT@@2DD + MPt2, MPPT@@3DD + MPt34,
MPPT@@4DD+ MPt34, MPPT@@5DD + MPt57, MPPT@@6DD + MPt6, MPPT@@7DD+ MPt57,
MPPT@@8DD+ MPt810,
MPPT@@9DD+ MPt9, MPPT@@10DD + MPt810, MPPT@@11DD + MPt1113, MPPT@@12DD+ MPt12,
MPPT@@13DD+ MPt1113, MPPT@@14DD + MPt14<D81.30245 × 107, 7.06318 × 106, 1.60324 ×107, 1.60324 × 107,

1.57835 × 107, 8.9617 × 106, 1.57835 ×107, 1.15522 × 107, 6.76309 × 106,
1.15522 × 107, 1.08229 × 107, 7.38018 ×106, 1.08229 × 107, 1.00735 × 107<

The following calculates individual L-Section’s force:

PL = TableAσ0 ik 1.178H ‚
i=1

2 bL@@iDD
2 tL@@iDD2+0.215 H tL@@iDD+ 6.935 tL@@iDD2y{, 8i, 1, nL<E81.27512 × 107, 1.27512 × 107, 3.49807 ×106, 3.49807 × 106,

3.49807 × 106, 3.49807 × 106, 5.00934 ×106, 5.00934 × 106<
MPPL = Table@σ0 H0.215 H tL@@iDD + 6.935 tL@@iDD2L, 8i, 1, nL<D81.17034 × 107, 1.17034 × 107, 2.45021 ×106, 2.45021 × 106,
2.45021 × 106, 2.45021 × 106, 3.96148 ×106, 3.96148 × 106<
MPL12 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@7DD

2 tP@@7DD2 +
b@@9DD

2 tP@@9DD2N;
MPL3 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@11DD

2 tP@@11DD2 +
b@@12DD

2 tP@@12DD2N;
MPL4 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@17DD

2 tP@@17DD2 +
b@@18DD

2 tP@@18DD2N;
MPL5 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@23DD

2 tP@@23DD2 +
b@@24DD

2 tP@@24DD2N;
MPL6 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@29DD

2 tP@@29DD2 +
b@@30DD

2 tP@@30DD2N;
MPL78 = σ0

1.178
H J b@@27DD

2 tP@@27DD2 +
b@@31DD

2 tP@@31DD2N;
MPL = Table@8MPPL@@1DD+ MPL12, MPPL@@2DD + MPL12, MPPL@@3DD + MPL3,

MPPL@@4DD+ MPL4, MPPL@@5DD + MPL5,
MPPL@@6DD+ MPL6, MPPL@@7DD + MPL78, MPPL@@8DD + MPL78<D81.55882 × 107, 1.55882 × 107, 2.46045 ×106, 2.46045 × 106,

2.46045 × 106, 2.46045 × 106, 6.39088 ×106, 6.39088 × 106<
‚
i=1

nT
MPT@@iDD + ‚

i=1

nL
MPL@@iDD + P4C

2.15448 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area4T =
MPT
σ0
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80.0382229 , 0.0207283 , 0.0470503 , 0.0470503 , 0.0463198 , 0.0262999 , 0.0463198 ,
0.0339023 , 0.0198477 , 0.0339023 , 0.0317621 , 0.0216586 , 0.0317621 , 0.0295628 <
Area4L =

MPL
σ080.0457468 , 0.0457468 , 0.00722068 ,

0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.0187553 , 0.0187553 <
Area4C =

P4C
σ0

0.

Avearea@4D =
1

Nelem@4D ikik‚i=1nT Area4T@@iDDy{ +
ik‚i=1nL Area4L@@iDDy{ + Area4C

y{
0.0287398

Section 5

Since the cross section geometry of section 5 to 12, is exactly same with section 4, (the only difference is 
the b’s) so the detailed calculation procedures are omitted, only results are presented.

b = Table@86.37, 1.9, 6.37, 0.125, 0.125, 4.48, 4.09, 4.09, 2.93, 2.93,
0.15, 0.7, 3.04, 3.04, 5.18, 5.18, 0.15, 0.7, 4.98, 4.98,
4.41, 4.41, 0.15, 0.7, 7.82, 7.82, 4.23, 4.23, 0.15, 0.7,
10.79, 10.79<D;

Pmean@5D = 2.17637 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area5T =
MPT
σ080.0391724 , 0.0207283 , 0.0467661 , 0.0467661 , 0.0463182 , 0.0271438 , 0.0463182 ,

0.0341335 , 0.020575 , 0.0341335 , 0.0320986 , 0.02255 , 0.0320986 , 0.0306328 <
Area5L =

MPL
σ080.0458286 , 0.0458286 , 0.00722068 ,

0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.0193327 , 0.0193327 <
Area5C =

P5C
σ0

0.

Avearea@5D =
1

Nelem@5D ikik‚i=1nT Area5T@@iDDy{+
ik‚i=1nL Area5L@@iDDy{ + Area5C

y{
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0.0290291

Section 6

b = Table@86.44, 1.9, 6.44, 0.125, 0.125, 4.74, 4.12, 4.12, 3.0, 3.0,
0.15, 0.7, 2.98, 2.98, 5.54, 5.54, 0.15, 0.7, 5.79, 5.79,
4.52, 4.52, 0.15, 0.7, 8.78, 8.78, 4.24, 4.24, 0.15, 0.7,
11.75, 11.75<D;

Pmean@6D = 2.19319 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area6T =
MPT
σ080.0393129 , 0.0207283 , 0.0466624 , 0.0466624 , 0.0466854 , 0.0270512 , 0.0466854 ,

0.0345975 , 0.0211436 , 0.0345975 , 0.0323233 , 0.0232097 , 0.0323233 , 0.0313615 <
Area6L =

MPL
σ080.0459921 , 0.0459921 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.0196831 , 0.0196831 <

Area6C =
P6C
σ0

0.

Avearea@6D =
1

Nelem@6D ikik‚i=1nT Area6T@@iDDy{ +
ik‚i=1nL Area6L@@iDDy{ + Area6C

y{
0.0292535

Section 7

b = Table@86.51, 1.9, 6.51, 0.125, 0.125, 4.95, 4.12, 4.12, 3.07, 3.07,
0.15, 0.7, 3.22, 3.22, 5.83, 5.83, 0.15, 0.7, 6.53, 6.53,
4.62, 4.62, 0.15, 0.7, 9.70, 9.70, 4.21, 4.21, 0.15, 0.7,
12.64, 12.64<D;

Pmean@7D = 2.20879 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area7T =
MPT
σ080.0394531 , 0.0207283 , 0.046515 , 0.046515 , 0.0469531 , 0.0274179 , 0.0469531 ,

0.0350081 , 0.0216586 , 0.0350081 , 0.0325137 , 0.0238399 , 0.0325137 , 0.0320344 <
Area7L =

MPL
σ0
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80.0461066 , 0.0461066 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.019973 , 0.019973 <
Area7C =

P7C
σ0

0.

Avearea@7D =
1

Nelem@7D ikik‚i=1nT Area7T@@iDDy{+
ik‚i=1nL Area7L@@iDDy{ + Area7C

y{
0.0294616

Section 8

b = Table@86.47, 1.9, 6.47, 0.125, 0.125, 4.91, 4.09, 4.09, 3.2, 3.2,
0.15, 0.7, 3.81, 3.81, 5.93, 5.93, 0.15, 0.7, 7.25, 7.25,
4.6, 4.6, 0.15, 0.7, 10.35, 10.35, 4.13, 4.13, 0.15, 0.7,
13.22, 13.22<D;

Pmean@8D = 2.22058 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area8T =
MPT
σ080.039373 , 0.0207283 , 0.0464234 , 0.0464234 , 0.0473352 , 0.0282856 , 0.0473352 ,

0.0350927 , 0.022157 , 0.0350927 , 0.0324882 , 0.0242842 , 0.0324882 , 0.0324717 <
Area8L =

MPL
σ080.0462702 , 0.0462702 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.0201071 , 0.0201071 <

Area8C =
P8C
σ0

0.

Avearea@8D =
1

Nelem@8D ikik‚i=1nT Area8T@@iDDy{+
ik‚i=1nL Area8L@@iDDy{ + Area8C

y{
0.0296189

Section 9

b = Table@86.49, 1.9, 6.49, 0.125, 0.125, 4.75, 4.07, 4.07, 3.32, 3.32,
0.15, 0.7, 4.34, 4.34, 6.0, 6.0, 0.15, 0.7, 7.91, 7.91,
4.53, 4.53, 0.15, 0.7, 10.9, 10.9, 3.99, 3.99, 0.15, 0.7,
13.61, 13.61<D;

Pmean@9D = 2.23051 × 108
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Individual element’s area:

Area9T =
MPT
σ080.039413 , 0.0207283 , 0.0465146 , 0.0465146 , 0.0477119 , 0.0290362 , 0.0477119 ,

0.0351047 , 0.0226119 , 0.0351047 , 0.0323329 , 0.0246598 , 0.0323329 , 0.0327654 <
Area9L =

MPL
σ080.0464338 , 0.0464338 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.0201183 , 0.0201183 <

Area9C =
P9C
σ0

0.

Avearea@9D =
1

Nelem@9D ikik‚i=1nT Area9T@@iDDy{+
ik‚i=1nL Area9L@@iDDy{ + Area9C

y{
0.0297513

Section 10

b = Table@86.46, 1.9, 6.46, 0.125, 0.125, 4.59, 4.10, 4.10, 3.43, 3.43,
0.15, 0.7, 4.84, 4.84, 6.05, 6.05, 0.15, 0.7, 8.52, 8.52,
4.45, 4.45, 0.15, 0.7, 11.44, 11.44, 3.79, 3.79, 0.15, 0.7,
13.92, 13.92<D;

Pmean@10D = 2.23962 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area10T =
MPT
σ080.0393529 , 0.0207283 , 0.0467485 , 0.0467485 , 0.048069 , 0.029727 , 0.048069 ,

0.035095 , 0.0230312 , 0.035095 , 0.0321058 , 0.0250281 , 0.0321058 , 0.0329986 <
Area10L =

MPL
σ080.0466628 , 0.0466628 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.0200458 , 0.0200458 <

Area10C =
P10C
σ0

0.

Avearea@10D =
1

Nelem@10D ikik‚i=1nT
Area10T@@iDDy{+

ik‚i=1nL Area10L@@iDDy{ + Area10C
y{

0.0298728
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Section 11

b = Table@86.43, 1.9, 6.43, 0.125, 0.125, 4.48, 4.20, 4.20, 3.49, 3.49,
0.15, 0.7, 5.46, 5.46, 6.05, 6.05, 0.15, 0.7, 9.14, 9.14,
4.38, 4.38, 0.15, 0.7, 11.9, 11.9, 3.52, 3.52, 0.15, 0.7,
14.17, 14.17<D;

Pmean@11D = 2.24794 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area11T =
MPT
σ080.0392928 , 0.0207283 , 0.0471771 , 0.0471771 , 0.0482461 , 0.0305668 , 0.0482461 ,

0.0350517 , 0.0234565 , 0.0350517 , 0.0318073 , 0.0253416 , 0.0318073 , 0.0331865 <
Area11L =

MPL
σ080.0469245 , 0.0469245 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.0198874 , 0.0198874 <

Area11C =
P11C
σ0

0.

Avearea@11D =
1

Nelem@11D ikik‚i=1nT Area11T@@iDDy{+
ik‚i=1nL Area11L@@iDDy{ + Area11C

y{
0.0299838

Section 12

b = Table@86.44, 1.9, 6.44, 0.125, 0.125, 4.55, 4.37, 4.37, 3.51, 3.51,
0.15, 0.7, 6.05, 6.05, 6.01, 6.01, 0.15, 0.7, 9.66, 9.66,
4.31, 4.31, 0.15, 0.7, 12.32, 12.32, 3.19, 3.19, 0.15, 0.7,
14.35, 14.35<D;

Pmean@12D = 2.25455 × 108

Individual element’s area:

Area12T =
MPT
σ080.0393129 , 0.0207283 , 0.0476883 , 0.0476883 , 0.0482956 , 0.0313535 , 0.0482956 ,

0.034965 , 0.0238125 , 0.034965 , 0.0314395 , 0.0256277 , 0.0314395 , 0.0333217 <
Area12L =

MPL
σ0
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80.0472353 , 0.0472353 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.00722068 , 0.0196485 , 0.0196485 <
Area12C =

P12C
σ0

0.

Avearea@12D =
1

Nelem@12D ikik‚i=1nT Area12T@@iDDy{+
ik‚i=1nL Area12L@@iDDy{ + Area12C

y{
0.030072
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APPENDIX C LS-DYNATUTORIAL
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CHAPTER 1 TECHNICAL RESEARCH PROJECT OUTLINE

1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW

The purpose of this research is to develop methods and procedures for computer aided 
ship modeling for multiple-ship collision analysis. This tutorial provides a record of the 
research that was performed to develop these methods. It also includes procedures for 
finite element modeling and ship collision simulation.
In order to develop and present these methods, two ships are modeled.  A 150k dwt bulk 
carrier (BC150) is modeled with detail focused in the bow region.  This ship is the 
striking vessel during the collision simulation.  A cargo section from a 150k dwt double 
hull tanker (DH150) is also modeled.  The tanker is the struck ship in the collision 
simulation and the modeled cargo section is the target for the striking ship.

1.2 TUTORIAL OVERVIEW

The fundamental goal of this project is to explore LS-DYNA and document the collision 
model in the form of a tutorial.  This tutorial will serve as an LS-DYNA guide for future 
ship collision analysis.  The objective of the tutorial is to provide a thorough and concise 
methodology for ship modeling and collision simulation.  A single collision simulation is 
performed in order to develop a template of procedures for future simulation trials in 
varying conditions. A sample case is performed and documented for the entire process, in 
order to insure the objective is achieved.

1.3 SUMMARY OF SOFTWARE USED 

Several software packages are used in this study.  FastShip is used to model the external 
hull-form as a three-dimensional mesh. The hull form created in FastShip is then 
imported into AutoCAD where a line model is developed.  AutoCAD is also used to 
create the line model for the double-hull tanker cargo section.  These files are then 
imported into LS-DYNA modeling software (FEMB) as a template for the finite element 
model.  Engineering Technology Associates FEMB (Finite Element Model Builder) is 
used for modeling and pre-processing.  LS-DYNA3D is used to simulate the collision 
between the two ships.  This tutorial includes the necessary procedures followed during 
the exploration of these software packages.

1.4 PROCESS OVERVIEW

This chapter contains the design process and simulation logic performed to produce the 
single case collision simulation between the bulk carrier (BC150) and double hull 
(DH150) tanker.  This tutorial is formatted to follow the step by step procedures of the 
project:
FastShip:  The BC150 is modeled using FastShip. The Bulk Carrier hull form is created 
as a mesh with detailed modeling focusing on the bow region.  This model ship acts as 
the striking vessel during the collision simulation.
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AutoCAD: The BC150 hull form created in FastShip is imported into AutoCAD.  This 
intermediate step is necessary to remove the mesh that is not compatible with the FEMB
software and to create a line model. The geometry for a line model for the DH150 cargo 
section is also modeled using AutoCAD.  The two models are created separately.
FEMB: The line model of the BC150 hull form and the line model of the DH150 cargo 
section are imported into LS-DYNA’s finite element model building program (FEMB).  
The elements are assigned parts, material properties, and element properties.  The 
boundary conditions and interface parameters are also defined for the collision 
simulation.  
LS-DYNA3D: A single collision simulation between the BC150 and the DH150 cargo 
section is performed to develop a method for future trials.  
Figure 1-1 provides a flow chart of the procedures that are followed during the modeling 
and simulation process. 
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Figure 1-1 Modeling and Analysis Procedures
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CHAPTER 2 FASTSHIP, HULL FORM DESIGN FOR “STRIKING” VESSEL

2.1 DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE BC150

The striking ship external hull form is modeled using FastShip design software.  Table 2-
1 provides the dimensions and characteristics for the 150,000 dead-weight-ton (150k dwt) 
bulk carrier.  This ship is the “striking” vessel during the trial collision simulation. 
Dimensioned plan and profile drawings are provided for the ship along with a list of 
principal characteristics and structural dimensions.

Table 2-1 150K dwt Bulk Carrier Dimensions

Particulars
LBP 274.0 m
Breadth Moulded 47.0 m
Depth Moulded 21.6 m
Depth to Forecastle Deck 26.0 m
Maximum Draft 15.96 m
Displacement 174850 tons
Maximum Service Speed 15.0 knots
Transverse Frame Spacing 3.2 m
Material
Yeild Stress for Plates 315.0 Mpa
Ratio: Ultimate and Yield Stress 1.9
Bottom
Plate Thickness 18.0 mm
Longitudinals, Spacing L450X150X12/16
CL-Girder L2500X400X15/25
Side Shell
Plate Thickness, up to 8.1 m abl 18.0 mm
Plate Thickness, between 8.1 and 17 m abl 33.0 mm
Plate Thickness, between 17 and 26 m abl 16.0 mm
Longitudinals between 1.2 and 6.8 m abl, spacing 0.8 m L450X150X12/16
Longitudinals between 8.4 and 16.2 m abl, spacing 0.6 m L400X100X19/19
Longitudinals between 17.4 and 24.8 m abl, spacing 0.8 m L350X250X12/25
Forecastle Deck, 26.0 m abl
Plate Thickness 13.0 mm
Longitudinals, Spacing L250X90X12/16
CL-Girder L1400X250X12/25
Tank Top, 20.0 m abl
Plate Thickness 13.0 mm
Longitudinals, Spacing L250X90X12/16
CL-Girder L1400X250X12/25
Deck (Not Water Tight), 7.7 m abl
Plate Thickness 13.0 mm
Longitudinals, Spacing L250X90X12/16
CL-Girder L1400X250X12/25
Breast Hooks
Number of Breast Hooks 32
Cross Section 1200X15
Length 3000 mm
CL-Girder along stem line cross section T1400X250X12/25
CL-Bulkhead in bulb fwd F.P. (plate thickness) 12 mm
Vertical Stiffening Spacing 0.8 m
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2.2 MODIFY THE PARENT HULL FORM

2.2.1 Parent hull parameters

The striking ship external hull form is designed using FastShip design software.  The 
hull-form is created by parametrically modifying an existing tanker hull-form file named, 
“Tanker.srf” (parent hull-form).   The parent hull-form was originally created for a 70k 
dwt tanker design.1  The parent hull-form was designed to satisfy owner’s requirements, 
specifying a full-bodied tanker with sufficient curvature to minimize slamming and 
propeller-induced vibration. As seen in the profile image shown in Figure 2-1, the parent 
hull-form does not include a bulbous bow or shear fore-deck.

Figure 2-1 FastShip, "Tanker.srf" (Parent Hull Form)

2.2.2 FASTGEN commands

To create a hull that matches the dimensions and characteristics of the Bulk Carrier, the 
parent hull-form is modified parametrically to match the characteristics listed in Table 2-
1. To modify the 70k dwt parent hull tanker open FastShip and click on “File/Hull 
Library”. FastShip displays a prompt asking for the file path to the parent hull. Click on 
the button “Path”. Choose the path “C:/Program Files/Proteus 
Engineering/FastShip6/Library/tankers” or wherever the “tanker.srf” file is contained. 
When selected click “OK”. The path is set, click on the path extension on the left of the 
screen and FastShip displays all parent hulls located within the set path. Click on 
“70Ktanker.hml”. This is the “tanker.srf” parent hull file extension. When chosen 
FastShip displays the general model information. Click “OK” to accept the file. FastShip 
prompts for a project title, descriptor, and model size parameters. Enter the LWL, BWL 
(beam at waterline) and depth for the vessel size desired. Fastship will automatically 
calculate the vessels’ displacement. When satisfied, click “OK” to accept the vessel.
FastShip will produce and display a parametric geometrically similar vessel of the 70K 
DWT tanker. Figure 2-2 shows the plan and profile views of the parent hull form after the 
dimensions are modified to match those of the bulk carrier.

1 McNatt, Tobin R. Hull Design – Keeping Pace with Accelerated Shipyard Construction 
Schedules, pg. 2.7
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Figure 2-2 FastShip, Parametrically modified Hull Form with Bulk Carrier Dimensions

It should be noted that the sectional area curve (Cx) and the prismatic coefficient, (Cp) 
are not effected by modifying the gross dimensions of the parent hull form.  The 
modifications only change the hull-forms gross dimensions in proportion to the original 
values, while the shape and curvature remain the same.  The FastShip Utils\FastGen 
toolbar does however contain two other commands that can be used to modify the 
prismatic coefficient and sectional area curve. These are not used in this tutorial.

2.3 Hydrostatics reports

After FastShip performs each FastGEN command, a hydrostatics report window is 
displayed on the screen.  This report contains the hull-form’s previous and modified 
dimensions, coefficients and characteristics. The hydrostatic report is displayed in Figure 
2-3.

Figure 2-3 FastShip, Hydrostatics Report
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2.4 FASTSHIP BULBOUS BOW DESIGN

2.4.1 Bulbous bow design parameters

The hull form incorporates a bulbous-bow to reduce wave resistance.  The shape and size 
of the bulb are designed according to drawings provided below.  Figure 2-4 shows a 
drawing of the bow design from the profile view and Figure 2-6 shows the bow sections.  

Figure 2-4 Provided Drawing of Bulk Carrier Bow

2.4.2 Modify the parent hull form net-points and mesh

Add the bulb to the modified bulk carrier hull-form using FastShip.  FastShip creates the 
hull form surface as a series of meshed b-spline curves. The external hull form mesh is 
modified using the “Move\Patch” or “Move\Point” command found in the “Edit” menu.  
This is done, by viewing the hull form in the plan and profile views with the “net” and 
“surface” views displayed.  The “net” is a linear series of 3-dimensional points and lines, 
which control the contours of the surface mesh.  
The net points are called nodes, and the lines that connect node-points are called patches.  
When the nodes or patches are modified, the mesh in the location of the modification 
changes accordingly.  By “pulling” the node-points or patch–lines in the longitudinal and 
transverse direction using the “Move\Patch” or “Move\Point” commands, a basic bulb 
shape can be created.  The “Move” command can be found in the “Edit” menu of 
FastShip's horizontal toolbar.  Figure 2-5 shows a view of the net in the bow section 
being modified by this command.  Modify the Fastship surface to match Figure 2.4 
profile and Figure 2.6 lines. 
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Figure 2-5 FastShip, "Move/Point" Command Used to Create Bulbous Bow

2.4.3 Measuring the bulb

Use the “Measure\Geom” command to measure the dimensions of the bulb to determine 
if they match the dimensions provided in the bulk carrier drawings.  In order to insure the 
bulb is created with the correct shape and dimensions, add stations and waterlines to the 
body-view of the hull form.  This is done using the “Sections\Define” command.  The 
sections are defined to match those in Figure 2-6. Figure 2-7 shows the final Fastship 
bulb sections. 

Figure 2-6 Drawing Provided of Bow Section Lines
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Figure 2-7 FastShip, Body View of Sections and Waterlines Defined to Match Provided Drawing

By viewing the net from the profile or half-breadth views and the body-view sections 
simultaneously, the user is able to see how each modification effects the shape of the hull.  
Figure 2-8 shows an image of the screen as the user performs these modifications.  The top half 
the screen shows the window were the net is modified, while the window at the bottom of the 
screen is used to view how the modifications effect the section curves in the body view.

Figure 2-8 FastShip, Split View of Net and Stations for Bulb Design

Match the dimensions and areas to the design calculations within three significant digits using 
the “Measure\Geom” command.  Numerous iterations of modifying the net may be needed to 
match the bulb to the design specifications. 
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2.5 HULL FINAL ADJUSTMENTS, FORECASTLE CONSTRUCTION AND 

MIRRORING THE HULL

Several iterations of bulb design are required to complete a FastShip hull form design.  After 
adding the bulb to the hull form, the hydrostatics properties of the hull are changed.  The added 
volume required for the bulb changes the longitudinal center of buoyancy (LCB).  The increased 
volume provided by the bulb in the forward end of the ship increases the overall ship buoyancy 
in this area of the ship.  When this happens, the LCB location is moved forward.  Use the 
FastGEN parametric commands described in Section 2.1 to balance the final hydrostatics of the 
hull form.  
After each iteration of the FastGEN commands, modify the bulb shape to insure that it matches 
the design shape and dimensions and that the LCB is in the correct location. Use the 
“Move\Patch” command to “pull” a shear forecastle in the fore-deck of the hull.  This change is 
made to minimize deck wetness.Once the user is satisfied with the shape of the hull-form. Mirror 
the half hull body using the “Parts\Mirror” command.  Figures 2-9 and 2-10 show the mesh and 
rendered images of the final bulk carrier hull form created in FastShip. 

Figure 2-9 FastShip, Plan and Profile images of Final Bulk Carrier Hull Form
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Figure 2-10 FastShip, Rendered Images of Final Bulk Carrier Hull Form

2.6 PREPARE AND EXPORT THE HULL FORM FOR USE IN AUTOCAD

2.6.1 Define sections

To create a hull model in AutoCAD, the FastShip stations and waterlines must be set to match 
the structural geometry of the ship.  The frame spacing and location of physical decks is 
provided in Table 2-1 and Figure 2-4.  First, erase the previously created section lines by using 
the “Sections\Define” command.   Selecting all of the stations and then clicking the “Delete” key 
does this. Next, create stations at frame locations in the bow according to the frame spacing 
provided (3.2 meters).  Create the first station at the forward perpendicular (FP).  Create three 
additional stations forward of the FP. Create three more stations aft of the FP. Including the three 
stations forward of the FP, seven stations are defined in the bow of the hull form up to the 
collision bulkhead. The distance from the FP to the collision bulkhead is 5% of the LBP.  Create 
four additional stations aft of the collision bulkhead for the bulk carrier model. Create two 
stations at approximately the 1/3 and 2/3 LBP points. Create one station at the stern of the bulk 
carrier and create one station at the collision bulkhead. 
The “Sections\Define” command is also used to create waterlines that correspond to decks in the 
ship.  Create waterlines for the bulk carrier at the location of the 7.6 meter deck, Tank-Top deck, 
the Forecastle deck and the design waterline. Although a deck does not exist at the design 
waterline, add this waterline to better fit the curvature in the bow. The “View/Options” command 
is used to view the sections that are created.  Click the box next to “Sections” and “Perimeter” to 
view these lines.  The defined sections for the bulk carrier are shown in Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-11 FastShip, Sections Defined for Line Model

2.6.2 Export a *.dxf file

Once satisfied with the shape and geometry of the FastShip hull form, export it as a *.DXF file, 
for use in AutoCAD.   This is done using the “File/Export” command.  Set the “file type” to 
*.dxf and save the file under an appropriate file-name.  
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CHAPTER 3 AUTOCAD, HULL MODEL CONSTRUCTION

3.1 AUTOCAD OVERVIEW

AutoCAD is used to create the geometry for the finite element models created for this tutorial. A 
typical line model may be created using the finite element modeling software (FEMB).  
However, for this type of intricate model construction, AutoCAD is chosen because the user-
friendly CAD functions speed-up the model construction process.

3.2  “STRIKING SHIP” BOW LINES MODEL (BC150)

3.2.1 Define the Line elements

The bulk carrier model (BC150) is a simplified line model of the structural elements found in the 
bow section of the hull form. The stations created in Fastship correspond to transverse frames 
and the waterlines are positioned according to the locations of structural decks and at the design 
waterline.  The lines where these structural elements intersect are used to create surfaces for 
meshing in FEMB.
3.2.2 Import a *.dxf file into AutoCAD

Open the *.dxf file created in FastShip in AutoCAD by using the “File/Open” command.   To 
find the file, make sure the file-type is set to *.dxf and press the “Open” button.  The hull form 
will appear as shown in Figure 3-1 with the defined sections drawn in multiple colors and the 
surface mesh in black.

Figure 3-1 AutoCAD,  Imported FastShip *.dxf File (with Mesh)
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3.2.3 Delete the surface mesh

The first step is to delete the surface mesh because it is not used in the lines model.  Use the 
“Layer” toolbar shown in Figure 3-2 to access the Layer menu.  

Figure 3-2 AutoCAD, "Layer" Toolbar (Top) and "Layer" Menu (Bottom)

Select the “Mesh” layer defined by FastShip and delete this layer.  This will erase all lines in the 
“Mesh” layer.  In Figure 3-3 the multi-colored section lines and perimeter lines can now be seen 
more easily. 

Figure 3-3 AutoCAD, Sections and Perimeter Only

3.2.4 AutoCAD toolbars

The “Zoom”, “Viewpoint”, “Draw”, and “Snap” toolbars are used continuously while 
constructing the intersection model.  To view these toolbars, use the “View/Toolbars” command 
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and click their corresponding boxes.  The toolbars should now appear in the design window as 
seen  Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4 AutoCAD, Toolbars used for Intersection Model Construction

Use the “Zoom Window” command to zoom in to the bow section of the hull form as shown in 
Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5 AutoCAD, "Zoomed-in" View of Bow Sections

3.2.5 Determine intersections

From this view the intersections between the structural elements can be seen.  An intersection 
point occurs where a station curve meets a waterline curve.   Construct the lines model by 
drawing straight lines between these intersection points.   Frames, decks and longitudinal 
members are created using this method.  To better organize the intersection model, create layers 
for each frame and deck.  Layers are created using the “Layer” toolbar by pressing the “New” 
button.  This command also allows the user to assign a color to the layer.  A variety of colors are 
suggested to help the user differentiate between elements and parts.  
3.2.6 Draw intersection elements

Use the “Draw/Line” command to create each element.  The object snap toolbar is helpful to 
locate the point of  “intersection” or “apparent intersection” between two lines.   It is necessary 
to use the “Viewpoint” toolbar to modify the view during the construction process.  The four 
Isometric views are the most helpful.  Figure 3-6 shows the construction of lines in the forecastle 
deck using these commands.
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Figure 3-6 AutoCAD, Drawing Element Lines

3.2.7 Draw longitudinal girders

Create longitudinal girders below each of the three decks at specified locations defined by the 
design.  The girders are broken into sectional pieces that connect the frames below the deck line.  
Once all of the intersection elements are modeled erase the section curves defined in FastShip.
3.2.8 Draw elements for the body of the ship 

Create line elements for the aft sections of the hull form.  Detail in these sections is not necessary 
because these members do not participate in the collision simulation. Figure 3-7, and 3-8 show 
the completed geometry of the full intersection model and the bow intersection model 
respectively.
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Figure 3-7 AutoCAD, Completed Geometry for Bulk Carrier Line Model

Figure 3-8 AutoCAD, Completed Geometry for Bow Section of the Line Model

Next, turn the intersection model so that the x-axis is oriented in the correct direction when 
imported into FEMB. The x-axis should point forward vice aft. Use the “Modify” command. 
Click on “Rotate”. Select the entire drawing to be rotated. Use a base point of (0,0,0), which 
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corresponds to the location of the intersection of the model’s forward perpendicular and 
waterline. Rotate 180° around the z-axis.
3.2.9 Export a *.dxf file

Once the bulk carrier line model is complete, export it again as a *.DXF file, for use in LS-
DYNA’s modeling program, FEMB.   Use the “File/Export” command and set the file type as
“AutoCAD R14 DXF”.  This will save your model in a format that can opened in FEMB.

3.3 “STRUCK SHIP” CARGO SECTION LINES  MODEL (DH150)

3.3.1 Create a struck ship hull form 

A detailed finite element model of the struck ship cargo section is required for the collision 
simulations with a model of the rest of the hull for appearance and flexibility to adjust collision 
parameters. Figure 3-9 provides the gross dimensions for the double hull tanker struck ship 
(DH150).  

Figure 3-9 SafeHull, Double Hull Tanker Gross Dimensions

Create a simple box module hull form using the “Draw/Lines” command approximating a cargo 
section two hundred meters long and two Cargo sections deep as shown in Figure 3-10. 
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Figure 3-10 AutoCAD, Double Hull Tanker Simple Box Model

Only one cargo block is modeled in detail and the cargo section described above is modified later 
in FEMB to account for the cargo blocks location relative to the ships center of gravity in 
different simulations. The detailed cargo block is constructed on the port side center rectangle of 
the simplified box module. Separate layers are created for the box shaped hull and detailed cargo 
block using the “Layers/New” command. Assign each layer a separate color for organization. 

3.3.2 Construct the cargo section intersection model 

The external structure

The main deck camber, bilge radius, gunwale radius, web spacing, floor spacing for the cargo 
section are provided in Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-11 SafeHull, Cargo Section External Structure

The double bottom height and double side width are also provided.  From these few dimensions 
the external structure of the cargo section is drawn using simple line construction.  Create the 
bilge and gunwale radius’ using circles tangent to the two corresponding corners.  The points of 
intersection between the side and circle are connected with a straight line and the circle is erased.  
The “Edit/Copy” and “Modify/Array” commands are used to copy similar lines and speed up the 
design process.  Figure 3-12 illustrates a drawing of the external structure at this stage. 

Figure 3-12 AutoCad, Cargo Section Model with External Detail

The internal structure

Once the external structure of the cargo section is complete, the scantlings of the inner structure 
are used to create floors, webs, frames and side shells.  Drawings similar to Figure 3-13 from 
SafeHull are provided to specify the internal scantlings.   Again the “Edit/Copy” and 
“Modify/Array” commands are used to create the intricate internal structure.  
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Figure 3-13 SafeHull, Cargo Section Internal Structure

Detailed Scantlings

The detailed scantlings including individual stiffeners and stringers are not included in the cargo 
section intersection model.  The contribution of each of these members to the total structural 
integrity of the cargo section is accounted for when the plate thickness for each of the elements is 
calculated.  The calculations of the plate thickness account for the added (smeared) area of each 
stiffener.  Frame brackets are added to provide element connectivity and continuity in the deck 
and side frames. The brackets created by drawing a line from 1.5 meters along the bottom of the 
deck transverse measured from the inner skin to 1.5 meters down the web frame measured from 
the intersection of the deck and web frames. Figure 3-14 shows the completed line model of the 
double-hull tanker cargo section. Table 3-1 provides the values of the smeared thickness for each 
of the principle parts within the double-hull tanker cargo section. The smeared thickness is 
calculated by dividing the sum of the Plate and stiffener areas by the plate area to obtain the 
smeared ratio. The plate span, to obtain the weighted plate thickness, divides the total plate area. 
The weighted plate thickness and smeared ratio are multiplied to obtain the smeared thickness. 

Figure 3-14 AutoCAD, Cargo Section Model with Complete Internal Detail
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Table 3-1 DH150 Smeared Thicknesses

Reorient the model

Like the striking ship model, the cargo section model is reoriented so it is in the correct position 
when imported into FEMB. The “Rotate” command is used again. Select the entire drawing to be 
rotated. Use a base point of (0,0,0) and rotate 180°, so that any port motion of the model will be 
in the positive x direction of the global coordinate system in AutoCAD. The completed double 
hull tanker intersection model is now ready to be exported as a *.DXF file for use in FEMB.
3.3.3 Export a *.dxf file

Once the bulk carrier intersection model is complete, it can be exported as a *.DXF file, for use 
in LS-DYNA’s modeling program, FEMB.   Use the “File/Export” command and set the file 
type as “AutoCAD R14 DXF”.  This will save your model in a format that can be opened in 
FEMB.  Figure 3-15 is an isometric view of the final tanker model. 
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Figure 3-15 AutoCAD, Isometric View of Final DH150 Model
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CHAPTER 4 FEMB MODEL COMPLETION AND SIMULATION PREPROCESSING

4.1 BOW AND CARGO SECTION MODEL OVERVIEW

Both ships are modeled as shell element models. Stiffeners are taken into account by smearing 
their structural contribution into the plate thickness. 

4.2 FEMB SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

FEMB (Finite Element Model Builder) version 26NT is a finite element pre-processor for use 
with LS-DYNA. FEMB’s CAD interface allows the input of CAD line data from CAD packages 
like AutoCAD. Once the CAD line data is received, FEMB is used to manipulate both line and 
surface data. If CAD data is not available, the Geometry Builder in FEMB can be used to create 
points, lines, splines and surfaces and build a finite element model. It is very difficult to mesh 
surfaces manually with fine mesh models. Auto Meshing is one of the key features of FEMB that 
is critical to the development of large conventional-element bow models. This feature does not 
require common end points or intersections between lines.
A variety of finite element pre-processor packages are available, but FEMB 26 NT is designed 
specifically for LS-DYNA, and is most suitable for pre-processing the bow models required for 
analysis in this study. All material models supported by LS-DYNA are available in FEMB. 
FEMB is used to develop the various bow models for the study, starting from a line drawing to 
the development of a detailed finite element model that includes the definition of element 
properties, material properties, contact interfaces, initial conditions and boundary conditions.
The components for working with the LS-DYNA package are located within a “Program 
Manager”, a basic “starting point” screen for the program. The menu bar and toolbar of the LS-
DYNA Program Manager screen are shown below. The buttons on the toolbar are shortcuts for 
the most frequently used operations in LS-DYNA. Figure 4-1 shows the main menu of LSDYNA 
3D. FEMB is accessed by pressing the green magnifying glass icon named “preprocessing”

Figure 4-1 LS-DYNA, Main Menu

4.2.1 Main menu

This is the first menu the user sees when FEMB starts. The 15 initial options open an additional 
series of menus. The functions in the main menu are organized as follows:
File - FILE MANAGER
Geom - GEOMETRY BUILDER
Surf - SURFACE MENU
Elem - ELEMENT OPTIONS
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Node - NODE OPTIONS
Check - MODEL CHECKER
Part - PART CONTROL
Matl - MATERIAL PROPERTY
Prop - ELEMENT PROPERTY
I.F. - INTERFACE MENU
B.C. - BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Set - LOAD SET
Help - “ABOUT” WINDOW
Figure 4-2 shows how the FEMB’s main menu looks and also, how the important icons in the 
main menu look, and where they are located.

Figure 4-2 FEMB, Main Menu

4.2.2 File menu

The options available in the File menu allow the user to input (open) data to or output (save) data 
from FEMB. The user has the ability to input LS-DYNA, IGES, DXF, LS-DYNA
animation/graph data, and FEMB line data formats.
FILES OF TYPE allows the user to specify the type of file to open/save. The available file types 
are: 
FEMB Database *.fmb
FEMB Line *.lin
LS-DYNA *.dyn, *.dat
NASTRAN *.nas
IGES *.igs, *.iges
IDEA-S Universal *.unv
DXF *.dxf
4.2.3 Geometry builder menu

The functions of the Geometry Builder menu are used to create a new set of line data or modify 
existing line data. FEMB has 100,000 lines or 200,000 points per database limitation. Figure 4-3 
shows the important features of the Geometry Builder.
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Figure 4-3 FEMB, Geometry Builder Menu

4.2.4 Surface menu

The functions in the Surface menu allow the user to create and modify surfaces in a FEMB
database. The IGES translator is updated to convert IGES surface data into FEMB format. 
FEMB line data file format is expanded to include surface data. Figure 4-4 shows the Surface 
menu of FEMB and all the important functions available in this sub-menu.
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Figure 4-4 FEMB, Surface Menu

4.2.5 Element menu

The Element menu contains commands used to create and modify elements. Elements, the basis 
for finite element modeling, are created from within this menu. The user can create elements 
through Surface Mesh, which automatically meshes IGES surfaces substantially faster than 
creating a mesh by hand. The Line Mesh and Line Solid Mesh options create plate and solid 
elements via line data selection, respectively. Elements can be modified to suit a particular model 
by using commands such as Modify, Split and Coarse elements. Figure 4-5 shows the key 
features available in the Element menu.
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Figure 4-5 FEMB, Element Menu

4.2.6 Node menu

The functions in this menu are used for node related operations. Two types of nodes are defined 
in FEMB. The referenced nodes (connected by elements) are represented by dots (•) and the un-
referenced nodes are represented with asterisks (*). Useful applications include moving nodes 
(node to node or node to point), checking for and merging common or coincident nodes, 
transforming and rotating nodes, etc. Figure 4-6 shows the salient features and functions 
available in the Node menu of FEMB.
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Figure 4-6 FEMB, Node Menu

4.2.7 Check menu

The Check menu is used to validate FEMB models. The criteria values for model validation are 
set to defaults in FEMB but may be adjusted to suit the user’s needs. Element orientation, size, 
skewness, connectivity and interior angles are compared to the specified criteria. Figure 4-7 
shows the salient features and functions available in the Check menu of FEMB.

Figure 4-7 FEMB, Check Menu
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4.2.8 Part menu

The functions of the Part menu are intended to organize line, surface, and element data in a 
structure. A part is a set of lines, surfaces and/or elements grouped under a part name. The part 
name is defined as a label consisting of alpha and/or numeric data no more than eight characters 
long. Presently, up to 1000 parts may be defined in a database. Each part has a unique part 
identification number, PID. Figure 4-8 shows the salient features and functions available in the 
Part menu of FEMB.

Figure 4-8 FEMB, Part Menu

4.2.9 Material property menu

The functions in this menu are designed to define and modify material properties in the database. 
Once a Material Property menu function is selected, the displayed parts are shown in the 
property color. The parts that do not have material properties defined are shown in white upon 
entering the Material Property menu. All subsequent materials assigned and created will be LS-
DYNA specific. The user may assign and create materials at the beginning or end of a FEMB
session for any single part or collection of parts. Figure 4-9 shows the salient features and 
functions available in the Material menu of FEMB.
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Figure 4-9 FEMB, Material Menu

4.2.10 Element property menu

The functions in this menu are designed to define and modify the element (physical) properties 
in the database. Once the Element Property menu is selected, the displayed parts will be shown 
in the property color. Parts without property definitions will be shown in white. The element 
properties created will be LS-DYNA specific. The user may assign and create properties at the 
beginning or end of the FEMB session. Figure 4-10 shows the salient features and functions 
available in the Element Property menu of FEMB.

Figure 4-10 FEMB, Element Property Menu
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4.2.11 Interface menu

The functions in the Interface menu define and modify contact interface data (sliding and rigid 
wall) for LS-DYNA analysis. Once the Interface menu is selected, the active (on) interfaces are 
displayed with the active parts. Figure 4-11 shows the salient features and functions available in 
the Interface menu of FEMB.

Figure 4-11 FEMB, Interface Menu

The master segments are drawn as interior outlines of the elements where the segments are 
defined and labeled as “M”. The letter “M” is labeled in color filled squares. The slave segments 
are drawn similarly to the master segments except that they are labeled with a “S”.
4.2.12 Boundary conditions

The functions of the Boundary Conditions menu create and verify constraints and loads and 
define initial velocities on finite element models. Figure 4-12 shows the salient features and 
functions available in the BC menu of FEMB.

Figure 4-12 FEMB, Boundary Conditions Menu

4.2.13 Display properties

The Display Properties menu is accessible through its icon on the tool bar. It is a menu of toggle 
switches, which allow the user to select from various ways to display information contained in 
the FEMB database.
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4.3 COMPLETE THE STRIKING SHIP MODEL

4.3.1 Striking Ship Overview

The striking ship external hull form modeled using the FastShip design software and AutoCad is 
imported into the finite element model builder (FEMB) where material and element properties 
are assigned.  Table 2-1 provides the dimensions and characteristics for the 150,000 dead-
weight-ton (150k dwt) bulk carrier (BC150).  The bow section is modeled in detail to analyze the 
possible deformation within the bow while the remainder of the vessel is modeled using beams 
to account for additional mass within the BC150.
4.3.2 Start FEMB

Start the LS-DYNA Program Manager by 
double clicking on the icon shown in Figure 
4-13. Located in the middle of the program 
manager toolbar, are three buttons to access 
the pre-processing, post-processing and 
graphics processing software package.  
Click the left-most blue button to begin LS-
DYNA’s preprocessing program, FEMB.  

Figure 4-13 LS-DYNA, Program Manager 

Icon

4.3.3 Open  *.dxf file

Use the “File/Open” command to import the *.dxf created in AutoCAD.  The line model appears 
as a series of red lines all defined under the “LINES” part automatically created by FEMB.  
Figure 4-14 shows the bulk carrier model as it is imported into FEMB.   The “LINES” part will 
also be assigned as the current part.  Use the “Save As” command found in the “File” menu to 
immediately save the intersection model as a *.FMB file.  
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Figure 4-14 FEMB, Intersection Model *.dxf Imported Into FEMB

4.3.4 Define a parts convention 

The geometry for the intersection model for the striking ship bow consists of points and lines 
created in AutoCAD.  These lines act as a template for creating the shell elements, which 
comprise the finite element model. Create multiple parts in order to organize the model of the 
entire hull.  Assign all the longitudinal elements aft in the bow the part name “HULL”.  The two 
stations contained in the mid- body are used to approximate the mass contribution of the 
remaining sections of the ship during the collision simulation.  Name these frames “MASSMB1” 
and “MASSMB2”.  Name the transverse elements contained in the stern “MASSSTERN”.  
The bow is comprised of seven parts. Assign the strength decks the part name “SDECK”. Assign 
the plates that comprise the skin of the upper bow the part name “SUPPER”. Assign the plates 
that comprise the bulbous bow the part name “SLONGBK”. Assign the plates comprising the 
bottom of the bow, along the keel the part name “SBOTTOM”. Assign the remaining plates 
comprising the skin of the bow the part name “SMIDDLE”. Assign the transverse bulkheads the 
part name “SPLATE”. Finally, assign the longitudinal girders within the bow the part name 
“SWEB”. Assign each part a different color for organization. The bow is divided into these 
seven parts in order to assign different properties of thickness as is discussed in 4-3.7.

4.3.5 Create parts

Create a part using the “Part/Create” command found in the FEMB toolbar.  The “Part 
Attributes” window is displayed and the part name is entered as in Figure 4-15.  A PID is 
automatically assigned for each part.  Ensure the “Current Part” box is checked.  This makes the 
new part the current part. The part color can be adjusted using this window.  Click “Accept” to 
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create the part. Click “Cancel/End” twice when FEMB prompts you to assign a material property 
and element property. These properties are assigned later.  

HULL

Figure 4-15 FEMB, Part Attributes Window

4.3.6 Create surfaces and elements 

Once a part is created, create its corresponding elements.  Ensure the created part is the current 
part.  The part name appears in the bottom right hand side of the FEMB window.  Use the 
“Create/Beam Element” command found in the Element menu to create a beam.  Right click the 
mouse button and ensure the “Select by point” choice is checked.  Click on the two end points of 
the appropriate line.  The FEMB prompt window asks you to choose a point for the element 
orientation. Click the second point twice.  The element appears with the part color assigned. 
Use the “Create Surfaces/4-Line Surface” command found in the “Surface” menu to add surfaces 
to the bow. When prompted to select four intersecting lines to bound the desired quadrilateral 
surface, select the four lines in either a clockwise or counter-clockwise manner. If a mistake is 
made use the “Delete Surface” command found in the “Surface” menu. A few three line surfaces 
exist in the bow model. Use the “Create Surfaces/3-Line Surface” command, utilizing the same 
method just described. When creating surfaces ensure that the current part is active and 
applicable. The surface will be assigned to the current part.
The development of a reliable finite element model depends on the FE mesh size, density and 
continuity. A mesh that is not sufficiently dense, or has discontinuities, may lead to 
unpredictable problems and incorrect results. Mesh generation is the most important stage in the 
development of a good finite element model. The various commands within FEMB’s element 
menu are used to generate a finite element mesh that is free from these problems.
Use the various mesh-editing tools in FEMB to manipulate displayed elements. Including 
splitting, coarsening, copying, mirroring, reversing element-normal, changing connectivity and 
renumbering elements. Other tools are used to project F.E. meshes onto surfaces, an existing 
mesh or a plane. Tools can be used to scale, move, rotate, reflect and copy partial or entire 
models.
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Add a mesh to a surface using the “Plate/Solid mesh/ Surface mesh” command found in the 
“Element” menu. Use the “Select by Drag Window” option to assign a mesh to all surfaces in the 
bow model. When prompted to “Select a mesh size”, the smallest value of one is chosen to best 
approximate the complexity of the bow model. When prompted to “Include elements in their 
original parts? (Y/N)”, select yes, and the generated plate elements are assigned to the parts of 
the surfaces from which they were created. A summary of the “auto-mesh” properties is 
displayed. The mesh of the bow section is shown in Figure 4-16.
To ensure the connectivity of the parts and elements click on “Nodes\Check for Coincident 
Nodes” enter a tolerance value for nodes. This function checks for nodes that are close to each 
other (i.e. within the set tolerance) but are not attached. When prompted to “Merge Coincident 
Nodes” click “Review”. Examine the nodes identified by “*” and either accept or reject the 
identified nodes.
To delete unreferenced nodes click on “Nodes\Delete unreferenced nodes”. Clicking “accept” 
deletes all nodes not attached to elements or surfaces within the model.

Use the “Zoom Window” button  located on the FEMB toolbar to evaluate the connectivity 
between parts. Some nodes may need to be moved to enable the “Nodes\Check for Coincident 
Nodes” to properly connect parts within the bow. 
To move Nodes, use the “Transform Nodes/point to point” command found in the “Node” menu. 
FEMB prompts for an “Origin” Node and a “Destination” Node.  FEMB draws a vector line on 
the screen to indicate the direction of transformation.  Next, FEMB prompts to select the Nodes 
that are to be transformed. Click on the selected nodes to be transformed. Right click, select “end 
select” and the Node is moved to the desired location.

Figure 4-16 FEMB, Complete Bulk Carrier
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4.3.7 Create materials

All parts in the striking ship are assigned Material type 3 (Kinematic/Isotropic Elastic Plastic) 
with variable parameters. Material type 3 is used within the striking ship because of the “No 
Fracture” relation in the stress-strain curve shown in Figure 4-17. As discussed later (4.3.8) The 
Hughes-Liu element property will be assigned to all elements in the parts HULL, MASSMB1, 
MASSMB2, and STERNMASS. Hughes-Liu elements are designed not to fracture and provide 
out of plane bending of the elements not provided by the normal truss elements. Because 
Hughes-Liu beams are not allowed to fracture, a material with no fracture criterion but allowable 
strength loss is desired and is provided by material type 3. 

Figure 4-17 Material Type 3 Stress Strain Relation

The masses of the striking ship outside of the bow are assumed to be concentrated in the parts, 
MASSMB1, MASSMB2, and STERNMASS. The masses of various parts are summed up 
individually and the remaining mass is adjusted by assigning an appropriate mass density to the 
part HULL so that the total mass of the ship is equivalent to the mass of the ship and the added 
mass in surge. The locations of MASSMB1 and MASSMB2 are determined by matching the 
added mass moment of inertia in yaw. Table 4-1 shows a spreadsheet used to calculate the 
simultaneous mass, added mass in surge, and added mass moment of inertia in yaw for the 
BC150. The “A11c==A11n” notation in the fifth column refers to the requirement that the 
needed mass and added mass in surge must equal the needed mass and added mass calculated 
within the table. 
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Table 4-1 Simultaneous Solution of M, A11, & A66

Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s Ratio and Yield Stress are assigned values for the specified steel. 
For simplicity, strain rate effects are neglected. In the analyses, a linear isotropic hardening law 
is used for the inelastic portion of the effective stress versus strain curve. 
Create two materials named “DEFORMABLE” and “MASS” for the striking ship. Assign the 
parts “MASS STERN”, “MASSMB1”, “MASSMB2” and “HULL” the “MASS” material. 
Assign the remaining parts within the striking ship bow the “DEFORMABLE” material. Use the 
“Create/Material” command found in the “Material” menu to create a new material.  A window 
appears as in Figure 4-18 prompting you to enter the name of the material.  Type the name and 
click “Accept”. 
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MASS

Figure 4-18 FEMB, New Material Name Window

Figure 4-19 shows the next window, which prompts the material type.  All bow parts are 
assigned material type 3 (Kinematic/Isotropic Elastic Plastic).  Select Material type 3 and click 
“Accept”. 

Figure 4-19 FEMB, Material Type Window

Input the material properties into the following window that is shown in Figure 4-20.  Table 4-2 
provides these properties. Account for all ten parameters listed in the window, or the collision 
simulation will not run properly. Select “Accept” when complete.

Figure 4-20 FEMB, Material Properties Window
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Table 4-2 "MASS" & "DEFORMABLE" Material Properties for the BC150

Material Property Name Deformable Mass
Material Type Type 3 Type 3
Mass Density 7.85E+03 7.85E+03
Youngs Modulus 2.09E+11 2.09E+11
Poissons Ratio 2.80E-01 2.80E-01
Yeild Stress 4.57E+08 4.57E+08
Tangent Modulus 4.57E+08 4.57E+08
Failure Pl. Strain 1.50E-01 1.50E-01
Step Size for el. Del. 0 0
Strain Rate Para: C 4.00E+01 4.00E+01
Strain Rate Para: P 5 5

FEMB prompts the user to assign the material to selected elements as seen in Figure 4-21.  Right 
click in the design window and check next to “Assign By Part”.  Assign all parts appropriate to 
the new material. 

Figure 4-21 FEMB, Assign Material to Elements

4.3.8 Create element properties

Each beam and shell element in the striking ship must have properties assigned to them. The 
properties are named according to the parts that they are assigned to.  Use the “Create/Property” 
command found in the “Property” menu to create a new property.  A window appears as in 
Figure 4-22, prompting the user to include the name of the property. To maintain nomenclature, 
property names are the same as part names and each element within the part is assigned the same 
properties. Type “HULL” and click “Accept”.

HULL

Figure 4-22 FEMB, New Element Property Name Window
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Figure 4-23 shows the next window prompting the property type. Select the “BEAMS” property 
and click “Accept”.  Click on the “Hughes-Liu” property in the next window and click “Accept” 
as shown in Figure 4-24.  The “Hughes-Liu” beam type allows longitudinal strength and out of 
plane bending within the striking ship while simplifying the overall model. 

Figure 4-23 FEMB, Element Type Window

Figure 4-24 FEMB, Element Type Selection

Click on “2x2 Gauss point” and “Accept” as shown in Figure 4-25. Click on “Rectangular” and 
“Accept” as shown in Figure 4-26.
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Figure 4-25 FEMB, Element Integration Point Selection

Figure 4-26 FEMB, Cross Section Selection

Input the calculated area for the beam element into the following window shown in Figure 4-27 
under the categories of “S. TKICKNESS @ N1”, “S. TKICKNESS @ N2”, “T. TKICKNESS @ 
N1”, and “T. TKICKNESS @ N2”. Assign the area for the elements in “HULL” the value of 1.0 
meter. The elements in “MASSMB1”, “MASSMB2” and “MASSSTERN” must be calculated to 
account for the total mass and mass moment of inertia for the striking ship. These properties are 
calculated previously as shown in Table 4-1. Input the areas and click “Accept”. 
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Figure 4-27 FEMB, Element Properties Window

FEMB prompts to assign the property to selected elements as seen in Figure 4-28.  Right click in 
the design window and check next to “Assign by Part”.  Assign the area property to the 
appropriate part.

Figure 4-28 FEMB, Assign Element Properties to Elements

Each shell element in the bow of the striking ship must have a thickness assigned to it. Again use 
the “Create/Property” command found in the “Property” menu to create the new property. Assign 
all properties as “3 or 4 Node Plates/Belytschko-tsay” shell elements. Select the “3 or 4 Node 
Plates” property and click “Accept”. Click on the “Belytschko-tsay shell” property and click 
“Accept”. The “Belytschko-tsay shell” element is chosen because it requires only 725 
mathematical operations compared to 4066 operations for the Hughes-Liu shell elements. The 
“Belytschko-tsay shell” elements also allow five integration points establishing the element as 
computationally efficient. 
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Input the thickness for the shell element under the uniform thickness option. The thickness for 
each part within the bow is given in Table 4-3. When the Thickness is entered click “Accept”. 
Assign the thickness property to the appropriate part. 

Table 4-3 Bow Plate Thicknesses

Part Thickness (m)
SDECK 1.86E-02
SUPPER 2.34E-02
SMIDDLE 4.88E-02
SBOTTOM 2.78E-02
SPLATE 5.00E-02
SLONGBK 2.17E-02
SWEB 1.50E-02

4.4 COMPLETE THE STRUCK SHIP MODEL

4.4.1 Struck Ship Overveiw

The struck ship external hull form modeled using the FastShip design software and AutoCad is 
imported into the finite element model builder (FEMB) where material and element properties 
are assigned. The cargo section is modeled in detail to analyze the possible deformation and 
penetration while the remainder of the vessel is modeled using beams to account for additional 
mass within the DH150.
4.4.2 Import *.dxf file into *.fmb file

Import the *.dxf file of the struck-ship cargo section exported from AutoCAD directly into the 
completed *.FMB file containing the striking-ship.  Open the *.FMB containing the Bulk Carrier 
Intersection model in FEMB.  Use the “File/Open” command again to open the *.dxf file of the 
tanker cargo section.  FEMB prompts, “Do you want to append the current database with the 
input file” as in Figure 4-29.  Click “Yes”.  Place both ships needed for the collision simulation 
in the same file.  Save the file as a new *.fmb file. 

Figure 4-29 FEMB, Importing a *.dxf File Into an *.fmb file

4.4.3 Transform lines in FEMB

If not careful to orient the coordinate systems correctly for the collision simulation while 
constructing the two ship models in AutoCAD, the ship is imported in an awkward position.  An 
example is in Figure 4-30.  
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Figure 4-30 FEMB, Two Ships Imported into *.fmb File

A better starting orientation is shown in Figure 4-31, starting with the coordinate systems 
oriented properly. The two ships must still be arranged within the required strike initial positions. 
The transform function is used for this purpose. 

Figure 4-31 FEMB, Two Ships Correctly Imported into *.fmb File

To move the struck ship model, use the “Transform/Lines point to point” command found in the 
“Geom” menu. FEMB prompts for an “Origin” point and a “Destination” point.  FEMB draws a 
vector line on the screen to indicate the direction of transformation.  Next, FEMB prompts to 
select the lines that are to be transformed.  Right click and check the “Select by drag window” 
selection. Drag a box containing all of the lines in the cargo section model.  Right click, select 
“end select” and the model is moved to the desired location. For this section of the tutorial, only 
the struck ship is needed.  Use the “Parts/On/off” command found in the “Parts” menu to turn off 
all of the parts in the striking ship.
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4.4.4 Create surfaces 

The intersection model of the cargo section is in the form of one-dimensional lines. To assign 
plate elements and properties to the intersection model, create two-dimensional surfaces that 
correspond to these plate elements. Before these surfaces are created, create parts for each of the 
structural members in the cargo section. Assign each part a different color. Assign the deck plate 
the part name “DECK”, the inner bottom “INNBOTT”, the bottom “BOTT”, and the stringers 
“STRINGER”. Assign the outer side shell the part name “SIDESHEL”, the inner skin 
“INN_SKIN”, the bulkhead “BULKHEAD”, and the floor girders “FLR_GIRD”. Assign the 
upper and lower webs on the sides of the cargo section the part names “WEBUPP” and 
“WEBLOW” respectively. Assign the deck and floor transverse webs “DEC_TRAN” and 
“FLR_TRAN” respectively, and the vertical webs along the bulkhead the part name 
“VERTWEB”. Assign the deck brackets the name “BRACKET” and the transverse bulkhead the 
name TRBULKHD”. Multiple parts are required because the parts are assigned varying material 
properties based on the thickness of each of the plates.  The plate thickness is provided by Table 
4-4 and were obtained by smearing the local stiffeners into the adjacent plates. 

Table 4-4 Cargo Section Thicknesses

Part Thickness (m)
DECK 3.14E-02
BOTT 2.42E-02
INNBOTT 2.40E-02
SIDESHEL 2.34E-02
INN_SKIN 2.29E-02
BULKHEAD 1.08E-02
STRINGER 1.69E-02
FLR_GRD 1.84E-02
DEC_TRAN 1.50E-02
VERTWEB 1.40E-02
FLR_TRAN 1.50E-02
WEBUPP 1.20E-02
WEBLOW 1.80E-02
TRBULKHD 2.50E-01
BRACKET 1.50E-02

Use the “Zoom/Window” tool found in the main toolbar to zoom into the cargo section. Use the 
“Create Surfaces/4-line surface” command found in the “Surface” menu to begin adding surfaces 
to the cargo section. FEMB prompts to select four intersecting lines to bound the desired 
quadrilateral surface.     Select the boundary lines in either a clock-wise or counter clockwise 
pattern.  If a mistake is made use the “Delete Surface” command found the “Surface” menu.  A 
few 3-line surfaces exist in the cargo section model.  Use the “Create Surface/3-line surface” 
command, utilizing the same method just described. Generate the surfaces by part, and switch 
parts when needed, as detailed in Chapter 4-3.  Once all of the surfaces are assigned the cargo 
section appears as in Figure 4-32, with surfaces assigned to their corresponding parts.
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Figure 4-32 FEMB, Struck Ship Cargo Section with Assigned Surfaces

4.4.5 Mesh

Auto-Meshing is one of the key features of FEMB that is critical to the development of the 
conventional element bow models. Auto-meshing does not require creating elements manually 
from node data. This reduces the time required to mesh trimmed and standard IGES surfaces. 
The development of a reliable finite element model depends on the FE mesh size, density and 
continuity. A mesh that is not sufficiently dense, or has discontinuities, may lead to 
unpredictable problems and incorrect results. Mesh generation is the most important stage in the 
development of a good finite element model. The various commands within FEMB’s element 
menu are used to generate a finite element mesh that is free from these problems.
Use the various mesh-editing tools in FEMB to manipulate displayed elements. Including 
splitting, coarsening, copying, mirroring, reversing element-normal, changing connectivity and 
renumbering elements. Other tools are used to project F.E. meshes onto surfaces, an existing 
mesh or a plane. Tools can be used to scale, move, rotate, reflect and copy partial or entire 
models.
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Add a mesh to the surface using the “Plate/Solid mesh/ Surface Mesh” command found in the 
“Element” menu.  Use the “Select by drag window” option to assign a mesh to all of the surfaces 
in the cargo section.  FEMB prompts to “Select a mesh size”.  The default is 15, however the 
smallest value of 1 best approximates the complexity of the cargo section structure. A value of 4 
is sufficient in the ship to ship collision and saves CPU time. FEMB prompts to “Include 
elements in their original part? (Y/N)”. Select yes, and the generated plate elements are assigned 
to the parts of the surfaces from which they were created. A summary of the “auto-mesh” 
properties will be displayed.   The mesh is “shaded” by right clicking and selecting the “shade” 
box in the “Display Properties” option.  The shaded mesh of the cargo section is shown in Figure 
4-33. 

Figure 4-33 FEMB, Shaded Cargo Section Surface Mesh

4.4.6 Element size

The accuracy of the results from finite element calculations increases if smaller elements are 
used. However, when material failure occurs, the increase in accuracy is not a closed form result 
since the material failure is dependent on the element size. Therefore input of data for material 
failure are related to the element size used. The elements in conventional models are thus defined 
by trial and error, so that they are neither too large nor too small for simulation.
To reduce CPU-time, calculations in this report are performed using the minimum number of 
integration points for recovering internal forces in shell elements. The minimum number of 
allowed integration points on a shell element is 2. By increasing the number of integration points 
on the shell elements defining stiffness matrices for each element become larger and more 
computationally expensive. Once an element size is chosen and hour glassing has been 
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minimized the number of integration points may be increased to 3 or 4 depending upon CPU 
cost. With a total of 20,000 elements and 2 integration points the simulation runs approximately 
4 hours, increasing the integration points to 3 adds an approximate 2.5 hours to the simulation. 
Two integration points are sufficient for initial “trial and error” runs, however for increased 
accuracy, three integration points are used in final analysis stages.
4.4.7 Create and assign material properties

Assign material and element properties in the same manner as described in the previous section.  
Assign all parts in struck ship cargo section Material type 24 (Piecewise_Linear_Plasticity) with 
variable parameters. Be sure to account for all ten parameters for the material. Material type 24 
was chosen based on its standard stress-strain relationship with fracture allowed and defined at 
strain equivalent to 0.15. Assign all other parts in the struck ship as Material type 3.
Create two materials named “HT32” and “MILD” for the cargo section.  The “HT32” material 
represents a high strength steel used for the outer plate on the deck sides and bottom.  Assign the 
“MILD” material to all other parts. Details on the materials are provided in Table 4-5. The parts 
assigned to each material are provided in Table 4-6. 

Table 4-5 Material "MILD" and "HT32" Properties

Material Property Name HT32 Mild
Material Type Type 24 Type 24
Mass Density 7.85E+03 7.85E+03
Youngs Modulus 2.09E+11 2.09E+11
Poissons Ratio 2.80E-01 2.80E-01
Yeild Stress 4.57E+08 4.57E+08
Tangent Modulus 4.57E+08 4.57E+08
Failure Pl. Strain 1.50E-01 1.50E-01
Step Size for el. Del. 0 0
Strain Rate Para: C 4.00E+01 4.00E+01
Strain Rate Para: P 5 5
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Table 4-6 Parts Assigned to "MILD" and "HT32"

Part Material
DECK HT32
BOTT HT32
INNBOTT HT32
SIDESHEL MILD
INN_SKIN MILD
BULKHEAD MILD
STRINGER MILD
FLR_GRD HT32
DEC_TRAN HT32
VERTWEB MILD
FLR_TRAN HT32
WEBUPP MILD
WEBLOW MILD
TRBULKHD MILD
BRACKET HT32

Create three materials named “RIGID1”, “MASSA” and “MASSF” for the remaining parts of the 
struck ship.  The “MASSA” and “MASSF” materials are used for the forward and aft masses.  
Assign the “MILD” material to the part “BLOCK”. Details on the materials are provided in 
Table 4-7. The parts assigned to each material are provided in Table 4-8.

Table 4-7 DH150 Material Details
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Table 4-8 DH150 Material and Property Assignments

The masses of the struck ship outside of the cargo section are assumed to be concentrated in the 
parts MASSAFT and MASSFORW. The masses of various parts are summed up individually 
and the remaining mass is adjusted by assigning an appropriate mass density to the part BLOCK 
so that the total mass of the ship is equivalent to the mass of the ship and the added mass in 
sway. The locations of MASSAFT and MASSFORW are determined by matching the added 
mass moment of inertia in yaw. Table 4-9 shows a spreadsheet used to calculate the simultaneous 
mass, added mass in sway, and added mass moment of inertia in yaw for the DH150. The 
“A22c==A22n” notation in the fifth column refers to the requirement that the needed mass and 
added mass in sway must equal the needed mass and added mass calculated within the table.
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Table 4-9 Simultaneous Solution for DH150 M, A22, & A66

4.4.8 Create and assign plate properties

Create the element properties for the plate, assigning the same name as the corresponding part, 
and choose “3-4 Node Plates” as shown in Figure 4-34.  
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Figure 4-34 FEMB, Choosing the Plate Property

FEMB prompts to select the element formulation as shown in Figure 4-35.  Choose the type 01 
“Belytchko-Tsay” type plate element.  

Figure 4-35 FEMB, Choosing the Plate Element Formulation

Input the thickness of each property in the next window shown in Figure 4-36.  Insert the 
thickness of the plate element provided by Table 4-4 in the “Uniform Thickness” category as 
seen in Figure 4-36. 

Figure 4-36 FEMB, Assigning the Plate Thickness
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Create plate properties for each part of the cargo section.  Assign the plate properties to the plate 
elements as described in the previous section.
4.4.9 Check Part and element property ID numbers

Once all parts and element properties are entered and accounted for, check the PID numbers of 
the parts and the ID numbers of the element properties to see if any of the assigned numbers 
overlap. Overlap occurs when Parts are created after properties or when the default PID’s are not 
accepted. To check both ID numbers, use the “List Parts” command under the Part menu, and the 
“List Elem Properties” command under the Element Property menu. If the numbers do not 
overlap, continue on preparing the simulation. If the numbers do overlap, reassign new PID and 
ID numbers to the particular parts and element properties. 
To change the PID number of a part, use the “Change Part Attribute” command under the Part 
menu. Right-click the mouse and click on “Select By Name”, and select the part you wish to 
change. Continue until all parts to be modified are done.
To change the ID number of your element property, use the “Change Elem Property ID” 
command under the Element Property menu. FEMB prompts “Renumber All Properties?” Click 
“No”, and FEMB prompts “Renumber Selected Properties?” Click “yes”, and right-click the 
mouse and click on “Select By Property Name”. Select the property you wish to change. 
Continue until all properties to be modified are done. Reassign the modified element properties 
to their corresponding parts by using the “Assign Property” command under the Element 
Property menu. Right-click the mouse and click on “Select By Property Name”. Select the 
property and right-click again to select the corresponding part. Once all modified properties are 
reassigned, continue setting up the simulation.
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CHAPTER 5 PREPARE THE COLLISION SIMULATION

5.1 LS-DYNA CONTACT ALGORITHM

Figure 5-1 shows how contact is defined in LS-DYNA 3D. The dots indicate slave nodes 
and the surfaces are the master segments.

MASTER SEGMENTS

SLAVE NODES

Figure 5-1 LS-DYNA, Contact Algorithm

Slave nodes are constrained to be on the positive side of the master segment normals. Contact 
type 5 and contact type 10 are one-sided searches whereas contact type 3 is a two-sided search, 
as described in the example below.
Type 5 Slave surface nodes

Master surface segments

Type 10 Slave surface segments

Master surface segments

Type 3 Slave surface segments
Master surface segments

One-sided search:
Slave nodes are prevented from going through the master surfa
Ex.: Types 5 and 10
Symmetric search:
Slaved segments are prevented from going through master segm
Ex.: Type 3
The example below shows the difference between a type 3 and
contacts deal with penetration.
ONE-SIDED 
TWO-SIDED 
ce

ents and vice versa

 a type 5 contact, in the way these 
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Figure 5-2 Contact Definition in LS-DYNA

Slave nodes Slave surface
Master nodes Master surface

In Figure 5-2, although there is an obvious penetration, type 5 contact ignores this because all it 
checks for is that the slave nodes are on the positive side of the master segment normal. Type 3 
contact detects this penetration because the master node has penetrated the slave surface. For this 
project interface type 5 is used allowing the master segments of the BC150 to penetrate into the 
side of the DH150, while ensuring deformation through the nodal requirement. In type 5 contact, 
all nodes in the struck ship are assigned as slave nodes and all surfaces within the striking ship 
are defined as master segments. The contact interface does not allow the slave nodes to penetrate 
the master segments. If the striking ship is defined as master segments then the penetration of the 
striking ship into the struck ship may occur and both ships are enabled to deform. If however, the 
struck ship is defined as the master segments then the striking ship can not penetrate into the 
struck ship because slave nodes are not allowed to penetrate a master segment as defined by 
interface type 5.

5.2 INTERFACE

The Interface Menu option within FEMB’s Main menu allows the creation and assignment of 
sliding or rigid wall interfaces for LS-DYNA simulations. Once the interface type is defined, the 
contact type is easily edited and modified to simulate the actual collision. The *CONTACT 
section in the input allows the definition of many different contact types. These contact options 
are for treating the contact of deformable bodies, single surface contact in deformable bodies, 
and deformable body to rigid body contact. The type of interface is defined directly within 
FEMB, without having to enter the input in KEYWORD format.
Use type 5 contact (NODES TO SURFACE) for contact. In this type of contact, all nodes in the 
striking ship are assigned as the master nodes and all elements in the struck ship surface are 
assigned as "Slave Segments". The contact interface does not allow the slave nodes to penetrate 
the master segments.  If the struck ship is assigned as the slave, both ships must deform because 
the slave nodes are not allowed to penetrate the master surface.
Use the “Create Interface” command found in the “I.F.” menu to assign an interface between the 
two colliding ships.  Name the interface “INFACE01” and type 5 “NODES TO SURFACE” 
interface is selected as shown in Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3 FEMB, Selecting the Interface Type

5.2.1 Assign the contact segments

Use the “Create Contact Segment/Master” found in the “I.F.” menu to assign the elements in the 
bow as the master elements.  The menu is shown in Figure 5-4.  Right click and drag to “Select 
by Drag Window” to create a window around the entire bow.  This will assign all of the elements 
in the bow as master elements.

Figure 5-4 FEMB, Selecting the Interface Type

Use the “Assign Slave Nodes” command also found in the “I.F.” menu, to assign the nodes in the 
cargo section as the slave nodes.  Right click and drag to “Select by Drag Window” to assign all 
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of the nodes in the cargo section as slave nodes. Small red squares appear where slave nodes are 
defined.

5.2.2 Boundary conditions

The motion of the bow is restricted in the 3, 4 and 5 directions (Translation in the Z-axis, rotation 
around the X-axis and Y-axis or heave, pitch, and roll) by constraining the nodes in the last 
transverse bulkhead in these directions. The constraints allow the striking ship model to be very 
simple and provide for a faster solution. The striking ship motions in heave, pitch, and roll are 
relatively small and less significant in a collision event.
The boundary conditions on the struck ship are the same (3,4, and 5 or heave, pitch, and roll) for 
all nodes in the “BLOCK”, while the rest of the nodes in the section have all dof, as shown in 
Figure 5-5.

Figure 5-5 FEMB, Constraints on Nodes of Struck Ship

Set the number of degrees of freedom to the desired boundary condition set using the “SPC 
Option/Create SPC set” command found in the “B.C.” menu as shown in Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-6 FEMB, Using the "SPC" Command to Assign Degrees of Freedom

The “SPC” command allows the assignment of any number of degrees of freedom in any 
direction in the global coordinate system.  To assign degrees of freedom in the striking ship 
choose Any Combination SPC set as shown in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-7 FEMB, Setting "Any Combination" Degree of Freedom

FEMB prompts asking to “Enter any combination of 1,2,3,4,5,6” as shown in Figure 5-8. 
Selections 1, 2, and 3 correspond to freedom constraints in the x, y, and z directions, 
respectively. Selections 4, 5, and 6 correspond to rotational constraints around the x, y, and z 
axes, respectively. Type in 3, 4 and 5 to constrain the z direction and the x and y rotations. Click 
“Accept”.
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Figure 5-8 FEMB, Entering the Direction Constraints

Once the combination is entered, right-click the mouse and choose “Select By Node”. Select the 
nodes on the last transverse bulkhead of the bow. The selected nodes are marked by white. 
Right-click and choose “End Select”, and the selected nodes are marked by a “345”. The prompt 
shown in Figure 5-7 appears again. Repeat the process for “BLOCK”, “MASSAFT” and 
“MASSFORW” in the struck ship. Choose “Cancel/End” when the prompt of Figure 5-7 appears 
again. 

5.2.3 Initial conditions

The initial velocity assigned to the nodes of the bow is equal to the collision speed of the vessel. 
In some cases, this parameter is varied to see the sensitivity of results to this variation. Assign a 
velocity equaling the ship velocity to all nodes in the striking ship.  A striking velocities of 5m/s 
is chosen for this collision simulation.  Found in the “B.C.” menu, use the “Initial 
Velocity/Define Initial Velocity” command to set the initial velocity of the bulk carrier model to 
5m/s. Input “5,0,0” when prompted to provide the initial velocity. This is done because the “x-
direction” of the global coordinate system, which corresponds to the longitudinal direction of 
hull, is oriented with positive in the forward direction. Use the “Select by Drag Window” tool to 
select all of the slave nodes in the striking ship.   Arrows appear at the master nodes indicating 
the direction of the velocity vectors as seen in Figure 5-9.
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Figure 5-9 FEMB, Setting the Initial Velocity to the Striking Ship

5.2.4 Time-steps

The use of a large number of inexpensive (small CPU-time) time steps is characteristic for 
explicit schemes. The maximum time step is restricted by stability criteria. For analyses on steel 
structures, the time step is typically of the order of 1 × 10-6 sec, and the duration of the collisions 
is about 1-3 sec. The configuration is evaluated at about 5 × 105 points in time.
5.2.5 Save LS-DYNDA3D *.dyn, *.dat file

Once the FEMB collision models are complete and prepared for simulation, the file is saved as a 
LS-DYNA3D file.  This file-type is used for the simulation.  In the “File” menu in FEMB, click 
the “Save As” command.  Choose the “*.dyn, *.dat” file type and input a file name. LS-
DYNA3D prompts to input a title for the simulation.  Insert a name and click “Accept”. Another 
prompt appears, asking for the run time of the simulation. Enter a time based on the initial 
velocity and the desired distance that the model moves in the simulation. Accept the default 
settings in the next two “Database” windows by clicking accept as seen in Figures 5-10 and 5-11.  
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Figure 5-10 FEMB, Binary Database Menu 1

Figure 5-11 FEMB, Binary Database Menu 2

In the “Database Option” window check next to the “GLSTAT” and “RCFORCE” output 
boxes as seen in Figure 5-12.  The “GLSTAT” output provides a graphics viewing file 
where the simulation may be visualized. The “RCFORCE” output provides data required 
to plot force and energy graphs of the collision. The time step for the simulation is 
adjusted in these boxes.   A larger time step decreases the simulation processing time.  
The simulation is ready to run. 
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Figure 5-12 FEMB, Database Output Options, Including Time Steps
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CHAPTER 6 RUN THE COLLISION SIMULATION

6.1 LS-DYNA OVERVIEW

LS-DYNA is a general-purpose, explicit finite element program used to analyze the 
nonlinear dynamic response of three-dimensional inelastic structures. Its fully automated 
contact analysis capability and error-checking features enable users worldwide to 
successfully solve many complex crash and forming problems [23,24,25].
The basic procedure for working with the LS-DYNA package is to:
Use the pre-processor to create a desired model.
Run LS-DYNA to solve a simulation using the model.
Use the post- and/or graph-processor to obtain/review the simulation results.
The components for working with the LS-DYNA package are located within a “Program 
Manager”, a basic “starting point” screen for the program. The menu bar and toolbar of 
the LS-DYNA Program Manager screen are shown below. The buttons on the toolbar are 
shortcuts for frequently used operations in LS-DYNA. Figure 6-1 shows the main menu 
of LS-DYNA3D.

Figure 6-1 LS-DYNA, Main Menu

6.2 RUN THE SIMULATION

Click the left most straight blue arrow to begin the LS-DYNA simulation.  Select the 
*.dyn file previously saved.   Depending on the complexity of the simulation and the 
speed of the simulation computer the simulation may take several hours to run.   The LS-
DYNA simulation window appears on the screen as seen in Figure 6-2. 

Figure 6-2 Screen Capture of LS-DYNA Dialogue Box
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For some simulations the LS-DYNA card deck or *.dyn file may need or be desired to be 
changed. For this project the *CONTROL_CONTACT card 1 is modified from its 
default settings. Click “File\Open” and select the *.dyn file. When prompted click yes. 
The *.dyn file will open. Find the section of the database shown in Figure 6-3.

Figure 6-3 CONTROL_CONTACT and _ENERGY Cards

Change the values of the *CONTROL_CONTACT and *CONTROL_ENERGY cards to 
appear as highlighted. These values reduce hour glassing and increase penetration 
penalties for slave nodes penetrating master segments. Save and exit the *.dyn file. Run 
the simulation as described above.

6.3 SENSE SWITCH CONTROLS

Sense switches are control points used to interrupt the LS-DYNA program to retrieve 
useful information in the midst of a simulation run. Type “^C” (Control-C), which 
interrupts LS-DYNA. LS-DYNA prompts to input (type in) the sense switch code. LS-
DYNA has four terminal sense switch controls:
  SW1  A restart file is written and LS-DYNA terminates.
  SW2   LS-DYNA responds with time and cycle numbers.
 SW3 A restart file is written and LS-DYNA continues.
SW4 A plot state is written and LS-DYNA continues.

6.4 POST PROCESSOR, ETA- POSTGL

eta/PostGL is a general purpose post-processor for use with LS-DYNA developed by 
Engineering Technology Associates Inc. eta/PostGL quickly post-processes result data 
including the real time animation of stresses, strain energy, displacements and time 
history curves. Its dynamic allocation of memory optimizes system resources allowing 
for models up to 250,000 elements and nodes. eta/PostGLs OPENGL, workstation-
quality, 3D graphics add clarity and realism to model animations for easy interpretation 
of analysis results. Animated frames can number up to 500 for highly detailed analysis. 
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Model animations can be edited using a variety of different functions and saved as an 
AVI file for use on or over the internet.
eta/PostGLs interface allows the cutting and pasting plots and graph data directly from 
eta/PostGL to other windows-based programs. eta/PostGL also allows dragging and 
dropping files and easy access of result data. 
Open the PostGL.pp file created by LS-DYNA using the eta/PostGL interface. The 
eta/PostGL interface allows the use of all FEMB manipulation tools discussed in chapter 
4. When opened the PostGL.pp file looks similar to the final FEMB file, as shown in 
Figure 6-4.

Figure 6-4 Screen Capture of eta/PostGL

To view the simulations, click the arrow under “Frame Range” and select “All Frames”. 
The eta/PostGL highlights all time steps as shown in Figure 6-5, click “Play”. The 
eta/PostGL runs the simulation continually until prompted to “Stop”. 
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Figure 6-5 eta/PostGL, Simulation Toolbar

Save the video file of the simulation. Click the second button to the left-labeled “Write 
AVI File” on the toolbar. Note that the simulation must be running in order to capture the 
video. eta/PostGL prompts for a file name for the video clip. Name the file and choose a 
directory and click “Save”. The default frame rate is 10 frames per second, change this 
value to one to slow the simulation. Click “Accept”. Accept the default window width 
and height. Click on the “BUILD” menu option and click “OK” to accept the compressor 
type and quality. The simulation runs once and returns to the eta/PostGL screen. To 
toggle between a shaded model or a wire mesh click the “Shade Model” button located 
on the bottom center of the screen as shown in Figure 6-4.
To process the created “glstat” and “rcforce” graphs created by LS-DYNA click the 
“Graph Processing” button located on the toolbar in the LS-DYNA Program Manager. 
The eta/PostGL prompts for a database file. Find the desired “glstat” or “rcforce” file and 
click “Open”. Eta/PostGL prompts for a time interval selection. Accept the default by 
clicking “OK”. Eta/PostGL prompts for the interface and variable types as shown in 
Figure 6-6. Highlight all or desired options and click “OK”.
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Figure 6-6 eta/PostGL, Interface Prompt

A plot for the options chosen is generated and displayed. Manipulate the graph as desired 
using the toolbars provided and shown in Figure 6-7.
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Figure 6-7 Screen Capture of eta/PostGL Toolbars

Eta/PostGL allows integration, derivation, inverting, filtering, scaling, copying, deleting, 
and saving of the curves created. 
For this project a standard format of output is required to facilitate the organization of 
results. Three plots are specifically required: force verses time, penetration verses time, 
and force verses penetration. 
6.4.1 Force Verses Time Plot

To obtain the force verses time plot click the “Graph Processing” button located on the 
toolbar in the LS-DYNA Program Manager. The eta/PostGL prompts for a database file. 
Find the desired “rcforce” file and click “Open”. Eta/PostGL prompts for a time interval 
selection. Accept the default by clicking “OK”. Eta/PostGL prompts for the interface and 
variable types as shown in Figure 6-6. Highlight “Interface #1 (Master)” and “X Force” 
and click “OK”. A plot for the force verses time is generated and displayed. Save this plot 
and exit the eta/PostGL. 
For angled collisions a similar process is followed. The steps to obtain the penetration 
verse time plots for angled collisions are as follows:
Open Graph Processor.
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Find the desired “rcforce” file and click “Open”. Eta/PostGL prompts for a time interval 
selection. Accept the default by clicking “OK”. 
Eta/PostGL prompts for the interface and variable types as shown in Figure 6-6. 
Highlight “Interface #1 (Master)”, “X Force”, and “Y Force” and click “OK”.
Scale X-Force for striking and struck ship by cos[(90-theta)]. Where theta is the angle of 
collision.
Scale Y-Force for striking and struck ship by cos[(theta)].
Sum the X and Y Forces

6.4.2 Penetration Verses Time Plot

There is no direct value for penetration among all LS-DYNA Post-Processor results, so 
we have to take some methods to measure it. Suppose at the beginning of the collision, 
the striking ship is moving along X-axis, then the maximum difference between the 
displacements in the X direction of the striking ship and struck ship during the collision 
process can be taken as penetration. Figure 6-8 illustrates this definition, where red 
continuous lines represents the striking and struck ship at the beginning of the collision 
and blue dash line represents the two ship at the end of the collision.

Figure 6-8 Correlation Between Penetration and Displacement

Then, the major task is how to measure the displacements in the striking direction of the 
two ships. The following describes the details of the whole process:
Open a “PostGL.pp” or “d3plot” file with Post-Processor, turn off unnecessary parts and 

click on button “List/Graph Value” (it shows on the toolbar as ), then select “node” 
and pick up a node on the screen whose displacement you want to know. After that 
another window will pop up in which you can select the type of displacement, for 
example, select “X Displacement” and click on “OK”. In next step, there is another pop-
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up window as shown in Figure 6.9. There are two options: the first is “Plot Only” which 
means the displacement curve is plotted only on screen and will be lost once the program 
is terminated; the second is “Write File and Plot” which shows the curve on screen and 
also save the curve to a separate file which can be open with other programs such as 
“Graph Processor” of LS-DYNA. Here we select the latter. Then when continue, a 
window will pop up and prompt you to enter a name for the curve file, as shown in 
Figure 6.10. By default, the file will be saved as *.lst type. After that, a curve will be 
shown on the screen (see Figure 6.11) and at the mean time, a curve file is saved on the 
hard disk.

Figure 6-9 eta/PostGL, Two Plot Options

Figure 6-10 eta/PostGL, Saved Displacement Curve Plots
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Figure 6-11 eta/PostGL, Displayed Displacement Curve

Repeat Step 1 until a series of curves are plotted and a series of files are saved. One point 
should be mentioned is how to select these nodes. They must be typical enough to 
represent the whole ship. Generally, for the striking ship, three nodes from the left side, 
central line and right side are selected; as for the struck ship, the four corner nodes of the 
outer shell are chosen.
Then start Graph-Processor and select “Open Files”. In the “Open Database File” 
window, make sure the option of “Files of type” is “eta List Directed Curve”, as shown in 
Figure 6.12. 

Figure 6-12 Graph-Processor, Open *.lst File

Open all displacement curve files in one window, it would be like Figure 6.13. Then take 
the average displacement of the striking and struck ship. This can be achieved by first 
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adding up all displacement curves of each ship, and then scale them with the reciprocal of 
the number of added curves, having two displacement curves representing the two ships. 
Finally, subtract the displacement curve of the struck ship from the one of striking ship, 
and result in the penetration curve, as shown in Figure 6.14. One point should be made 
here is that this curve might not be the final penetration curve, because in some cases, the 
striking ship has to travel certain distance before it collides with the struck ship. In 
current case, this distance is 0.6m, so the final penetration is 6.27m, instead of 6.87m. 
Subtract this distance (0.6m) before plotting.

Figure 6-13 Graph-Processor, Displacement Curves of Striking and Struck Ships

For angled collisions a similar process is followed. The steps to obtain the penetration 
verse time plots for angled collisions are as follows:
Open PostGL or d3plot in the post processor.
Obtain five starboard and port, X and Y node displacements on the striking ship (20 
total).
Obtain two forward and port, X and Y node displacements on the struck ship (8 total).
Open Graph Processor.
Open, sum, and scale all X node displacements of the striking ship.
Open, sum, and scale all Y node displacements of the striking ship.
Open, sum, and scale all X node displacements of the struck ship.
Open, sum, and scale all Y node displacements of the struck ship.
Scale X displacements for striking and struck ship by cos[(90-theta)]. Where theta is the 
angle of collision.
Scale Y displacements for striking and struck ship by cos[(theta)].
Sum the X and Y displacements.
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Figure 6-14 Graph-Processor, Penetration verses Time Plot

6.4.3 Force Verses Penetration Plot

To obtain the force verses time plot click the “Graph Processing” button located on the 
toolbar in the LS-DYNA Program Manager. The eta/PostGL prompts for a database file. 
Open the previously saved force verses time and penetration verses time plots under 
eta/PostGL/GRAPH Graph. Click on the “CROSS” button on the Graphs option toolbar 
shown in Figure 6.15. 
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Figure 6-15 Graph-Processor, Graph Options Toolbar

When prompted to select the target curve click on the penetration verses time curve and 
click “OK”. When prompted to select curve click on the force verses time curve and click 
“OK”. The eta/PostGL processor displays a plot of the force verses penetration as shown 
in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6-16 Graph-Processor, Force verses Penetration Plot

To clean up the graph, click on the penetration curve in the “corresponding curves” 
section of the graphs toolbar shown in Figure 6-15 and click “Del”. The final force verses 
penetration curve will look as Figure 6-17.
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Figure 6-17 Graph-Processor, Final Force-verses Penetration Plot

Be sure to save the file before exiting. Other options are available however are not 
needed nor discussed within this tutorial. 
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CHAPTER 7 STRIKING AND STRUCK SHIPS IN BRIEF

7.1 STRIKING SHIP (BC150L)

Table 7-1 provides a brief reference guide of parts, properties, and materials for the 
BC150.

Table 7-1 BC150 Striking Ship in Brief

7.2 STRUCK SHIP (DH150)

Table 7-2 provides a brief reference guide of parts, properties, and materials for the 
DH150.
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Table 7-2 DH150 Struck Ship in Brief
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APPENDIX D CALCULATION OF MASS AND MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA

To properly simulate the collision scenario, the following conditions must be satisfied:

• The total mass of the LS-DYNA striking ship model must equal the sum of the ship's 

added mass in surge and the ship's material mass.

• The total mass of the LS-DYNA struck ship model must equal the sum of the ship's 

added mass in sway and the ship's material mass.

• The mass moment of inertia around the Z-Axis (I66) of both the struck and striking 

ship models must equal their respective ship’s virtual mass moment of inertia around 

the Z-Axis (A66).

In the struck ship model, most of the mass is concentrated in two parts, MASSFORW and 

MASSAFT, located at the two ends of the ship model. The model’s moment of inertia 

around the Z-Axis (I66) is adjusted to match the ship’s virtual mass moment of inertia 

around the Z-Axis (A66) by adjusting the distances between these concentrated masses 

and the center of the model.  Equations are solved to simultaneously achieve the ship’s 

virtual mass, center of gravity and mass moment of inertia. 

For the concentrated masses, since they are far away from the center of the struck ship, 

their geometry can be neglected and they are considered to be concentrated at point. The 

moment of inertia of each concentrated mass around the center of the struck ship is 
2
massmassmass LMI = .

 The moment of inertia for each connecting beam element around its longitudinal center 

is: 

I M Lbeam beam beam=
1
3

2

Then from conservation of mass:

totalocblockblockmassmass MMVV =++ arg2 ρρ                      (1)

where:
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Vmass is the volume of the concentrated mass;

rmass is the density of the concentrated mass;

Vblock is the volume of the block beams;

rblock is the density of the block beams;

Mcargo is the mass of the whole cargo section;

Mtotal is the total mass of struck ship model.

On the other hand, from the conservation of moment of inertia, we can have another 

equation:

ocblockblockblockmassmassmassocblockblockmassmass ILVLVILMLM arg
2

3
12

arg
2''

3
12'' 22 ++=++ ρρ    (2)

where:

'
massM  is the mass of the concentrated mass before the modification;

'
massL  is the distance between the concentrated mass and the center of the ship 

before the modification;

'
blockM  is the mass of the block beams before the modification;

'
blockL  is the length of the block beams before the modification;

ocI arg  is the moment of inertia of the whole cargo section, it remains unchanged 

after the modification;

massL  is the distance between the concentrated mass and the center of the ship 

after the modification;

blockL  is the length of the block beams after the modification.
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From the LS-DYNA model, we have known that kgMmass
6' 1047.131 ×= , 

kgMblock
6' 10376.4 ×= , kgM total

610270×= , kgM oc
6

arg 10679.2 ×= , 3168mVmass = , 

35.746 mVblock = , mLmass 5.68' = , mLmass 100= , mLblock 5.68' =  and mLblock 100= , plug 

them into equation (1) and (2), we can solve the following results:

3/8.181922 mkgmass =ρ , and

3/8.276216 mkgblock =ρ .
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